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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

1.1. Background of the Study 

ı 

It is a recognized fact that reading is possibly the most important skill among the 

four basic language skills in academic context for many different leamers; first language 

leamers, second language leamers, and foreign language leamers. Due to this 

importance, a multitude of books and joumals have been devoted to the study and 

teaching of reading, and a large amount of research has been conducted in order to 

understand the reading process. Nonetheless, it is still the least understood process 

today, and no theory which has won general acceptance exists (Clarke, 1988; Grabe, 

1991). 

Clarke (1988) claims, "The quantity and variety of theoretical models of reading 

in the first language (Lı) has resulted in a great amount of theoretical and pedagogical 

diversity among second language (L2) researchers and teachers." (p. 114). Indeed, based 

u po n the models introduced in the studies of first language reading, research on reading 

in second or foreign language (FL) and efforts to improve instruction have continued to 

grow remarkably for the last couple of decades. However, as Grabe (ı991) indicates, 

in agreement with Clarke, "It has become difficult to synthesize the array of research and 

instructional literature in second and foreign language reading." (p. 379) Due to this 

complexity of reading process and the lack of a commonly accepted theory, many 

researchers attempt to understand and explain the fluent reading process by analyzing the 

process into a set of components (Bamet, 1986; Carrell and Wise, ı998; Lee, 1986; 

Dowling and Mitchell, ı993; Davis and Bistodeau, 1993; Do nin and Silva, 1993; B lock, 

ı992; Blau, 1982; Carrell, 1991; Wolf, 1993; Bernhard and Kamil, ı995; Carver, 1992; 

Tschimer, 1996; Beck, 1993; Ibrahim, ı979; Meyer, 1977; Calfee and Drum, 1986; 

Gemsbacher, 1990). A review ofliterature shows that the following components have 

been the major concems of reading researchers: 

ı. automatic decoding ability 

2. vocabulary knowledge 

3. structural knowledge 

' ' ~ ' ,. • ı. 
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4. content background knowledge 

5. formal discourse structure knowledge 

6. reading skills and strategies 

Early work in second language reading comprehension assumed a rather 

passive, "bottom-up", view of second language reading; that is, it was viewed primarily 

as a decoding process of reconstructing the author' s intended meaning via recognizing 

the printed letters and words, and building up a meaning for the text from the smallest 

textual units at the bottom (letters and words) to larger units at the top (phrases, 

clauses, sentences) (Hammadou, 1991; Carrell, 1988; Barnett, 1986). Asa result ofthis 

approach to reading, as suggested by Perkins (1983), words and sentence-level 

structures remained the principal units of linguistic analysis and description, and the 

object measure in reading comprehension for a long period of time. 

After the emergence of schema thearetic views (Adams and Collins, 1977) and 

Goodman's (1988) psycholinguistic model of reading, reading comprehension began to 

be seen as an interactive process between the text and the reader. As a result, the focus 

of recent research in the field has shifted mainly to the reader's contributions to the 

text and reading process. According to these new approaches , a written text does 

not carry meaning in itself Rather, a text only provides directian for readers as to how 

they should retrieve or construct the intended meaning from their own previously 

acquired knowledge ( Adams and Collins, 1977). Schema theorists, according to Adams 

and Collins ( 1977), have the idea that readers have several schemata or scenarios which 

are the organizations of the readers' past experiences that directly affect readers' 

perception of the text. New information is fitted into existing schema; if there is no 

particular fit, most of the new information is lo st and not remembered. Parall el to the 

schema thearetic views of reading, Goodman's psycholinguistic model of reading offers 

a similar explanation of how comprehension takes place: Readers sample the graphemic, 

phonological, syntactic and sernantic cues in the text, predict or hypothesize what the 

text is about, test the predictions and then confirm or disconfirm the hypotheses. In this 

process too, readers use world knowledge and previous experience with language to 

make hypotheses and thereby construct meaning by applying this store of knowledge to 

the text. 
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These "top-down" approaches to reading comprehension, which attribute an 

active role to the reader and great importance to his background knowledge have been 

prevailing in the field of both first and second language reading comprehension research 

recently. A great number of empirical studies on prior knowledge and its effect on 

reading comprehension in first and second language have been based on schema theory 

and psycholinguistic model of reading (e.g., Carrell and Eisterholt, 1988; Carrell, 1983, 

1984a, 1984b, 1987, 1988; Carrell and Wise, 1998; Johnson, 1981, 1982; Gemsbocher, 

1990; Gordon and Hanauer, 1995; Block, 1992; Bernhard and Kamil, 1995; Bugel and 

Buunk, 1996; Chiand and Dunkel, 1992; Block, 1986; Perkins and Jones, 1985; Carver, 

1992; Karin, 1993). In general these studies have found that subjects who have prior 

knowledge about the content of the text, (content schemata) read the passages more 

rapidly, recall greater amount of information and produce more appropriate 

elaborations. Some other studies focusing on background knowledge have provided 

empirical evidence that the prior knowledge readers have about the rhetorical 

organization of a text ( formal schemata) also influences their comprehension ( e.g., 

Carrell, 1985; Alien, Bernhardt, Berry and Demel, 1988; Meyer and Freedle, 1984; 

Connor 1984; Fayol 1991; Kuntz 1991; Grabe 1997; Johns and Paz, 1997; Kaplan, 

1997). 

1.2. Statement of the Topic and the Problem 

As indicated before, reading comprehension process has been analyzed into a set 

of components. Two of them are content background knowledge and formal discourse 

structure knowledge, which are called by Carrel (1987) as 'Content Schemata' and 

'Formal Schemata', respectively. These two factors, content and formal schemata, have 

been demonstrated to be important for reading comprehension by many reading 

researchers. 

In empirical studies of these two different types of schemata, one of the factors is 

kept constant in order to test for the effects of the other on reading comprehension. For 

example, while trying to test for the effects of content schemata, the formal rhetorical 

structure of the text is kept constant, the content is manipulated, and then each different 

content is processed by the groups of subjects. Any differences between groups of 

dolu uıı 1 versltes' 
Ana .... h nP 
Mer\~eı. Kutup a. . 
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subjects with respect to their scores, which are obtained by means of certain techniques 

such as summaries, question-answers or recall protocols, are then presumed to be due to 

the manipulation of the content and readers' background knowledge of that content. 

Using similar methods, the effect of formal schemata on reading comprehension is 

measured. Content of a text is kept constant, while the rhetorical organization of it is 

manipulated. Comparable groups of subjects read the text and carry out certain tasks, 

then their scores obtained from an assigned task (question-answer, summary, recall 

protocol) are compared. Possible differences between the scores of the groups are 

expected to be du e to the manipulation of the form. 

Although not in abundance in comparison to content schemata research, some 

studies on formal schemata have been found in first and second language reading 

literature (Meyer and Freedle, 1984; Carrell, 1984b ; Connor 1984) These studies have 

investigated mainly the effect of different rhetorical patterns on the reading recall. Meyer 

and Freedie (1984) studied native readers of English interacting with different types of 

rhetorical organization of expository prose. Their study showed that the more organized 

the discourse is the more facilitative effect it has on the reader's reading recall. Carrell's 

study ( 1 984b) with intermediate second language leamers yielded similar results 

indicating different discourse patterns are processed differently. 

In second and foreign language reading research, relevant research seerus to be 

rare. Some recent research has investigated the effects of rhetorical organization on 

second language reading comprehension. Based on this research, some investigators have 

begun to suggest a variety of pedagogical techniques for teaching various aspects of text 

structure to improve reading comprehension (Kurtz, 1991; Fayol, 1991; Grabe, 1997; 

Kaplan, 1997; Johns and Paz, 1997; Kramsch,1997). However, not a great deal of 

empirical research has been reported as to whether explicitly teaching text structure 

facilitates second language reading comprehension. 

In summary, prior research on content schemata suggests that texts with familiar 

content should be easier to read and comprehend than texts with unfamiliar content. 

Similarly research on formal schemata, though limited, clearly suggests that texts with 

familiar rhetorical organization should be easier to read and comprehend than texts with 

unfamiliar rhetorical organization. Nevertheless, as suggested by Carrell (1987), the 
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previous research investigating these two factors as independent and control variables in 

a single study may have confounded content and formal schemata, and thus failed to 

distinguish cl early the effects of these two types of schemata on comprehension. 

Taking into account the discussions about content and formal schemata, this 

research is designed to test the separate and combined simultaneous effects of these two 

types of schemata on reading comprehension of intermediate/upper intermediate Turkish 

EFL (English asa Foreign Language) university students after they are provided with the 

content schemata and instructed about the rhetorical organization of the text. As can be 

understood from the problem above, the main concem of the study is to see the effects of 

content schemata, formal schemata, and their combined simultaneous effects on EFL 

leamers' reading comprehension. However, the design of the study may also allow one 

to answer some further questions about content schemata, formal schemata, and their 

relationship to EFL leamers' reading comprehension. As a result, the following 

hypotheses are formed to be tested in the study: 

1.3. Hypotheses of the Study 

ı. Building content schemata facilitates EFL leamer's reading comprehension. 

2. Building formal schemata facilitates EFL leamer' s reading comprehension. 

3. Simultaneous building of both content and formal schemata may have a cumulative 

effect on EFL leamers' reading comprehension, and increase it to greater extent. 

4. Building content schemata increases EFL leamer's elaborations. 

5. Types of text can in:fluence EFL reader' s comprehension in different manners 

( comparison type of text s are easier to comprehend than collection of descriptions 

types). 

1.4. Variables of the Study 

The study includes two dependent variables, four independent variables, and two 

control variables. 



1.4.1. Dependent variables 

1. Reading comprehension 

Reading comprehension was measured in three different manners: 

a. Identical idea units in free recall protocols (see 3.4. 6.1) 

b. Answers to true-false questions based on the same identical idea units (see 3.3.4) 

c. Answers to open-ended questions (high-level information) (see Figure 3.3) 

2. Elaborations produced in free recall protocols 

1.4.2. Independent variables 

1. Building content schemata 

2. Building formal schemata 

3. Simultaneous building of content and formal schemata 

4. Types of text ( comparison and collection of descriptions) 

1.4.3. Control variables 

1. Proficiency level ofthe subjects 

2. Native language of the subjects 

1.5. Definitions of the Terrus 

6 

Reading comprehension: Based on his psycholinguistic model of reading, Goodman 

(1988) defines reading comprehension as "a psychological process which starts with a 

linguistic surface representation encoded by a writer and ends with meaning which the 

reader constructs." (p.12 ). This definition implies an essential interaction between the 

text and the reader: Meaning does not reside solely in the text itself; rather the text is 

only a potential for meaning construction, which, in fact, is realized by the reader. This 

ability of the reader to construct the meaning is based upon his sources of information 

(schemata) such as world knowledge (content schemata), knowledge of rhetorical 

structure of the text (formal schemata), and knowledge of linguistic system (linguistic 

proficiency). In brief, reading comprehension can be said to be the meaning constructed 

by the reader from the interaction between the information provided in the text and the 
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information he brings to the task of reading (Badrawi, 1992; Perkins, 1983; Gordon and 

Hanauer, 1995). 

Content Schemata is the mental structure(s) of a reader's prior knowledge that he has 

about the content area of the text he reads (Carrell, 1987). 

Formal Schemata is the reader's mental structure(s) of prior knowledge he has about 

the overall organization oftexts (Meyer and Freedle, 1984). 

Free Recall Protocol is a kind of data driving procedure, which requires the reader to 

write down whatever he remembers from the text that he has read. 

Efaboration is the information expressed by a reader in his recall protocol, which, in 

fact, does not exist in the text or/and can not be inferred logically from the text being 

read, but which the reader brings from his content schemata (Carrell, 1987). 

ldentical Idea U nits in this study refer to the pieces of information which are commonly 

found in the two texts, which were used as measures (for further explanations of 

identical idea units, see 3.4. 6.1) 

High-level ldeasiinformation refer to the answers provided by the subjects to open

ended questions about the topic or main idea, and the major supporting details of the two 

texts (High-level ideas and their relationship to the topic, main idea, and the major 

supporting details are explained in 3.3.3) 

1.6. The Purpose of the Study 

Reading comprehension, which is a mental psychological process, can not take 

place solely on the basis of the information on the printed page. As indicated before, it is 

an interactive process and requires reader' s active involvement. He makes use of 

information from his background knowledge as well as information from the printed 

page. 

The background knowledge the reader brings to the task of reading and 

comprehending is generally divided into two; knowledge related to the content area, 

culture-specific or discipline-specific, and the knowledge related to the rhetorical 

structure of the text. Both of these schemata have proven to be important factors in 

reading comprehension of first and second language leamers. Empirical evidence, 

however, seems to be scanty for foreign language reading. Because of this fact, most of 
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o ur current views of foreign language reading are generally shaped by research findings 

on first and second language learners. 

Reading in a foreign language, on the other hand, is in:fluenced by factors which 

are normally not considered in L 1 and L2 reading research. These factors may be 

foreign language learning and training differences, language processing differences and 

social cantext differences. In view of these differences, findings from research with first 

and second language students can not always be applied directly to foreign language 

reading. Therefore, research on foreign language students seems to be essential. 

Along with these differences, previous research doesn 't seem to have taken int o 

account the relative strength of content and formal schemata in relation to each other and 

their possible simultaneous effect on reading comprehension. Considering all of these 

factors, this study aimed to find out the effects of content and formal schemata separately 

as well as in a combined simultaneous manner on reading comprehension of foreign 

language reader when he is explicitly provided with these two types of schemata. 

1. 7. Limitations of the Study 

In the light of the following limitations, caution must be exercised in interpreting 

the results of this study: 

a) The population of the subjects consists of only those who were first-year students in 

1998-1999 academic year at Anadolu University, Education Faculty, Department of 

English Language Teaching. Groups of students who participated in the study were 

homogeneous with respect to their native language (Turkish) and their level of 

profideney (intermediate/upper intermediate). Other levels of profideney were not 

accounted for. 

b) Particular interest was in the effects of expository prose rather than in other genres, 

and only two types of prose, calleetion of descriptions and contrast/comparison on the 

same overall topic, were used in the study. This means that research with other genres 

and other types of rhetorical structures may yi el d different results. 

c) Data were obtained from the subjects in the form of immediate free recall protocols, 

true-false questions, and open-ended questions. No other ways of data driving 
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procedures such as multiple choice questions were used. That might have produced 

different results. 

d) Retention or long-term effects were not taken into account. 

e) Treatment of the experimental groups lasted two weeksin order to conform to their 

usual curriculum. They practiced the recognition of rhetorical patterns during their 

regular class hours and did some kinds of homework to build up content schemata. That 

is, training ab out forms of texts for longer period of time and building content schemata 

in other ways may result in different findings. 

f) The subjects who participated in the study were adults, so the findings can not be 

generalized to young er EFL learners' reading comprehension. 

g) The majority of the subjects was females, which might have affected the results to a 

certain extent. 
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2.3. Psycholinguistic and Cognitive Approaches 

For the last two decades, the accepted theory of ESL reading has changed 

dramatically, from a serial (or bottom-up) model to "reading as an interactive process" 

(Samuel and Kamil, 1988; Anderson and Pearson, 1988). Reading has started to be seen 

as the process of combining textual information with the information a reader brings to a 

text. In this view, the reading process is not simply a matter of extracting information 

from the text. Rather, it is one in which the reading activates a range of knowledge in the 

reader' s mind that he uses, and that, in tum, may be re:fined and extended by the new 

information supplied by the text. Reading is thus viewed as a kind of dialogue between 

the reader and the text (Carrell, 1984a). Carrell (1984a) and Carrell and Eisterhold 

(1983), reviewing the state of ESL reading, conclude that our understanding of reading 

is best considered as the interaction that occurs between the reader and the text, an 

interpretive process. Such a perspective on reading has evolved out of psycholinguistic 

model of reading as well as the development of schema theory (Adams and Collins, 

1977; Anderson and Pearson, 1988; Carrell and Eisterhold, 1983; Goodman, 1988). 

2.3.1. Psycholinguistic Model of Reading 

Psycholinguistic model of reading was developed by Goodman (Grabe, 1988; 

Carrell, 1984a; Samuels and Kamil, 1988) and elaborated later by Coady (1979) (in 

Carrell, 1984a; Carrell and Eisterhold, 1983). The view supported by Goodman and 

others is that reading is primarily concept driven. The reader samples the text as 

necessary to confirm hypotheses and form new hypotheses. This view of reading has 

been called the 'psycholinguistic guessing game', and is often referred to as 'top-down' 

approach to reading (Samuels and Kamil, 1988; Carrell, 1984 ete.). Goodman (1988) 

deseribes reading as follows: 

It is a psycholinguistic process in that it starts with a linguistic surface 

representation encoded by a writer and ends with meaning which the reader 

constructs. There is thus an essential interaction between language and thought in 

reading. The writer encodes thought as language and the reader decodes language to 

thought. 

Further, proficient readers are both effıcient and effective. They are effective in 

constructing a meaning that they can assimiiate or accommodate and which bears 

same level of agreement with the original meaning of the author. And readers are 



effıcient in using the least amount of efiort to acbieve effectiveness. To accomplish 

this effıciency, readers maintam constant focus on constructing the meaning 

throughout the process, always seeking the most direct path to meaning, always 

using strategies for reducing uncertainty, always being selective about the use of 

cues available and drawing deeply on prior conceptual and linguistic competence. 

Effıcient readers minimize dependence on visual detail. Any reader' s proficiency is 

variable depending on the sernantic background brought by the reader to any given 

reading task. (p. 12) 

12 

As seen in the extract above, according to Goodman, the reader, especially the 

efficient reader, does not need to use all of the textual cues. He is selective in the use of 

cues available and makes effort to minimize his dependence on visual details. In other 

words, the better the reader is able to make correct predictions on the basis of his 

background knowledge, the less confırming via the text is necessary; that is, the less 

visual perceptual information the reader requires. Goodman views the act of the 

construction of meaning as being an ongoing, cyclical process of sampling from the input 

text, predicting, testing and confırming, or revising those predictions, and sampling 

further. 

Coady, (ı 979) (in Carre ll, ı 984a) etaborates on this basic psycholinguistic model 

and suggests a model in which the EFL/ESL reader' s background knowledge interacts 

with canceptual abilities and process strategies, more or less successfully, to produce 

comprehension. By canceptual ability, he means general intellectual capacity. By 

processing strategies, he means various sub-components of reading ability, including 

many which are also more general language processing skills. By background 

knowledge, he refers to the reader' s prior knowledge that he has ab out the content area 

of the text he reads. Coady emphasizes the role of background knowledge a little more 

and thinks that it may be able to compensate for certain syntactic and lexical deficiencies. 

Although the psycholinguistic model of reading and its elaborated forms regard the 

reader as an important factor in reading process contrary to the traditional views of 

comprehension, Carrell and Eisterhold (1983) claim that these models have generally 

failed to give sufficient emphasis to the role ofbackground knowledge. 
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2.3.2. The Schema Theoı-y Model 

The role of background knowledge ın language comprehension has been 

formalized as 'schema theory' (Rumelhart, 1980; Carrell, 1984), which has as one of its 

fundamental assumptions that text, either spoken or written, does not in itself carry 

meaning. Rather, according to Adams and Collins ( 1977), provides directions for the 

listener or reader as how he should retrieve or construct the intended meaning from his 

own, previously acquired knowledge. This previously acquired knowledge is called the 

reader's 'background knowledge', and previously acquired knowledge structures are 

called 'schemata'. According to schema theory, comprehending a text is an interactive 

process between the reader's background knowledge and the text (Carrell, 1984a, 1988; 

Adams and Collins, 1977). Efficient comprehension requires the ability to relate the 

textual material to one's own knowledge. Comprehending words, sentences, and the 

whole text involves more thanjust relying on one's linguistic knowledge. 

Adams and Collins (1977) deseribe a schema as a particular class of concepts 

which are composed of a hierarchy of schemata embedded within schemata. According 

to them, the representation at the top of the hierarchy is sufficiently general to capture 

the essential aspects of all members of the class. For example, if the canceptual class 

represented by a schema were "going to a restaurant", its top level representation would 

include such information as that a restaurant is a commercial establishment where people 

pay money to have someone else prepare their food and clean up after them. At the level 

beneath this global characterization, are more specific schemata (e.g., going to a dinner, 

going to a fast hamburger operation ete.) In general, as one moves down the hierarchy, 

the. number of embedded schemata multiplies while the scope of each narrows, at the 

bottom most level, the schemata apply to the unique perceptual event. 

According to this theory, the process of interpretation is guided by the principle 

that every input is mapped against some existing schema, and all aspects of that schema 

must be compatible with the input information. This requirement results in two basic 

models of information processing, called 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' processing. 

Bottom-up processing is evoked by the incoming data: the features of the data enter the 
• system through the best fitting, bottom-level schemata. As these bottom-level schemata 

converge into higher level, more general schemata, these too become activated. Bottom-
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up processing is, therefore, called 'data-driven'. Top-down processing, on the other 

hand, occurs as the system makes general predictions based on higher level, general 

schemata and then searches the input for information to fıt into these partially satisfıed, 

higher order schemata. Top-down processing is, therefore, called 'conceptually-driven' 

(Carrell and Eisterhold, 1983). 

An important aspect of top-down and bottom-up processing is that both should 

be occurring at all levels simultaneously (Adams and Collins, 1977). The data that are 

needed to fıll out the schemata become available through bottom-up processing; top

down processing facilitates their assimilation if they are anticipated by or consistent with 

the reader' s canceptual expectations. Bottom-up processing ensures that the readers will 

be sensitive to information that is novel or that does not fıt their ongoing hypotheses 

about the content or the structure of the text; top-down processing helps the readers to 

resolve ambiguities or to select between alternative possible interpretations of the 

ineoruing data. 

To illustrate the effects of background knowledge, schematic interpretation, and 

simultaneity of top-down and bottom-up processing, consider the following mini-text 

(Originally from Collins and Quillian 1972; discussed in Carrell and Eisterhold, 1983, 

p. 557). 

The policeman held-up his hand and stopped the car. 

In the process of trying to understand this sentence, the reader tries to relate it to 

something familiar, some schema which will account for the event described. There are 

many schemata possible, but perhaps the most likely is the one involving a tra:ffi.c cop 

who is signaling to a driver of a car to stop. When this mini-text is interpreted against 

that schema, a number of related concepts come to the fore which are not literally 

mentioned in the text. In · particular, it is imagined that the car has a driver and the 

poticeman got the car to stop through signaling to the driver, who then put on the brakes 

of the car, w hi ch, in turn, caused the car to stop. The cause of the car' s stopping is, in 

this interpretation, the ·operation of the car's brakes. Further, the signifıcance of the 

policeman's holding up his hand is that of a signal to the driver to stop. This fact is 

neither stated in the sentence nor is it even in the direct visual perception of such a 

situation, but is rather a fact in reader's prior cultural knowledge about the way traftic 

police are known to communicate with automobile drivers. If the poljceman were the 
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superman, and the car had not a driver in it, the reader' s interpretation would change. In 

this situation, a completely different schema would be required to understand the text. 

When the text is interpreted against the superman schema, the relationship between the 

policeman's holding up his hand and the car's stopping takes an entirely different 

interpretation. Now, holding up the hand is not interpreted as a signal at all, but rather 

the direct physical mechanism for stopping the car. In this interpretation, the hand 

actually comes into physical contact with the car and is the cause of the car' s stopping. 

The brakes of the car do not come into play in this schema. 

Thus, it seems clear that readers activate an appropriate schema against which 

they try to give a text a consistent interpretation. To the extent they are successful, it 

may be said that they have comprehended the text. However, one potential source of 

reading difficulties may be that the reader has a consistent interpretation for the text, but 

it may not be the one intended by the writer. However, the basic po int is that much of the 

meaning understood from a text is really not in the text, but in the reader, in the 

background or schematic knowledge of the reader. In other word s, "What is understood 

from a text is a function of the particular schema that is activated at the time of 

processing the text" (Carrell, 1984a; p. 333). 

As could be understood from the explanations above, psycholinguistic models 

and schema thearetic views point out clearly that effective reading requires both bortom

up and top-down processing. Nevertheless, in practice, the top-down processing 

strategies have been emphasized greatly, whereas the bortom-up processing has been 

neglected. The state in the field is explained by Carrell (1988) as follows: 

The introduction of a top-down processing into second language reading has had a 

profound impact on the field. In fact, it has had such a profound effect that there has 

been a tendeney to view the introduction of a strong top-down processing perspective 

as a substitute for the bottom-up decoding view of reading, rather than its 

complement (p. 4). 

Even though it is accepted that these top-down approaches have resulted in major 

improvements in the understanding of what good readers do, and in the methods and 

materials that are now used in ESLIEFL classrooms, some researchers such as Grabe 

(1991), Clarke (1988), and Eskey (1988) have begun to voice their critiques against 
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overemphasizing the effects of top-down processing skills. Eskey (1988), for example, 

states, 

... But top-down model s do have some limitations. They tend to emphasize such 

higher-level skills as the prediction of meaning by means of context clues or certain 

kinds ofbackground knowledge at the expense of such lower-level skills as the rapid 

and accurate identification of lexical and grammatical forms. That is, in making the 

perfectly valid point that fluent reading is primarily a cognitive process, they tend to 

deemphasize the perceptual and decoding dimensions of that process. The model 

they promote is an accurate model of skillful, fluent reader, for whom perception and 

decoding have become automatic, but for the less proficient, developing reader -like 

most second language readers- this model does not provide a true picture of the 

problems such readers must surmount (p. 93). 

Indeed the totally top-down approaches do not account for some facts: First of 

all, there is an important distinction between first and second language readers at the 

time they start to learn reading. When the first language reader starts reading, he has a 

well-developed linguistic ability; he has attained a sophisticated control over syntax, he 

passesses a large amount of vocabulary, and he has a phonological system that can 

adequately communicate his needs. A second language reader, on the other hand, does 

not have any of these linguistic abilities. Another fact is that there are a number of 

studies (Carrell, 1988b; Clarke, 1988; Alderson and Urguhart, 1988) which present 

findings that show linguistic deficiencies as inhibiting factors in reading. This clear 

distinction between first and second language learners and the research findings 

mentioned above have led the researchers to formalize another model of reading, which 

they call "interactive model" (Grabe, 1991; Eskey, 1988). 

2.4. Interactive Model 

Grabe (1988), by indicating some other constraints and reviewing the findings of 

some research, explains why ESL/EFL researchers should be interested in interactive 

models of reading. He suggests that ESL/EFL readers may or may not read in their first 

language, and that there is little information on how, why, and what they read in other 

cultures. If ESL/EFL students do have literacy training, it is still not known how they 

approach reading in their first language as a social phenomenon; that is, do they view 

reading as a major academic, professional, and entertainment activity, or do they read 

much less, for far fewer purposes? ESL/EFL readers are often assumed to transfer 
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decoding abilities in reading process. Supporters of this model argue in a way that the 

knowledge of the language of a text must be an integral part of whatever background 

knowledge is required for full comprehension of that text. To them, language is also a 

kind of schema. In this model, the term 'interactive' refers to the interaction between 

information obtained by means of bottom-up decoding and information provided by 

means of top-down analysis, both of which depend on certain kin ds of prior knowledge 

and certain kinds of processing skills. 

The following graphic display, borrowed from Grabe (1988; p. 59), shows 

clearly the interrelationships among the components of both bottom-up and top-down 

processing in reading 

graphic features-------, 

letters -------------. 
words 

phrases ----------. 
sentences -----------=::::~ı..ı!fl 

local cohesion ---------~~ 
paragraph structuring ------...
topic of discourse --------' 

inferencing ---------' 
. world knowledge--------' 

Figure 2. 1. Components of Reading 

READING 

Over-relying on one of these processing modes, on the other hand, may cause some 

difficulties in comprehension. In the following part, some possible causes, which, 

according to Carrell (1988) result from over-reliance on either top-down or bottom-up 

processing, are discussed. 

2.5. Possible Canses of Reading Difficulties From an Interactive Perspective: 

Over-relying on Top-down or Dottom-up Processing 

Research motivated by schema theory and interactive model has shown that 

efficient reading requires a combination of top-down and bottom-up processing modes. 

Top-down processing is the making of predictions about the text based on prior 

experience or background knowledge, and then checking the text for confirmation or 

refutation of those predictions. Bottom-up processing is decoding individual linguistic 

units (e. g., phonemes, words, phrases, sentences) and building textual m eaning from the 

smallest units to largest, and then modi(ying preexisting background knowledge and 
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current predictions on the basis of information encountered in the text. Skilled readers 

constantly shift their mode of processing, accommodating to the demands of the 

particular text and reading situation; less skilled readers tend to over-rely on processes 

in one direction, which causes comprehension difficulties (Carrell ı988b). Carrell 

(ı988b) refers to over-reliance on text-hased or bortom-up processing as text-biased 

processing or text-boundedness, and over-reliance on knowledge-hased or top-down 

processing as knowledge-biased processing, or schema interference. 

In order to understand better what is meant by over-reliance on text-hased 

processing and knowledge-hased processing, examining the following sample text 

( originally from Fillmore, ı 98 ı; discussed in Carrell, ı 988, p. ı 02) and i ts interpretations 

may be explanatory: 

The princess ate jam. 

The queen slapped her. 

The princess began to cry. (p. 102) 

The text-hased processing of this text involves decoding the individual words and their 

lexical meanings, and decoding the syntactic structures of each sentence and their 

grammatical-functional meaning as subjects, direct objects ete. If this text-hased 

processing were the only kind of processing going on, one would understand from this 

text only that somebody who is a princess ate some jam, and somebody who is queen 

slapped a female being, and someone who is a princess cried. If, however, in reading the 

sentences, knowledge-hased processing is successfully invoked, readers would assume 

that they were dealing with a cohesive, coherent text, rather than three separate 

sentences. So readers might assume that the princess in sentence ı and 3 and the 'her' in 

sentence 2 all refer to the same person. If the readers engage in yet further knowledge

hased processing, they might invoke a royal family schema and assume the queen in 

sentence 2 is the princess' mother. Ata stili higher-level of knowledge-hased processing, 

readers might interpret the text in terms of human goals, institutions, and human nature. 

They might make sense ofwhat is going on in the text by assuroing that the queen's act 

of slapping the princess is related to the princess' having eaten the jam (e.g., as 

punishment), and assume the princess' tears are in response to the slap (e.g., showing 

pain, shame). So far, these knowledge-hased assumptions about the text seem well

motivated by the text and general, conventional knowledge about human behaviour. In 
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fact, they seem to be the kinds of knowledge-hased assumptions the writer must have 

intended the readers to make in order to understand the text. However, readers might do 

additional knowledge-hased processing of the text itself or by general conventional 

knowledge. They might inject their own personal experiences or assumptions about 

human behaviour and assume, for-example, that the queen was selfish and had wanted 

the jam herself If readers engage in much of this latter type of knowledge-hased 

processing, there is then an overreliance on knowledge-hased processing. 

Studies ofESL reading, like Carrell's (1983), have found that ESL readers may 

not effectively utilize knowledge-hased processes to facilitate comprehension. According 

to Carrell, they seem to engage almost exclusively in text-hased processing to the 

detriment of comprehension. By contrast, other studies of ESL reading (Steffensen and 

Joag-Dev, 1986; Johnson, 1981) have found what appears to be evidence of overreliance 

on or interference from top-down or knowledge-hased processes. They have shown the 

effects of culturally biased content schemata. Carrell (1988) speculates about possible 

causes of such unidirectional bias in text processing, especially in reading in a second 

language. According to him, there may besome possible causes of over-relying on one of 

the processing modes, top-down, or bottom-up. Four of them (schema availability, 

schema activation, skill deficiencies, and misconceptions about reading), which may be 

relevant to EFL readers as well, will be summarized. To summarize them here would 

give additional insight into the interactive nature of ESL/EFL reading and possible 

·problem areas to be taken into account by ESLIEFL teachers. 

2.5.1. Schema Availability 

In order to understand the role of schema availability" it is important that the 

distinction between formal schemata (background knowledge of the formal rhetorical 

organizational structure of the text) and content schemata (background knowledge of 

the ~ontent area ofthe text) be taken into account (Grahe, 1988, 1991; Carrell, 1984, 

1988b ). One type of schema a reader needs to possess in order to comprehend a text is 

background knowledge about rhetorical organization, for-example, differences in 

structure of short stories, newspaper articles, and expository text types. The other type 

of schema a reader needs to possess is background knowledge about the content area of 
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In sumınary, a number of empirical studies have shown that the absence of the 

content and formal schemata appropriate to a particular text can result in processing 

difficulties with that text. If ESL/EFL readers are not ab le to engage successfully in an 

appropriate degree of knowledge-hased processing because they lack the appropriate 

content or formal schemata, they can resort to other strategies. They may either over

rely on text-hased processes, and try to construct the meaning totally from the textual 

input, which, according to Carrell (1988), is impossible because no text contains all the 

information necessary for its comprehension, or substitute the closest schema they 

possess and try to relate the inearning textual information to that schema, resulting in 

schema interference. In both case, comprehension can suffer. 

2.5.2. Schema Activation 

Having the necessary schemata may not be sufficient condition for adequate 

comprehension. Relevant schemata must be activated (Carrell, 1984, 1988; Carrell and 

Eisterhold, 1983; Lee, 1986). Carrell (1983) shows that ESL reading comprehension 

may be affected not because ESL readers lack the appropriate schemata, but because 

they fail to activate the appropriate schemata. In this study, he compares native speakers 

to second language leamers with respect to their comprehension on the basis of their 

background knowledge, and concludes, 

It seems clear that they (ESL leanıers) aren't behaving like native readers. What the 

results of this study suggest is that high-intermediate and even advanced ESL 

readers tend to be linguistically bound to a text. They may be processing the literal 

language of the text, but they are not making the necessary connections between the 

text and the appropriate background information. Even when they are explicitly 

provided with that appropriate background information (p. 200). 

The disability to activate the existing relevant schemata may be one of the 

comprehension difficulties. The same study replicated by Lee ( 1 986) yielded similar 

conclusions. 

2.5.3. Skill Deficiencies 

According to Carrell (1988), there are two different but related types of skill 

deficiencies that may cause the inefficient interaction of text-hased and knowledge-hased 

processing in ESL reading: Linguistic deficiencies and reading skill deficiencies. Text-
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based processing can not take place without appropriate skill levels in decoding the 

syntactic structures, and possibly more important, the content vocabulary of a text 

(Seedhouse, 1997; Hunston, Francis and Manning, 1997; Clarke, 1988; Eskey, 1988). 

Clarke's (1988) research on native Spanish and ESL reading shows that second language 

proficiency may limit the transference of good LI reading skills to reading in the second 

language. Carrell ( 1991) reports similar results. Thus, the crucial role of English 

language skills in text-hased processing should be recognized. Without these skills, 

effi.cient interaction between text-hased and knowledge-hased processing can not occur. 

However, there is also research which indicates that effi.cient knowledge-hased 

processing can compensate for lower proficiency levels in language (Hudson, 1988). 

As for reading skill deficiencies, Spiro (1978) (in Carrell, 1988) argues for a two

level approach. The first level concems the various component skills of reading 

comprehension and deficiencies among these component skills; the second level concems 

how reading skill deficiencies manifest themselves in a reading comprehension style (see 

Figure 2.2.). 

CADSES 

Skill deficiencies: Text-hased 

( e.g., decod.ing) 

.r·· 
MANIFESTATIONS 

Style deficiencies: Text-hased 

(text -boundedness) 

Source: Carre ll, 1988 (p. 1 08) 

Knowledge-hased 

(e. g., pragmatic inferencing) 

·. 

Knowledge-hased 

(schema interference) 

Figure 2.2. Reading Skill and Reading Style Deficiencies. 

Solid lines = perseverate; dashed lines = opt out 
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He argues that there is no determinate effect of the first level on the second; that 

is, different skill deficiencies may result in the same comprehension style, or one skill 

deficiency may result in differing comprehension styles. At the first level, reading 

problems may involve skills that are either predominantly text-hased (e.g.~ decoding) or 

knowledge-hased (e.g., pragmatic inferencing). Spiro reasons that two options are open 

to readers confronted with a skill problem of one of these two types. They may persevere 

in the problem area ( with detrimental effects on the other process), or they may escape 

from the problem by shifting processing resources in an effort to compensate for the 

problem. For example, consider readers who are laborious, effortful decoders. They may 

persevere with their decoding efforts. However, given the limitations on information

processing capacity and short-term memory, this behaviour soon produces a 'log-jam' in 

the system -the reader attempts to store too many separate pieces of information without 

any higher-order relationship among them. In this style, higher-order knowledge-hased 

processes are neglected. On the other hand, readers who are effortful decoders may seek 

to avoid the unpleasant decoding task. One way to do that would be to rely on prior 

knowledge to infer or guess what is likely to be in the text rather than actually sampling 

or processing much of the text. In this style, text-hased processing is neglected in favor 

of wild guessing about the text's content. That is, the same skill deficiency (effortful 

decoding) may lead to either one of two totally different comprehension styles -text

biased or knowledge-biased -depending on what reader does in either persevering in the 

problem area or trying to escape from it. What this means is that manifestation of a 

unidirectional reading comprehension style (text-biased or knowledge-biased) may be 

caused by two opposite reading skill deficiencies. The manifestation does not equal the 

cause. 

2.5.4. Conceptions About Reading 

By reviewing some work with native English-speaking children's reading 

(Fillmore, 1981 and Spiro, 1979), Carrell (1988) concludes that these children do not 

seem to make use of the knowledge-hased processing in an appropriate way. According 

to him, they fail to correctly answer questions about text that require extra-textual 

knowledge, but when they are informally interrogated, they are perfectly able to answer 
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the same questions. When they are asked why they do not utilize the same knowledge to 

answer the questions on the basis of the text, the children indicate that they think they are 

not supposed to. Carrell (1988) says that these children suffer from what he calls 'a 

meaning is in the text fallacy'. This fallacy is observed only in children's reading for 

school. 

It could then be asked whether ESL/EFL readers suffer from the same 

misconception about reading in classroom setting where reading is generally done for the 

teacher's purposes rather than the students', and where reading comprehension is usually 

tested by question-answer tests. When the traditional EFL classrooms, where reading 

materials are used often as supplements to teach vocabulary and syntactic structures to 

especially the students in early stages of EFL, are considered, it may be expected that 

many EFL learners misconceive reading as primarily a bottom-up process. Reading 

passages that lack relevance to readers' existing knowledge and interest, and tests of 

reading that stress literal text content rather than its integration with related prior 

knowledge (content schemata) may lead EFL leamers to such a misconception of 

reading. 

Four different kinds of possible causes for over-reliance on text-hased or 

knowledge-hased processing in ESL/EFL reading have been summarized. S ome of them 

have been more or less grounded in both theory and empirical research; others have been 

based on Carrell's (1988) speculations related to schema theory and interactive models 

of reading. According to Carrell (1988), it is important for researchers and teachers of 

second and foreign language reading to be aware of the fact that there are different styles 

among students -text-based and knowledge-based- but it is even more important that 

they be aware of the causes of these styles. An approach which is likely to help an EFL 

reader with a text bias that results from insu:fficient background knowledge ( schema 

unavailability) may be different from what can help other readers with similar text biases 

that result from a misconception about ESL/EFL reading, or from a decoding problem. 

So far various approaches to reading have been reviewed. lt seems that they 

differ from each other depending on the emphasis they place on reading processes, 

bottom-up and top-down. Traditionally the primary emphasis was on textual decoding 

(bottom-up ). Later, under the influence of schema theory and psycholinguistic model, a 
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shift in the emphasis was experienced and reader' s prior knowledge was considered 

important (top-down processing came to the fore). Finally interactive processing (both 

top-down and bottom-up) seems to have been going on gaining a general acceptance in 

the field of ESL/EFL. This newer interactive approach claims that reading involves both 

an erray of lower-level rapid, automatic identifıcation skills and an erray of higher-level 

comprehension/interpretation skills (Grabe, 1988; Eskey, 1988). As a result, the 

components of these two type of processing -automatic decoding ability, vocabulary 

knowledge, structural knowledge, content background knowledge, and formal discourse 

structure knowledge keep on being the major concems of ESL and EFL researchers. 

Now that the two of these components, content background knowledge and formal 

discourse structure knowledge, are under focus in this study, previous research on them 

may need to be reviewed ina little more detailed way. 

2.6. Research on Content Background Knowledge (Content Schemata) 

As indicated before, the reader and his background knowledge gained pnmacy 

under the influence of schema theoretic views of reading comprehension. Content 

schemata are previously established patterns of background knowledge existing in the 

mind of a reader and are used to create meaning from the text. During the reading 

process, selected new information from the text is related to old information acquired 

from the reader's previous world knowledge (Aron, 1986). Previous research on the 

effects of content schemata seems to have been done mainly with the texts 

comprehension of which requires culture-specifıc background knowledge. It is assumed 

that through membership in a culture, an individual has privileged information which is 

represented in a rich system of schemata (Steffensen and Joag-Dev, 1986). However, 

when the cultural backgrounds of the author and the reader of a text differ, the reader is 

expected to instantiate inappropriate schemata. The culture-specifıc schemata needed for 

reading comprehension in a second language are o:ften nonexistent or contain information 

inaccurate for the L2 setting. That is, there is a mismatch between the background 

knowledge presupposed by the text and the background knowledge possessed by the 

reader (Carre ll and Eisterhold, 1983; Ar on, 1986). 

An example of cross-cultural research on content schemata is Steffenson and 

Joag-Dev's (1986). In this study, two groups of subjects with different cultural heritage 
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were investigated -a group of Asian Indians living in the United States and a group of 

Americans. Each subject was asked to read and recall two personal letters, both of whlch 

were constructed with similar rhetorical organization. However, the cultural content of 

the two Jetters differed; one deseribed a traditional lndian wedding, the other a 

traditional American wedding. lt was assumed that all adult members of a society would 

have a well-developed system of background knowledge about the marriage customs of 

their own culture and a relative lack of knowledge about the marriage customs of a more 

distant culture. This is exactly what Steffenson and Joag-Dev found. Both the Indian and 

American Groups read the material dealing with their own cultural background faster and 

recalled more of the content. Moreover, members of the culture provided appropriate 

cultural elaborations; nonmembers provided inappropriate cultural distortions, frequently 

outright intrusions from their own culture. In short, the study showed the clear and 

profound effect of cultural content schemata on reading comprehension. 

Johnson ( 1981 ), who al so investigated content schemata, u sed two authentic 

folktales and two groups of readers -a group of Iranian students studying in America and 

a group of Americans. Both groups read a Mullah Nasr-el-Din story from Iranian 

folklore and a story about Buffalo Bill from American folklore. Of the two folktales, 

according to Johnson, "both contained similar motifs which were culturally distinct yet 

were equivalent in plot construction" (p. 170). Thus, as with the Steffensen and Joag

Dev's (1986) study, Johnson manipulated the content and held the rhetorical structure 

constant. Johnson's results were much like those of Steffensen et al. -superior 

performance on a given text by members of the cultural group- thus clearly showing 

strong effects of cultural content schemata. In anather study with ESL learners in 

America, Johnson (1982) obtained similar results to those of his study in 1981. In this 

study, he compared the students' knowledge of vocabulary to their familiarity to the 

topic (Halloween) of the text. He found that subjects' prior experience in the American 

culture affected their comprehension, whereas exposure to meanings of difficult 

vocabulary in the passage di d not in:fluence the comprehension of ESL learners. 

Aron ( 1986) compared a group of native speakers of English to a group of 

nonnative speakers from various national origins. The subjects read two passages 

selected from a standard placement test (New Jersey Collage Basic Skills Placement 
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Test, 1982). One ofthe passages had a theme which, according to Aron, was universal, 

whereas the other was about the historic problem of Indians versus whites, thus specific 

to the United States. She found that there was no significant difference in the recall of 

the passage with a universal theme, but that the difference in group performance on the 

text with a United States culture-bound theme was significantly higher. This indicates 

that while native and nonnative subjects appear to bring similar previous knowledge to 

the passage with a universal theme, they seem to bring differing degrees of previously 

acquired knowledge to the passage with a culture-bound theme. 

Another study examining the effects of culture-based content schemata on 

listeners' comprehension was carried out by Chiang and Dunkel (1992) with EFL 

Chinese learners. In Chiang and Dunkel's study, the subjects were given two lectures on 

two different topics: One was on "The Amish People and the Pennsylvania Dutch 

Country", and it was assumed that the topic of the lecture would be unfamiliar to the 

Chinese subjects. The other was on "Con:fucius and Con:fucianism", which was thought 

to be familiar. The subjects' comprehension was tested through two 30-item multiple

choice test s; 15 of the items were passage-dependent, and 15 were passage independent. 

The subjects who listened to the familiar-topic lecture scored higher on the test than 

those who listened to the unfamiliar-topic lecture, indicating that culture-based prior 

knowledge is an important factor in EFL Chinese learners' listening comprehension. 

Not all the studies investigating the effects of content schemata have used texts, 

comprehension of which is assumed to require culturally bound prior knowledge. S ome 

studies on content schemata have proven the importance of 'general topic knowledge' in 

ESL/EFL reader's comprehension as well. Hammadou (1991), for example, investigated 

the effects on content schemm:a of French and Halian EFL readers on their 

comprehension by utilizing newspaper passages about various topics. In this study, he 

judged the subjects' familiarity to each topic by means of a three-point interval scale. The 

subjects were asked to show how much prior knowledge they had about each topic by 

assigning a number from one to three (high, mid, low). However, the results of this study 

showed that the subjects did not comprehend familiar topics significantly better than 

unfamiliar ones. Hammadou attributes this lack of significance for the familiarity variable 

to two factors; inaccuracy of subjects' rating their prior knowledge or inactivation of the 
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content schemata. He says, "The subjects' rating oftheir own familiarity with a topic was 

unable to predict their ability to comprehend what they read about that topic" and 

continues, "The measure of familiarity may well have been perfectly accurate, but group 

results are confused because of those readers who never instantiated the appropriate 

prior knowledge in memory." (pp. 32,33). 

Alderson and Urguhard (1988) examined the effects of discipline-specific content 

schemata on ESL learners' reading comprehension. They compared groups of university 

students majoring in different disciplines (administration and finance, engineering, science 

and mathematics, and liberal arts) with respect to their scores obtained from cloze-tests. 

In this study, they hypothesized that students readingtextsina familiar content area, that 

is, related to their area of study, would perform better than students unfamiliar with that 

subject. The latter, Alderson and Urguhard argue, would lack familiarity not only with 

the content of the subject area, but also with such aspects as genre and rhetorical 

organization. The hypothesis was supported by the findings of the study. Students from a 

particular discipline performed better on tests based on texts taken from their own 

subject discipline than students from other disciplines. This study again shows that not 

only culture-bound prior knowledge but also general or domain-specific prior knowledge 

is important in reading comprehension. 

5.7. Research on Formal Background Knowledge (Formal Schemata) 

A number of studies have provided evidence that the rhetorical organization of a 

text interacts with the reader' s formal schemata -that is, the reader' s background 

knowledge of and experience with textual organization- to affect reading comprehension 

(Urguhart, 1986; Alien, Bernhard, Berry and Demel, 1988; Connor and McCagg, 1983; 

Connor, 1984; Meyer and Freedle, 1984; Carrell, 1984b; Carrell1985). The effect oftext 

structure on reading comprehension has been shown to be operative for both narrative 

and expository texts. In the realm of narrative texts, Carrell (1985) claims that a large 

number of studies have demonstrated that narratives have a hierarchical schematic 

structure. The native readers are sensitive to such structure, and when the structure is 

used to guide comprehension, it is facilitated. In the field of expository prose, the 

research of Meyer (1977), Meyer and Freedie (1984), Connor and McCagg (1983), and 
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Carrell (1984, 1985, 1987) has shown effects on reading comprehension of differences in 

the rhetorical structures of expository prose. 

According to Meyer and Freedie (1984), there are five basic ways of organizing 

expository discourse; collection, description, causation, problem/solution, and 

comparison. These five types of expository organization are not intended to be 

exhaustive or definitive, but their research has shown that there is good support for the 

belief that these are significantly distinct types of prose. Meyer' s description of the 

essential features of each of these discourse types is presented in Figure 2.3. The 

'collection' type represents the loosest organizational type, being only a grouping or 

listing of concepts or ideas by association. If the association is by sequence (by time or 

space, for example), then the listing becomes more organized (yielding a chronology). 

The 'description' type isa specific kind of grouping by association in which one element 

of the association is subordinate to another, namely to the topic. By presenting a 

particular attribute, specification, or setting, the description gives more information 

about the topic. When a number of calleetion of attributes, specifications, or settings are 

given about a topic, the structures of 'collection' and 'description' are combined to form 

a sixth type -'collection of descriptions'. The 'causation' type represents ideas which are 

grouped not only chronologically, but which are also casually related. This discourse 

type is like if-then statements of logic, or like cause-effect (antecedent-consequence) 

statements. The 'problem/ solution' type contains all the features of 'cause-effect', with 

additicnal feature of overlapping content between propositions in the problem and 

solution. One or more propositional elements of solution can neutralize a causal 

antecedent ofthe problem. The 'comparison' type is ona different scale from causation 

and problem/solution. Rather than being organized on the basis of time or causality, it is 

organized on the basis of opposing viewpoints ( either altemative views giving equal 

weight to two sides, or adversative views cl early favoring one side ). It can be noted from 

Figure 2.2. and the description above that the least tightly organized discourse types are 

the description, collection, and calleetion of descriptions types. The other types of 

discourse organization are more tightly structured. 
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As not ed by Raymond (ı 993) and Carrell (ı 984b ), these five basic expository 

types are common in various contexts. Political essays are often of the comparison type. 

News articles are typically of the description type -retelling who, what, where, when, and 
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how. Scientific texts are usually of the problem/solution type -first raising a problem and 

then presenting the solution. Experimental research reports, such as this one, follow a 

specific version of the problem/solution plan -having well-marked sections for the 

problem, method, results and conclusion. History texts oft:en follow the time-sequence 

type of collection. 

The following brief texts borrowed from Carrell ( 1984b) may be more 

explanatory: 

Collection of Descriptions 

Our 25th high school reunion was held last year. We saw many old friends, danced 

until dawn, and agreed to meet again in fıve years. 

Causation 

Sally wasn't eating well, exercising, or resting enough. As a result, she felt weak and 

run-down and never wanted to do anything 

Problem/Solution 

Pollution is a problem; polluted rivers are health hazards and eyesores. One solution 

is to bar the dumping of industrial wastes. 

Comparison 

Despite the evidence that smoking is hannful, many people claim this is not so. 

Although smoking has been related to lung and heart disease, for some people 

smoking may relieve tension ( p. 444 ). 

The top-level structures of each of these four texts are presented in the form of tree 

diagrams in Figure 2.4. 

Most prose consists of combinations of these rhetorical patterns; for example, a 

folktale may contain description, causation, and collection ( time-sequenced evens) within 

an overall problem/solution organization where the hero confronts and resolves a 

problem. The following text ( cited from Carrell, 1984b) illustrates a causation embedded 

·in an overall problem/solution top-level organization (see Figure 2.5. for a tree-diagram 

representing the top-level organization of this text). 

Sally's eating, sleeping, and exercising habits are so poor that they are causing her to 

feel weak and listless. If Sally would develop a healthier life-style, she would feel 

better. (p: 444) 
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Solution 

(Sally devetopa healtlıier life-style) 

Figure 2.5. Top-level Structure of Illustrative Mini-Text (Causation Embedded ın 

Problem-Solution) 

Generally, in most texts, there is a readily identifiable overall organizational plan. 

Meyer's (1977), Meyer and Freedle's (1984), and Carrell's (1984b) studies have shown 

that these different 'top-level' overall organizational types have specific kinds of impact 

on reading comprehension in English language. They have found better recall of 

discourse when it is organized with the comparison, causation, and problem/solution 

structures than with the collection of descriptions. In order to understand why some 

types of discourse structure should be more easy to comprehend than other types, Meyer 

and Freedle's (1984) model of discourse processing should be explained further. 

2.7.1. Meyer and Freedle's Model ofDiscourse Processing 

According to Meyer and Freedie (1984), a skilled reader pessesses a finite 

number of formal schemata related to text organization, and approaches text 

comprehension with the knowledge of how certain texts are conventionally organized. 

For a particular text, the reader selects that formal schema in his repertoire which best 

accounts for that text. The schema employed to comprehend a text acts like an outline 
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which guides the reader in organizing the text during the process of encoding into 

memory. Likewise, during recall, the skilled reader activates this same kind of 

superordinate schema which began the encoding and uses it to retrieve information in 

stored memory about the text. 

Not all the information in hierarchically organized schema is equally important or 

accessible in encoding, storing or retrieving. The superordinate, or top-level, structure, 

which corresponds to the major ideas of a passage and the interrelationships among these 

major ideas, is cognitively more salient than the lower levels, which correspond to minor 

ideas, detailed subordinate information. According to Meyer and Freedie (1984), the 

reason why top-level information is more memorable, that is, more cognitively salient, is 

that the superordinate structure gets rehearsed with each new piece of information that 

the reader processes and attempts to integrate with the major ideas of the text. 

Peripherally related information gets less rehearsed in memory; each piece of subordinate 

information gets stored in the proper place in the hierarchy but does not get rehearsed 

again as each new piece is taken in. It is, thus, more quickly forgotten than the top-level 

information, which gets rehearsed frequently. 

The causation, problem/solution, and companson structures are more highly 

organized types of top-level structures than the collection of descriptions top-level 

structure because of the particular relationships which hold between the top-level nodes 

in the former structures. There are no particular relationships holding between the top

level nodes in the latter structure. As can be seenin Figure 2.6, the A and B nodes in the 

causation, problem/solution, and comparison structures are highly interrelated. The A 

and B nodes of the collection of descriptions structure are not related. Thus, the 

causation, problem/solution, and comparison structures, with their more highly organized 

components, are expected to facilitate encoding, economy of storage in long-term 

memory, and subsequent retrieval processes. So, for example, during recall, remernbering 

that a discourse was presented in a comparison structure should provide rnore retrieval 

cu es than remernbering that the discourse consisting of a collection of descriptions about 

a topic. 
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relationship between A and B is problemisolution relationship; solution matches need established by problem. 

Comparison 

oneview 

A 

opposing view 

B 

relationship between A and B is comparative relationship; overlapping issues viewed from different perspective 

Source: Carrell, 1984b (p. 453) 

Figure 2.6. Relationships Between Nodes in Four Top-Level Structures 

Some studies have shown the effects on ESL reading comprehension of 

differences in the rhetorical organization of text. Carrell's (1984b) study shows the 

effects of four different English rhetorical patterns on the reading recall of ESL readers 

of various native language backgrounds. This study shows that the more tightly 

organized patterns of comparison, causation, and problem/solution generally facilitate the 

recall of specific ideas from a text more than the more loosely organized collection of 

descriptions pattern. In this study, ESL readers generally appear to be similar to the 
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native readers tested by Meyer and Freedie (1984). However, this study also shows 

significant differences among the native language groups. 

Hinds' (1983) and Connor's (1984) studies may also be relevant. Hind (1983) has 

compared J apanese and English speakers in their reading, in their respective native 

languages, of texts with a typical Japanese rhetorical structure. His findings show that 

not only is the Japanese structure generally more difficult for the English readers, but 

that particular aspects of that rhetorical organization are ex:traordinarily problematic for 

English readers, especially in delayed recall. He concludes that traditional (lei-sho-ten

ketsu) pattem of Japanese expository prose is more difficult for English readers because 

of its absence in English expository prose. That is, native English readers lack the 

appropriate formal schemata against which to process the Japanese rhetorical pattem. 

Connor (1984) has compared the reading comprehension of Japanese and Spanish 

readers of ESL to that of a group of native English readers. S he used an expository text 

with Meyer's problem-solution type of top-level structure. In the analysis of recall 

protocols, Connor found that although the native English readers generally recalled more 

propositions from the original text than the non-native readers, the difference was in the 

number of low-level ideas rather than in the number of top-level ideas. That is, the non

native readers recalled about the same number of top-level ideas as the native readers but 

far fewer low-level ideas. 

Carrell (1987) and Raymond (1993) have also investigated the effects ofteaching 

ESL students the text structures on their reading comprehension. These studies show 

that training experiment yields promising results, which, as Carrell 1987 states, 

"demonstrate that explicit, overt teaching about the top-level rhetorical organization of 

texts can facilitate ESL students' reading comprehension, as measured by quantity of 

information recalled." (p. 741). 
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Current views of reading comprehension defines it as a kind of interactive 

process. It is interactive because it results from the interaction between the reader's 

background knowledge, culturally bound or general topic knowledge, and the 

information picked up from the printed page. Comprehension is also interactive in the 

sense that many components such as vocabulary knowledge, syntactic knowledge 

content knowledge (content schemata), formal knowledge (formal schemata) ete. work 

together simultaneously in the process (Grabe, 1991). 

In most of the previous research conducted about the e:ffects of content 

schemata, the researchers have taken these schemata for granted on the basis of their 

subjects' membership to a given nation, or the subjects' rating of their own familiarity 

with a topic. However, some other research like Hammadau's (1991) has shown that 

subjects' rating their own familiarity with a topic is unable to predict their ability to 

comprehend what they read about that topic. And every member of a given nation may 

not be equally knowledgeable in a given culturally bound topic. It may then be concluded 

that the exact strength of content schemata in reading comprehension may have been 

underestimated. 

Another line of research prompted by discourse analysis (William, Flick and 

Anderson,1980; Fischer and Mandl, 1984; Schnotz, 1984; Meyer and Freedle, 1984; 

Kaplan, 1997; Grabe, 1997 among others) has demonstrated that text structure 

knowledge (formal schemata) -especially with expository texts- is an e:ffective resource 
; 

for reading comprehension. This line of research has presented two kinds of findings: 

Types of text such as description and comparison, which have di:fferent top-level 

information structures (or rhetorical macro-propositions ), influence reader' s 

comprehension in di:fferent ways, and top-level structuring can be taught so that students 

will recognize this aspect of text and use it to assist in their own comprehension. 

Almost in all of the previous research except for Carrell's (1987), content 

schemata and formal schemata have been taken as separate independent variables. While 
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one is kept constant, the other is manipulated and its effect on reading comprehension is 

measured by means of recall protocols. Carrell (1987) studied not only their separate 

effects but also their possible interactive e:ffects on reading comprehension of second 

language readers. In her study, the subjects were supposed to have the related formal 

schemata depending on the existence of it in their recall protocols, and content sc hemata 

were measured by subjects' rating. Thus, no training treatment was carried out about the 

top-level structures oftexts. 

This thesis project, which is partly modeledon Carrell's (1987) study, consid~rs 

the above reservations and aims at demonstrating the separate effects of content and 

formal schemata, and their simultaneous interactive effects on Turkish University EFL 

students' reading comprehension. The design of the study may allow one to see the 

relative strength of content and formal schemata with respect to each other when they 

are explicitly formed in the readers. Moreover, the question whether the types of texts 

on the same overall topic have different effects on reader' s recall is expected to be 

answered. 

Because the purpose of the study is to show the possible differences in 

effectiveness of three different independent variables; content, form, and content and 

form together, on reader's comprehension, the research was designed as a 'planned

variation experiment'. Such experiments are generally done when different models used 

in a program are to be evaluated; that is, this kind of research design allows the 

researcher to compare more than two sample means. (Hatch and Farhady, 1983). 

3.2. Setting and Subjects 

In the spring term of the academic year 1998-1999, this study was conducted 

with the EFL students in first-year dasses in Education Faculty of Anadolu University, 

Eskişehir, Turkey. In Turkey, the students who want to study at the universities are 

chosen on the basis of their scores they obtain from a nation-wide university entrance 

exam. According to these scores, they are placed in the related departments of the 

universities; that is, the students who have the right to enroll in EFL departments are the 

ones who get the highest scores from the English language seetion of the university 
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entrance exam. This means that first-year students must have a great deal of English 

background when they co me to the EFL departments of the universities. 

The EFL department of Education Faculty at Anadolu University gıves the 

students another challenging exam, which includes a standard placement test, a 

proficiency test (TOEFL ), a writing test and a spoken one , before they are admitted to 

the department's first-year classes. The students who fail the exam given by the 

department register themselves for the prep-classes, which offer a full-time intensive 

English language training for an academic year. At the end of the academic year, the 

prep-class students have the same exam once more, and the ones who pass can enroll in 

the first year dasses of the department. The ones who fail the exam must repeat the 

prep-class courses one more year. 

In summary, the students in first-year EFL reading classes, who were formed the 

subjects of this study, had enough experience with English language and were 

categorized traditionally as high-intermediate or advanced students with respect to their 

proficiency. Nevertheless, in order to ensure that the subjects had the same level of 

proficiency in English, another TOEFL test (see 3.3 .1) was given to all of the first-year 

reading dasses at the faculty at the beginning of the study. There were seven first-year 

reading dasses in the academic year 1998-1999, but for the sake of the study, the most 

crowded class, the students ofwhich formed the subjects of the control groups later, was 

divided into two to enable the formation of another group. The mean scores of the 

group s on the proficiency test can be seen in Tab le 3 .1. 

TABLE 3.1 

Mean Scores For TOEFL 

GROUPS NO. OF STUDENTS MEANSCORES 

ı 16 62.56 

2 19 62.15 

3 19 63.31 

4 17 62.88 

5 20 61.75 

6 21 62.90 

7 ll 61.00 

8 ll 62.09 

' f ·:ı ı ~ ~ t .., : 
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A superficial examination of these mean scores shows that there does not seem to 

be any differences among groups of students with respect to their proficiency levels. In 

order to confirm that there were really not any differences among the groups, a variance 

analysis (ANOV A) was used as a statistical test. The results of the statistical analysis 

supported the impression (see Table 3.2). 

TABLE 3.2. 

ANOV A for Proficiency Level 

Source Of Variance ss d.f. MS F 

Between Groups 57.795 7 8.256 .146 

Within Groups 7.118.802 126 56.498 

P<05 

After making sure that all the groups had almost the same level of proficiency, 

each group was assigned randomly to one of the treatment groups. The two groups, 

which were formed from the largest class, assigned to control groups. As a result of the 

design of the study, eight different groups were formed; six of them were included into 

treatment groups and two into control groups. Each group was represented by a 

different class of students except the one which was divided into two for the purpose of 

forming an eighth group. This was necessary because it was impossible to find a class of 

students with the same level of proficiency who were following the same curriculum at 

the university in the academic year 1998-1999. 

Each two of these eight groups of subjects (see Table 3.1) received different 

treatments; group one and four were provided with information about the overall content 

of the texts ( content group s), group five and six were instructed about the rhetorical 

structures of texts (form groups), group two and three were both provided with 

information about the overall content and instructed about the rhetorical structure of the 

texts (content-form groups), and group seven and eight were left intact, didn't receive 

any of the above treatments (control groups). 

As observed in the explanations above, these eight groups composed four major 

groups: Three of them were treatment groups; content, form, and content-form group, 

and the other one was control group. Each of these groups, treatment and control, 
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contained two sub-groups within themselves for the purpose of some further 

comparisons (see Table 3.3.). When the proficiency test (TOEFL) was administered, 

content-form group was composed of two sub-groups; one comprised 19 subjects; 16 

females and 3 males; the second one included 19 subjects; 13 females and 6 males. Form 

group contained two sub-groups; the first one consisted of 20 subjects; 15 females and 5 

males; in the other one there were 21 subjects; 15 females and 6 males. Content group 

consisted oftwo sub-groups; the first one included 16 subjects; 14 females and 2 males; 

the second one included 17 subjects; 14 females and 3 males. Control group consisted of 

two sub-groups; the first one included ll subjects; 7 females and 4 males; the other 

contained ll subjects; 7 females and 4 males. 

Before giving the proficiency test, all of the subjects were informed about the 

purpose of the study and required to participate on a voluntary basis. They were also 

told they would not be affected in any way except few changes in the order of the topics 

to be covered in the reading comprehension course; during the research period, some of 

the classes would handie certain topics related to the research questions, whereas the 

other ones would deal with some other topics included in the schedule of the course. In 

the course of the academic year, all of the students would have covered all the topics 

included into the schedule. All the subjects taking part in the study were native speakers 

of Turkish, their average age being 20; ranging from 18 to 24. In order to avoid any 

teacher's effect, the researcher substituted for his partner and gave the reading 

comprehension course to all of the first year EFL students during the study. Until the 

study started, the reading comprehension courses had been conducted by two different 

teachers in cooperation with each other, and all of the classes had handled the same 

topics. 

A total of 134 subjects participated in the study when the proficiency test was 

administered. These students were placed in different treatment and control groups as 

indicated before. However, 19 subjects were excluded from the study later on account 

of their absenteeism in either the lessons or the test. Therefore, the performance of the 

remaining 115 subjects on reading and comprehending the texts comprised the data set. 

The fina! distribution of the subjects in groups is presented in Table 3.3. It should be 
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structure and discourse was an important variable in reading comprehension that might 

affect the results, and therefore, needed to be controlled. 

The proficiency test was given to the groups of subjects two weeks before the 

treatment began, and it took 70 minutes to administer. The time and day for the exam 

were determined in consultation with the subjects and announced beforehand. The 

subjects were observed to be very eager to participate as they wished to know how much 

progress they had made since they last took such a standard test. In scoring, one point 

was given to each correct answer to a total of hundred questions. The mean scores of the 

group s are shown in Tab le 3 .1. 

3.3.2. Passages 

In order to control for the structure and content of information while 

investigating the effects of discourse type, four versions of a single text were written by 

Meyer and Freedie (1984) andusedin their research with native speakers of English. 

Later the same four versions were used by Carrell (1984b) in a research study with 

second language leamers. Two (co lleeti on of descriptions and comparison) of these fo ur 

texts were used in this study with foreign language leamers. Both texts contained 

identical content information. The overall discourse structures differed, as did a minimal 

number of ideas which were necessary for altering this structure. Calleetion of 

description passage contained 13 5 words and comparison passage contained 13 7 words. 

The passages are given in Figure 3 .1. Identical content information across the two 

passagesis in lower-case letters; different information is capitalized. The capitalized and 

underlined words identif)r different ideas in the two passages. The capitalized words 

without the undedining explicitly signal the discourse type of each passage. 
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Collection of Descriptions 

SEVERAL ASPECTS OF THE LOSS OF BODY WATER WllL BE 

DISCUSSED. FIRST, athletic coaches frequently require wrestlers, boxers, judo 

contestants, karate contestants, and football team members to lose body water so that 

they will attain specified body weights. These specified weights are considerably below 

athletes' usual weights. SECOND, THE LOSS OF BODY WATER SUSTAINED BY 

A 150-POUND INDIVIDUAL EACH DAY IS THREE PINTS OF WATER.THIRD, 

loss of body water impairs cardio-vascular functioning, which limits work capacity. 

More specifically, a loss of three percent ofbody water impairs physical performance and 

a loss of five percent results in heat exhaustion. Moreover, a loss of seven percent of 

body water causes hallucinations. Losses of ten percent or more of body water results in 

heat stroke, deep co ma, and convulsions; if not treated, death will result. 

Comparison 

Athletic coaches frequently require wrestlers, boxers, judo contestants, karate 

contestants, and football team members to lose body water so that they will attain 

specified body weights. These specified weights are considerably below the athletes' 

usual weights. IN CONTRAST TO THE ACTION TAKEN BY COACHES, THE 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION STRONGL Y CONDEMNS THE LOSS OF 

BODY WATER FOR ATHLETES. THEY CONDEMN LOSS OF BODY WATER 

DUE TO THE F ACT THAT THE loss of body water impairs cardio-vascular 

functioning, which limits work capacity. More specifically, a loss of three percent of 

body water impairs physical performance and a loss of five percent results in heat 

exhaustion. Moreover, a loss of seven percent of body water causes hallucinations. 

Losses of ten percent or more of body water results in heat stroke, deep coma, and 

convulsions; if not treated, death will result. 

Source: Carrell (1984) 

Figure 3.1. The Two Different Versions ofthe Text, "The Loss ofBody Water" 
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The difference in the organization of the two discourse types can be seen 

graphically in Figure 3 .2. "A" in the figure refers to the identical information in the first 

part of each passage; "B" corresponds to the different information of each passage. 

"C" stands for the identical information in the last part of each passage. The comparison 

organization chunks A, B and C into two major components and relate these components 

to a general topic and to each other in specific ways ( comparative ). In chunking B and 

C, a specific relationship exists between B and C ; that is, C explains B. Thus, for this 

pattem of organization A, B, and C are interrelated in a number of specified ways. In 

contrast, in the collection of descriptions organization, there are no relationships among 

A, B, and C. 

Collection of Descriptions 

A 

Comparison 

opposıng vıew 

Topic 

Calleetion ofDescriptions 

B 

Topic 

Comparison 

c 

--------favored view 

Comparative B 

1 
c 

Explanations 

Figure 3.2. Difference in Organization between the Two Different Versions of the Text 
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3.3.3. Open-Ended Test 

Traditionally in reading courses and course books, information in a passage is 

analyzed into such constituents as topic, main idea, major (supporting) details, and minor 

(supporting) details. These components except the last one are said to be the most 

important in reading comprehension, and to form the basic framework of the passage. 

On the other hand, discourse analysists and some reading experts believe that each text 

has a hierarchical content structure which is the organization that binds the information 

(idea units) to a specified topic as well as to each other in specific ways. At the top of 

this hierarchical content structure is the overall or top-level structure that characterizes 

the discourse type; and the ideas found in the overall/top-level structure are of central 

importance to the author's message ( Fischer, 1984; Schnotz, 1984; Meyer, 1984 ). The 

ideas found in the top-level structure of a given text correspond to the topic/main idea 

and major supporting details, and the top-level structure itself refers to the basic 

framework in traditional conceptualization. The discourse analysists call the ideas high 

in the hierarchy high-level ideas which represent, in traditional reading classes, the topic 

or main idea and major su pp orting details. The . ideas lo w in the hierarchy stand for 

minor supporting details. 

In this study, some open-ended questions (see Appendix G) were placed at the 

back of the free recall papers in ord er to see how many of these high-level idea units the 

subjects would recall. It was in fact possible to analyze the recall protocols qualitatively 

and see how many of high and low-level idea units were recalled. However, in the study, 

the open-ended questions which asked the subjects directly the topic, the main idea and 

the major supporting details of the texts were preferred instead, for all of the subjects 

without any exception had been traditionally taught these components explicitly as parts 

of their reading class program before the treatment started. This way of testing the 

subjects' recall ofhigh-level idea units was expected to show the real differences, ifthere 

were any, among the groups. Otherwise, the results of the study would probably be 

contaminated by other factors rather than the treatment: There was, for example, the 

possibility for non-treatment groups not to give the high-level ideas in their recall 

protocols even though they understood and stored them. This might be due to the fact 
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that all the subjects were possibly accustomed to being asked directly to recognize those 

traditional components in their previous exams during prep-years and the first term. 

Only the groups who received training about rhetorical pattem were shown how 

recognizing the pattem of text helped them identify the main idea and major supporting 

details. This was emphasized several times during the treatment. The open-ended 

questions were given together with free recall papers for its practicality, and were 

scored by assigning one point to each correct answer. The following statements, or 

paraphrases of them in Figure 3.3 were regarded as correct answers. The total correct 

answers the subjects might provide were four for each of the texts used as testing 

materials. 

Collection of Description 

Topic/Main Idea: 

Aspects of the loss ofbody wateriThere are several aspects of the loss ofbody water. 

Major Supporting Details: 

1. Coaches require athletes to lose body water so they will attain specified body weights. 

2. A 150-pound athlete loses three pints ofbody water every day 

3. Loss ofbody water impairs cardio-vascular functioningllimits work capacity 

Comparison 

Topic/Main Idea: 

Different views about the loss ofbody water/Coaches and American Medical Association 

have different views about the loss ofbody water. 

Major Supporting Details: 

1. Coaches are in favor of the loss ofbody water. 

2. American Medical Association is against the loss ofbody water. 

3. They are against it because it impairs cardio-vascular functioningllimits work capacity. 

Figure 3.3. Correct Answers to the Open-Ended Questions for Each Text (High-Level 

Ideas) 
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A list of example answers provided by the subjects are given below: 

Collection of descriptions 

• Three factors of athletes' losing body water 

• Several aspects ofloss ofbody water 

• Some aspects ofloss ofbody water are discussed 

• The text is about aspects of water lo ss while doing sports 

• Athletic coaches think that the lo ss of body water is necessary for athletes to have a 

specific weight 

• An average athlete loses three pints body water every day 

• This loss (ofbody water) can influence the athlete in negative ways 

• This (loss ofbody water) can cause some health problems 

Comparison 

• Coaches and doctors think differently about loss ofbody water 

• American Medical Association and coaches don't agree on athletes' water loss 

• Opinions of coaches and American doctors on loss ofbody water are different 

• American doctors are against the lo ss of body water because it can be very dangerous 

for their health 

• In contrast, some researchers do not accept this way (of loss of body water) because 

of health problems 

• American doctors think that loss ofbody water is dangerous 

• Coaches want the sportsrneo to lose body water, but doctors are against it because it 

is harmful for athletes' health. 

3.3.4. True-False Test 

In ord er to see whether the same or similar results to the results of the free recall 

protocols could be obtained from the experiment, this true-false test was constructed. 

The texts used in the study were given to three instructors who had been teaching 

English at the department of EFL for more than ten years, and they were asked to 

prepare a true-false test. On the basis of common items found in these three, the test 

used in this study was constructed. It consisted of 15 items, six of which were false 

(items 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, ll), and nine ofwhich were true (items 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15) 
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according to the texts. The formation of items was based on the identical information in 

both ofthe texts. The different informationinthem was not considered. However, three 

of the true statements (13, 14, 15) were inference-based (text-independent). That is, they 

could be logically inferred from the identical information in each text. As a result, finding 

the correct answers, either true or false, required the subjects to use information in the 

text as well as to infer. Each correct answer to true-false statements was given one point 

in grading, so the total score expected was fifteen (see Appendix G for the true-false 

test). 

3.4. Procedures 

The following procedures were followed to build up content and formal 

schemata, to test the subjects, and to score the free recall protocols. 

3.4.1. Content Schemata Building 

In normal regular reading classes, the lessons are taught in such a way that 

students are first presented with the topic included in the schedule of the course, and 

then explanations and examples are given until they feel they understand the ideas 

presented. At the, end of each class, the students are assigned homework concerning the 

topic handled: They are asked to find a certain number of passages from a variety of 

sources and apply to the reading of those passages what they have leamed. If the topic is, 

for example, Understanding the Main Idea, they are required to find five or so different 

passages, and work on them to find the main ideas. The same passages with which they 

carry out their homework are brought to the classroom and form the course material for 

the following class' activities. When the next class starts, the students change the 

passages they have brought with one another and practice to a great extent what they 

have leamed during the previous class. While practising, they compare and contrast their 

answers to one another' s. When they have a conflict, the teaeber is invited into their 

discussions. The reading class is held three hours a week. Thus each topic included in 

the schedule is handled first by presenting, explaining, exemplifying and exercising for 

three hours in a week, and then by practising for another three hours in the following 
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week. On each topic in the schedule of reading class, at least six hours are spent in two 

successive weeks. 

As a result of the research design, fo ur of the reading dasses were supposed to 

be provided with content background knowledge (two in the content schemata group 

and two in the content-formal schemata group). A:fter handling the topic 'Supporting 

Details' which was one of the subject-matters scheduled for regular reading class, the 

students were assigned their weekly homework as expected. They were asked to :find 

passages from different sources and apply to the reading of those passages w hat they had 

leamed previously about determining the 'Supporting Details': They were to distinguish 

the major supporting details from the min or ones in each paragraph of the passages they 

found themselves. 

When the students were given this homework as part of their reading class 

requirement, they were directed on purpose to find passages on the topic of ''W eight 

affair in Sports" as well. The language of passages was not limited to English only; they 

would also :find and read texts in Turkish. This topic was thought to be general enough 

to include information about the topic of 'the Loss ofBody Water', which isa little more 

speci:fic in comparison to ''Weight Affair in Sports". The topic of 'the Loss of Body 

Water' is, in fact, the overall topic of the two texts, which were used as testing materials 

in this study (see Figure 3.1., or Appendix G). The students were also required to take 

notes, either in Turkish or in English, considering the major and minor supporting details 

while doing their homework with the passages. It was expected that, in this way, they 

would have knowledge about 'the Lo ss of Body Water' to a certain extent, and prepare 

themselves for the discussion that was planned for the following class. During the 

following class, a discussion on the same topic was held for a class hour. All of the 

students participated in the discussion and contributed to it depending on their notes 

(Examples of subjects' notes can be seen in Appendix A). 

In addition to the indicated homework and classroom activities, the groups of 

subjects were given some further homework so that they would expand their knowledge 

about the topic 'the Lo ss of Body Water': They were supplied with two passages 

related to this topic, one of which was in Turkish and the other was in English, and asked 

to write a summary either in Turkish or in English. (The two passages can be seen in 
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Appendix B, and examples of summaries in Appendix C). The weekly assignments were 

a part of course requirements and were considered in the evaluation of students' final 

achievement. Therefore, the students seemed to be eager to do the assignments given 

and participated actively in the classroom activities carried out during the treatment as 

well as the whole term. 

3.4.2. Formal Schemata Building 

Training the group of subjects (two in the form group, two in the content-form 

group) about the overall rhetorical structures of texts was largely based on Langan's 

(1989) course book, Ten Steps to lmproving Reading. A chapter on ''Patterns of 

Organization" from this book was used as the main teaching material in building the 

formal schemata. In the book, texts are divided into five common types on the basis of 

their overall rhetorical structures; time order, list of items, cause and effect, comparison, 

and de.finition and examples. Previous research, Like Carrell's (1985) and Raymond's 

(1993), on similar topics were, however, based on Meyer and Freedle's (1984) 

classification of expository prose. In their studies, they used four major types; calleetion 

of descriptions, causation, problem solution, and comparison. Three ofLangan's (1989) 

text types, time order, list of items, and de.finition and examples refer to Meyer and 

Freedle's (1984) calleetion oj descriptions only. His cause and effect corresponds to 

their causation, and comparison type exists in both classifications. Based on primarily 

Langan's course book, thesubjectsin these treatment groups covered factually three of 

Meyer and Freedle's four major types of discourse: collection of descriptions, causation, 

and comparison. 

Training of the subjects, as explained before, was conducted in two separate 

three-hour sessions in two successive weeks. During the first session, first of all the 

objectives of training were made clear to the students, and then Langan's five common 

types of expository texts were presented: The key aspects of each type were explained 

and illustrated (through Meyer's tree digram) ina clear and simple way, and then a series 

of practice exercises were provided. The session ended with two review tests, a 

discussion on correct answers of the tests, anda review of objectives (see Appendix D 

for presentation of rhetoric patterns). The basic objectives of training were explicitly 
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communicated to the students; they were particularly told that it did sametimes not 

matter how they read -for instance, when they read for pleasure but at other times, it did 

when they, for example, had to prepare for exams and do class assignments. lt was 

explained to them that the efficiency with which students could read under such 

circumstances was important, that if they could get the necessary information quickly and 

effectively, it was likely they would perform well and feel better about the task. lt was 

emphasized that by learning about the ways in which expository texts are typically 

organized at the top level, they would improve their reading comprehension. 

When the students left the first session, as usual in the regular reading classes, 

they were assigned hornewark requiring them to find passages -at least one for each 

pattem of organization- from different sources. They were to bring the passages to the 

following week' s class so that all of the students in class would have the opportunity to 

practise with a variety of materials from various sources. While searching for passages, 

the students also had the opportunity to practise the related topic; in this case, pattem of 

organization or rhetorical structures of expository prose. 

The passages supplied by students (see examples in Appendix E) formed the 

basis for further practice on recognizing the types of expository texts during the second 

treatment session. During this session, the students went on practising what they had 

leamed before, were encouraged to compare and discuss one another' s ideas about the 

passage's basic overall pattemin pairs or groups, and got immediate feedback from the 

teacher when they conflicted. This session also ended with a review of the objectives 

and the main points of training: They were told once more that 

1. identitying the organization in what they read was key to understanding 

2. identitying the top-level organization needed their attention before, during and after 

reading. 

3. to determine the organization, they had to ask what the passage was about (this gives 

the topic ) and how the topic was discussed: They would answer these questions 

while reading, and check the answer after reading. 

4. there were many different patterns of organizations, but the ones we handled were the 

most common ones. 
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5. different words ( transitions words) would help them to ascertain the overall pattern of 

organization 

6. each of these common types of organization had a special way to pattern the 

sentences in a passage ( examples were provided). 

A mastery test combined from Langan and Kay (1989), Langan (1989), and 

Langan and Jenkins (1 989) was given to the subjects for additional practice at the end of 

the session. They did the test at home. Correct answers were provided later at the 

beginning of the next class for comparison, and brief discussions were held on the basis 

of questions asked by the students (see Appendix F for the mastery test). 

3.4.3. Treatment of Content-Form Groups 

No special treatment for the two sub-groups of subjectsin content-form groups 

was given. As explained before (see 3.4.1. and 3.4.2.), the subjects in these groups 

followed the same procedures as content groups did in order to build content schemata. 

To build formal schemata, they were taught the overall rhetorical structures of texts in 

the same way as form groups were trained. 

3.4.4. Control Sessions 

While the formal schemata and the content-formal schemata groups were going 

through the training session, the control and content schemata groups followed through 

the schedule omitting only the topic, Pattern of Organization, and went on with 

'Drawing Inferences', which was the next topic in the schedule. Until then, all of the 

reading dasses had handled the topics; Understanding Vocabulary in Context, 

Recognizing Main Ideas, and Identifying Key Supporting Details. During the treatment, 

the form groups and the content-form groups were trained about the rhetorical 

organization, and the control and the content groups about inferring for two weeks. The 

control groups did not receive any special training. No specific class hours were 

assigned to the content groups for the formatian of content schemata except for an-hour 

discussion. All the dasses handled later the course topics which they had to omit during 

the treatment. In this way, no diversion from the regular reading dasses took place. 
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3.4.5. Testing 

The date and time for testing were decided in consultation with the groups of 

students in order to :find the most suitable time and ensure the maximum participation. 

The test was adınİnistered to all of the subjects at the same time in eight different 

classrooms, which were invigilated by eight colleagues. Four of the groups were given 

the calleetion of descriptions text, and the other four groups of subjects were exposed to 

the comparison text. One sub-group from each major group, content-form, form, 

content, and control, read calleetion of descriptions text, whereas the other sub-groups 

read comparison text. Both of the texts were accompanied by written instructions which 

informed them that they would be asked to carry out certain tasks on the basis of their 

readings. The instructions also demanded them to imagine that they had come across the 

text in a newspaper or magazine they liked reading, and that the topic of the text was of 

interest to them. They were further asked to read the text at their own reading rates to 

:find out what it said about the topic, but not try to memorize. The texts were given back 

to the invigilators after the completion of reading task. 

In order to reduce the effect of short term memory, they were then adınİnistered a 

brief questionnaire which required their rating of how difficult or easy they found the 

text's grammar, vocabulary, content and pattem of organization. When they :finished 

completing the questionnaire, a written recall was administered. The subjects were asked 

to write down everything they could remember from the text, using their own words or 

words from the text. They were asked to try to write in complete sentences and not just 

list isolated words or ideas. They were to try to show in their writing how the ideas from 

the text were related to each other. Just after recall protocols, they answered the open

ended questions, which were placed at the back of the recall protocol papers, and then 

the true-false test was given. The testing procedure lasted 40-45 minutes. (see 

Appendix G for the two texts, the questionnaire, the recall protocol paper, the open

ended questions, and the true-false test). 

3.4.6. Scoring Free Recall Protocols 

The free recall protocols of the subjects were scored on the basis of the identical 

idea units they recalled and the elaborations they produced. 
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3.4.6. 1. ldentical Idea U ni ts Recalled 

As mentioned earlier, the two texts used in this study were taken from Carrell 

(1984b). The identical information in two versions of the text was divided into 21 idea 

units, and these idea units were used as the basic criteria for the analysis in her research. 

Figure 3. 4. presents the 21 common idea units. 

ı. Loss ofbody water is required by athletic coaches 

2. This is required of wrestlers 

3. This is required ofboxers 

4. This is required of judo contestants 

5. This is required of karate contestants 

6. This is required of football team members 

7. This is done so athletes will attain speci:fied body weights 

8. These speci:fied weights are lower than their usual weights 

9. Loss ofbody water impairs cardio-vascular functioning 

10. This limits work capacity 

ll. A loss of 3% ofbody water 

12. impairs physical performance 

13. A loss of 5% body water 

14. results in heat exhaustion 

15. A loss of 7% ofbody water 

16. causes hallucinations 

17. A loss of 10% or more ofbody water 

18. results in heat stroke 

19. results in deep coma 

20. results in convulsions 

21. If not treated, death will result 

Source: Carrell (1984b) 

Figure 3. 4. Analysis of Identical Information into 21 Common Idea U ni ts 
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lt appears that identical information in the two texts has been broken into its 

sınaller meaningful components, each of which represents an idea unit. Each idea unit in 

Carrell' s analysis corresponds to a simple sentence, a sentence including an adverb 

clause, a no un phrase, or a verb phrase. For the purpose of comparing the results with 

those of previous research with native and second language learners, the same idea units 

formed the basis of scoring the recall protocols in this study as well. Each recall 

protocol was scored for the presence of these 21 identical idea units, and each idea unit 

recalled correctly was assigned one point. 

3.4.6.2. Elaborations 

The recall protocols were also scored for elaborations. Each single sentence 

including information that does not exist in or can not be logically inferred from the texts 

was regarded as an etaboration and assigned one point. Following isa list of elaborations 

produced by the subjects in their recall protocols: 

• Losing weight is very important in sports. 

• You shouldn't lose weight too much or you shouldn't put on weight too much. 

Otherwise, it make your metabolism extraordinary and you willloose in sport. 

• Sportsrneo lose body water because they want to meet undertheir weight. 

• For athletes, it is important to loose weight in healthy ways. 

• Coaches usually want the athletes to lose weight in an efficient way, or else 

unconscious exercises or methods oflosing weight can be hazardous for health. 

• lt (loss of body water) is beneficial, but when people do it unconsciously, they meet 

health problems. 

• There should be balance in body to succeed in sports. 

• People who do sports need more water in their body. They should drink more water. 

• First the weight loss must be controlled by coaches 

3.5. Analytic Procedure 

To analyze the scores for identical idea units, true-false questions, open-ended 

questions, and elaborations statistically, the one-way analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) was 

performed. In this way, four major groups of subjects, content-form, form, content, and 
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control, were compared to one another depending on the scores they obtained from the 

text they read: F our group s read the collection of description text, whereas the other 

four read the comparison text. The ones who read the same text were compared to one 

another. An alpha level of .05 was chosen as the significance level. When the results of 

ANOVA reached the significance level (.05), a Post Hoc multiple comparison test was 

performed in order to see where the difference among the groups was. 

When the pairs of groups were compared on the basis of text type, the mean 

scores of each pair for identical idea units and high-level idea units were analyzed by 

means of Independent Samples t-test. Significant results were reported, and non

significant ones were indicated by n.s. To see the effects of text type, groups of subjects 

who received the same treatment were compared to each other on the basis of the text 

they read. For example, a group who received the treatment about both content and form 

was compared to the other group who had the same treatment. They were different only 

with respect to the text they read: One group read the collection of descriptions text, 

whereas the other read the comparison text. 
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CHAPTER4 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

4.1. Introduction 
In this study, the main aim was to find out the separate effects of content and 

formal schemata, and their simultaneous interactive effects on university level EFL 

learners' reading comprehension. The study was designed in such a way that it would 

also supply information about the relative strength of these two factors ( content 

schemata vs. formal schemata) as well as the effects of different rhetorical patterns 

( collection of descriptions vs. comparison). In addition, it would show the effects of 

content schemata on the subjects' production of elaborations. In other words, the 

following hypotheses were tested in this study. 

1. Building content schemata facilitates EFL learner's reading comprehension. 

2. Building formal schemata facilitates EFL learner's reading comprehension. 

3. Simultaneous building of both content and formal schemata may have a cumulative 

effect on EFL learner' s reading comprehension, and increase it to a greater extent. 

4. Building content schemata increases EFL learner's production of elaborations. 

5. Types of text can influence EFL reader's comprehension in different manners 

( comparison type of texts are easier to comprehend than collection of descriptions 

types). 

Sets of data derived by means of different methods were subjected to statistical 

analysis in order to answer the questions above: Identical idea units and elaborations 

were obtained from recall protocols. High-level ideas (see 3.3.3.) were obtained from the 

open-ended questions, and answers to true-false questions (which were based on the 

same identical idea units) were gotten through the true-false test (see 3.3.4.). All kinds of 

data analyzed statistically were based on the two texts, which were used as testing 

materials (see 3.3.2 ). 
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4.2. Analysis of the Scores with respect to the Identical Idea Units from Recall 

Protocols 

Descriptive statistics for the identical idea units recalled by the groups of subjects 

from the two texts, calleetion of descriptions and compari son, are presented in Tab le 4 .1. 

In the tab le, there seem to be differences among the mean scores of the groups. Indeed, a 

statistically significant difference is confirmed by the results of the one-way ANOV A 

(F=5.097, p=.004 for calleetion of descriptions, and F =3.475, p =.022 for 

comparison). 

Table 4.1. 

Descriptive Statistics for Identical Idea Units 

Recalled from the T exts 

COLLECTION OF N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIATION 

DESCRIPTIONS 

CF 14 4.9286 2.9991 

F 17 2.9412 2.7265 

c 16 6.2500 3.2352 

Cr. ll 2.8182 1.9400 

TOTAL 58 4.3103 3.1131 

COMPARISON N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIATION 

CF 12 5.9167 2.6097 

F 17 3.9412 2.7493 

c 17 6.2941 3.6188 

Cr. ll 3.4545 1.4397 

TOTAL 57 4.9649 3.0176 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: Control group 

STD.ERROR 

.8015 

.6613 

.8088 

.5849 

.4088 

STD.ERROR 

.7534 

.6668 

.8777 

.4341 

.3997 

In order to see where the difference is, the Post Hoc LSD multiple comparison 

was performed on the data. The results of multiple comparison can be seenin Table 4.2. 

According to this tab le, for both of the texts, the content-form group s do not differ from 

the rest of the groups, whereas the content groups are significantly different from the 

form groups (for calleetion of descriptions, p=.OOI; for comparison, p=.Ol9) and the 

control groups (for calleetion of descriptions, p=.003; for comparison, p=.Ol2). There is 
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no significant difference between the content groups and the content-form groups. These 

data show that content schemata is a stronger predictor of EFL readers' comprehension 

than is formal schemata and any interaction between content and formal schemata. 

GROUPS 

CF 

F 

c 
Cr. 

GROUPS 

CF 

F 

c 
Cr. 

Table 4.2. 

Results from Multiple Comparison for the Identical Idea 

Units Recalled from the Texts 

COLLECTION OF DESCRIPTIONS 

CF F c 
n. s. n.s. 

n. s. .001 

n. s. .001 

n. s. n. s. .003 

COMPARISON 

CF F c 
n. s. n. s. 

n. s. .019 

n. s. .019 

n. s. n. s. .012 

Cr. 

n. s. 

n. s. 

.003 

Cr. 

n. s. 

n. s. 

.012 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group; n.s.= non-signi:ficant 

p>.05 

4.2.1. Analysis of the Scores on the True-False Test (which is based on the same 

identical idea units) 

Even though recall protocol is an extensively used way of testing reading 

comprehension in research, it is not so common in second or foreign language reading 

pedagogy. Therefore, the same statistical procedure was applied to the groups' mean 

scores which were obtained by means ofthe true-false test (see 3.3.4.). True-false type 

of test is one of the common ways of measuring reading comprehension in foreign 

language reading. The descriptive data from this test is given in Table 4.3. From the 

mean scores, it seerus that the groups are different from one another. This result is 
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confirmed by the one-way ANOVA results (F=5.429, p=.002 for calleetion of 

descriptions, and F=2.923, p=.042 for comparison). 

Table 4.3. 

Descriptive Statistics for the Scores from the True-False Test 

COLLECTION OF N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD.ERROR 

DESCRIPTIONS 

CF 14 10.6429 2.4371 .6513 

F 17 9.1176 2.6665 .6467 

c 16 10.3125 1.4477 .3619 

Cr. ll 7.5455 1.4397 .4341 

TOTAL 58 9.5172 2.3563 .3094 

COMPARISON N.OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD.ERROR 

CF 12 10.6667 1.4975 .4323 

F 17 9.2941 2.0846 .5056 

c 17 10.5882 2.3994 .5820 

Cr. ll 8.5455 2.5045 .7551 

TOTAL 57 9.8246 2.2766 .3015 

CF: content-fonn group; F. Fonn group; C: content group; Cr: control group 

Table 4.4. below, which presents the results of multiple comparison, reveals 

where the difference is: The content-form groups are different from the control groups 

(for calleetion of descriptions, p=.004; for comparison, p=.023), and the content groups 

are different from the control groups as well (for calleetion of descriptions, p=.008; for 

comparison, p=.Ol8). But neither the content groups nor the content-form groups are 

different from the form groups. There is also no significant difference between the 

control and the form groups. Here again, it seems obvious that students with content 

schemata performed better than those without content schemata. However, the Iack of 

significant difference between the form groups, the content groups, and the content-form 

groups may indicate that formal schemata also helped the subjects to a certain extent in 

their comprehension. 

. j 
y' 



Table 4.4 

Results from Multiple Comparison for the Scores from the True-False Test 

COLLECTION OF DESCRIPTIONS 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF n. s. n. s. 0.004 

F n. s. n. s. n.s. 

c n. s. n. s. 0.008 

Cr. 0.004 n.s. 0.008 

COMPARISON 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF n.s. n. s. .023 

F n. s. n. s. n. s. 

c n. s . n.s. .018 

Cr. . 023 n.s. .018 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group; n.s.== non-significant 

p>.05 

4.3. Analysis of the Scores on the Open-Ended Test (High-Level Idea Units) 
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So far, groups' mean scores obtained from both tests, free recall and true-false, 

have indicated more gains in favor of content schemata when the idea units are analyzed 

quantitatively. However, when the quality of idea units is taken into account; that is, 

when the high-level ideas (see 3.3.3 and Figure 3.3.) are analyzed, formal schemata seem 

to be more effective in the readers' comprehension. Table 4.5. gives the descriptives for 

high-level idea units. The one -way ANOV ~ conducted on these mean scores, reveals a 

significant difference among the groups (F=20.513, p=.OOO for the collection of 

descriptions text and F=23.673, p=.OOO for the comparison text). 



Table 4.5 

Descriptive Statistics for the High-Level Idea units 

( Scores for Open-ended Questions) 

COLLECTION OF N. OFSS. MEAN STD.DEVIA TION 

DESCRIPTIONS 

CF 14 2.7143 .4688 

F 17 2.7059 .4697 

c 16 1.5000 .8165 

Cr. ll 1.4545 .5222 

TOTAL 58 2.1379 .8470 

COMPARISON N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIA TION 

CF 12 2.9167 .7930 

F 17 2.6471 .7859 

c 17 1.0588 .7475 

Cr. ll 1.0909 .7006 

TOTAL 57 1.9298 1.1317 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group 
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STD.ERROR 

.1253 

.1139 

.2041 

.1575 

.1112 

STD.ERROR 

.2289 

.1906 

.1813 

.2ll3 

.1499 

When the results from Post Hoc multiple comparison, which are presented in 

Table 4.6, are examined, it is seen that the content-form groups and the form groups 

outperformed the other two, the content and the control groups, in answering the open

ended questions correctly: For the calleetion of description text, the content-form group 

is significantly different from the content group (p=.OOO) and the control group (p=.OOO). 

Similarly the form group is significantly different from both the content group (p=. 000) 

and the control group (p=.OOO). The same results are observed for the comparison text 

as well. The content-form group is significantly different from the content group 

(p=.OOO) and from the control group (p=.OOO). The form group is also different from 

both the content group (p=.OOO) and the control group (p=.OOO). This means that 

knowledge of rhetorical pattem may be an effective factor in reading comprehension, 

especially with respect to the recalling ofhigh-level information in the text. 



Table 4.6 

Results from Multiple Comparison for High-Level Idea Units 

COLLECTION OF DESCRIPTIONS 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF n. s. .000 .000 

F n.s . .000 .000 

c . 000 .000 n. s . 

Cr. .000 . 000 n. s. 

COMPARISON 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF n. s. .000 .000 

F n. s. .000 .000 

c .000 .000 n. s . 

Cr. . 000 .000 n. s. 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group; n.s.= non-significant 

p>.05 
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The findings indicating a non-significant difference between the content groups 

and the control groups points out that content schemata may not be an important factor 

in recalling the high-level information, whereas it is important in recalling the idea units 

when their quality is not regarded. 

4.4. Analysis of the Scores for Elaborations 

Descriptive statistics for the elaborations produced by the subjects in their recall 

protocols are given in Table 4. 7. The table shows that the groups are different from one 

anather with respect to their mean scores for the elaborations they produced. This is 

supported by the results ofthe one-way ANOVA (F=9.033, p=.OOO for the calleetion of 

descriptions, and F= 1 O .124, p=. 000 for the comparison). 
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Table 4.7 

Descriptive Statistics for Elaborations 

COLLECTION OF N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIA TION STD. ERROR 

DESCRIPTIONS 

CF 14 2.5714 1.5549 .4156 

F 17 .7647 1.1472 .2782 

c 16 2.8750 1.5438 .3860 

Cr. ll .9091 1.3751 .4146 

TOTAL 58 1.8103 1.6802 .2206 

COMPARISON N. OFSS. MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD.ERROR 

CF 12 2.4167 1.5643 .4516 

F 17 .6471 .7019 .1702 

c 17 3.0000 2.2638 .5491 

Cr. ll .4545 .8202 .2473 

TOTAL 57 1.6842 1.8628 .2467 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group 

When the results ofPost Hoc multiple comparison (see Table 4.8) are examined, 

it is observed that the content-form groups and the content groups brought out more 

elaborations than the form groups and the control groups: For the collection of 

descriptions text, the differences between the content-form group and the form group 

(p=.004), and the content-form group and the control group (p=.025) are statistically 

significant. The content group is different as well from the form group (p=.OOO) as from 

the control group (p=.004). Similar results can be seen for the comparison text; the 

content-form group is significantly different from the form group (p=.Ol7) and from the 

control group (p=.Ol7). The content group is also significantly different from both the 

form group (p=.OOO) and from the control group (p=.OOO). These data indicate that 

content schemata is the determining factor in producing elaborations. 



Table 4.8 

Results of Multiple Comparison for Elaborations 

COLLECTION OF DESCRIPTION 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF .004 n. s . .025 

F . 004 .000 n. s. 

c n. s. .000 .004 

Cr. .025 n. s. .004 

COMPARISON 

GROUPS CF F c Cr. 

CF .017 n. s. .017 

F .017 .000 n. s. 

c n. s. .000 .000 

Cr. .017 n. s. .000 

CF: content-form group; F: form group; C: content group; Cr: control group; n.s.= non-significant 
p>.05 
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No di:fference is seen between the form groups and the control groups. This 

means that formal schemata does not play any role in the subjects' bringing out 

elaborations in their recall protocols. 

4.5. Comparison of the Groups on the Basis of Text Types 

With respect to the effects of text type on reading comprehension, the subjects' 

scores for identical idea units (see 3.4.6.1) from the free recall protocols and high-level 

idea units (see Figure 3.3) from the open-ended questions were subjected to the 

Independent Samples t-test. The group statistics of each pair of groups for identical idea 

units are presented in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9 

Descriptive Statistics ofEach Pair of Groups for Identical Idea Units That the Groups 

Recalled from Different Text Types 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATI ON 

CD CF 14 4.9286 2.9991 

COMP CF 12 5.9167 2.6097 

CD: Collectıon ofDescriptions; COMP: Comparison; CF: Content-Form Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OF. SS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD F 17 2.9412 2.7265 

COMP F 17 3.9412 2.7493 

CD: Collection ofDescriptions; COMP: Comparison; F: Form Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD c 16 6.2500 3.2352 

COMP c 17 6.2941 3.6188 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptıons; COMP: Companson; C: Content Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN 

CD Cr. ll 2.8182 

COMP Cr. ll 3.4545 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptions; COMP: Companson; Cr: Control 

p>.05 

STD. 

DEVIATION 

1.9400 

1.4397 

STD. ERROR MEAN 

.8015 

.7534 

STD.ERROR 

MEAN 

.6613 

.6668 

STD.ERROR 

MEAN 

.8088 

.8777 

STD.ERROR 

MEAN 

.5849 

.4341 

Even though the mean scores of the groups show that the groups of subjects who 

read the comparison text are a little better in recalling the identical idea units than those 

who read the calleetion of descriptions text, the results of Independent Samples t-test do 

not confirm this (t =-.888, df=24, p=.383 for the content-form groups; t =-1.065, df=32 

p=.295 for the form groups; t=-037, df=31, p=.971 for the content groups, and t=

.874, df=20, p=.393 for the control groups ). 
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As can be seen from Table 4.10 below, similar results were obtained for the high

level idea units which represent the correct answers to open-ended questions. 

Table 4.10 

Descriptive Statistics ofEach Pair ofGroups for High-Level Idea Units that the Groups 

Recalled from Different Text Types: 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD CF 14 2.7143 .4688 

COMP CF 12 2.9167 .7930 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptions; COMP: Comparison; CF: Content -Form Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD F 17 2.7059 .4697 

COMP F 17 2.6471 .7859 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptions; COMP: Companson; F: Form Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD c 16 1.5000 .8165 

COMP c 17 1.0588 .7475 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptions; COMP: Companson; C: Content Groups 

TEXTTYPE GROUP N. OFSS. MEAN STD. 

DEVIATION 

CD Cr. ll 1.4545 

COMP Cr. ll 1.0909 

CD: Collectıon ofDescnptıons; COMP: Companson; Cr: Control Groups 

p>.05 

.5222 

.7006 

STD. ERROR MEAN 

.1253 

.2289 

STD. ERROR MEAN 

.1139 

.1906 

STD. ERROR MEAN 

.2041 

.1813 

STD. ERROR MEAN 

.1575 

.2ll3 

A superficial examination of the group means in Table 4.10 indicates almost no 

difference between the pairs of group s, which is also supported by the results of the 

independent Samples t-test (t=-.806, df=24, p=.428 for the content-form groups; 
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t= .265, df-=32, p=.793 for the form groups; t =1.620, df=3 1, p=. 115 for the content 

groups, and t=-1.38, df=20, p=. 183 for the control groups ). 

4.6. Conclusion 

Based on the statistical results, it could be said that content schemata affectsthe 

EFL learners' reading comprehension in two ways: First, it enables the learners to recall 

more idea units regardless of their quality, whether high-level or low-level. Second, it 

causes more elaborations in the learners' recall. This observation confirms the first 

(building content schemata facilitates EFL learners' reading comprehension) and the 

fourth hypotheses ( content schemata causes more elaborations in readers' recall). 

Content schemata facilitate comprehension, and it causes more elaborations at the same 

time (see Table 4. 2., 4.4., and 4.8.). 

Formal schemata also affect EFL readers' comprehension, but ina different way: 

When only the number of idea units recalled are considered, it does not seem to play an 

important role in reading comprehension when compared to content schemata. 

However, when the quality of idea units recalled is taken into account, it is seen that 

formal schemata is an important factor in comprehension. Thus the second hypothesis, 

which claims that formal schemata enhance reader' s comprehension, is also confirmed in 

a sense depending on one's understanding of comprehension. That is, if comprehension is 

to pick up the high-level information, then it is a facilitating factor as can be seen in 

Table 4.6., but if comprehension is regarded as picking up as many ideas as one can 

regardless of their quality, the content schemata can be said to be more facilitative with 

respect to formal schemata. Which one of these two factors, content schemata or formal 

schemata, is more effective in reading comprehension depends then on one's 

understanding of comprehension. 

Analysis of the data does not confirm the third hypothesis, which claims that 

combined simultaneous effects of content and formal schemata would be more powerful 

in reading comprehension. The analysis of identical idea units indicates that the content

form groups are not significantly herter than the content groups (see Table 4.2. and 4.4), 

and the analysis of high-level idea units suggests that they are not significantly better 
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formal schemata seem to be the determining factor, so it can not be said that the 

combination of content and formal schemata have a more significant interactive effect 

on reading comprehension. As Table 4.9. and 4.10 show, types oftexts do also not seem 

to cause any significant differences in EFL readers' comprehension. This means that the 

fifth hypothesis is not confirmed by the data. 



CHAPTER5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Summary of the Study 
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Recent research on first and second language has shown that content schemata, 

one's mental structure of prior knowledge about the content area, has an important 

impact on reading comprehension (Carrell, ı983; Lee, ı986; Aron, ı986; Chiang and 

Dunk:el,ı992 ete.). Similarly formal schemata, one's mental structure of prior 

knowledge about the rhetorical structures of the texts, has been proven to be an 

important factor in reading comprehension of first and second language leamers (Carrell, 

ı984, ı985; Meyer and Freedle, ı984; Connor, ı984; Raymond ı99ı ete.). However, 

empirical evidence seems to be rare for foreign language reading. As a result, most of 

our present views of foreign language reading are shaped by research findings on first 

and second language readers. 

This study, therefore, aimed at finding the effects of content schemata as well as 

formal schemata on reading comprehension of Turkish foreign language leamers. The 

study also aimed to find out the possible simultaneous interactive effects of these two 

factors on reading comprehension of Turkish EFL leamers. In addition, the effects of 

the text type itself on comprehension and the relationship between elaborations and 

content schemata were investigated in the study. 

Depending on the findings of previous research in first and second language 

reading, five hypotheses were formed to be tested: ı) Content background knowledge of 

EFL reader enhances his reading comprehension. 2) EFL readers' comprehension can be 

facilitated when he is taught the rhetorical structures of the texts. 3) When both content 

and formal schemata are built at the same time, the reader' s comprehension can increase 

much more as a result of their possible cumulative effects. 4) Readers with content 

sc hemata produce more elaborations. 5) Types of texts can affect reader' s comprehension 

in different manners. 

To test the hypotheses above, eight groups of subjects were formed from ı ı5 

Turkish EFL university students (see Table 3.3 for the distribution of the subjects to the 

groups). Each two of these groups composed either one of the experimental groups; 
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5.2. Assessment of the Study 

The overall finding of this study seems to be that when both content and formal 

schemata are factors in EFL reading comprehension, content schemata is generally more 

important than formal schemata, especially when the identical idea units in free recall 

protocols and the answers to the true-false questions are considered (see Table 4.1., 4.2., 

4.3., and 4.4.). For both of the texts, the reading comprehension is relatively easy for the 

subjects who have the content schemata and both content and formal schemata in 

comparison to those who have only formal schemata or none of these two schemata. 

However, when the high-level idea units are taken into account, prior knowledge of 

rhetorical form (format schemata) seems to be more important than content schemata in 

EFL learners' reading comprehension (see Table 4.5. and 4.6.). For both of the texts, 

comprehending the high-level idea units is significantly easier for the subjects who have 

formal schemata and both content and formal schemata than for the subjects who have 

only content schemata or none of them. 

Nevertheless, a closer exarnination of the results with respect to the analysis of 

the identical idea units and the correct answers to the true-false questions raise some 

points to be noted: first of all, the mean scores of identical idea units of all the groups 

are fairly low -ranging from 2.81 to 6.29 (see Table 4.1.) out of a maximum of 21, 

approximately 13% to 29% of the total idea units. This suggests that this was a fairly 

difficult task for these EFL readers. However, comparable data from Meyer and 

Freedle's research (1984) with native speakers show a range of recall scores between 

39% and 67% for graduate-level readers, and data from Carrell's (1984b) study with 

second language university students show a range of mean scores between 7% and 25%. 

Thus, on this same task, the Turkish intermediate-level EFL readers are only slightly 

above Carrell's ESL learners, but much below Meyer and Freedle's native speakers. 

The second point to be considered is that the centent-form groups were not 

better in recalling the identical idea units than the form groups and the control groups, 

whereas they were better than control groups in answering the true-false questions 

correctly (see Table 4.2. and 4.4.). This may be indicating that readers' comprehension 

interacts with different testing tasks in different manners as suggested by Gordon and 

Hanauer (1995). It may also be regarded as a result of the treatment: As indicated 
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before, while the form groups and the content-form groups were receiving the treatment 

about the rhetorical structures of texts, it was emphasized how they could take 

advantage of their knowledge about the types of texts to pick up the high-level 

information (topic, main idea and major details) in a text they read. The relationship 

between the high-level ideas and the types of texts were made clear in the introduction of 

the related topic (patterns of texts) and during the practice session. This treatment may 

have led the concentration of the subjects in these groups to the high-level ideas 

particularly rather than the low-level ones. This may explain why the numbers of 

identical idea units recalled by the form and the content-form groups were lower than 

those of the content groups. lt could be then asked why the content-form groups 

answered almost equal number oftrue-false questions correctly as the content groups did 

on the true-false test. This, when taken together with the fact that neither the content

form groups nor the content groups differed signifıcantly from the form groups on the 

true-false test, can be explained by the fact that while content schemata was helping these 

readers (in content-form and form groups) give correct answers to the true items 'to a 

limited extent', their formal schemata may have helped them answer especially the false 

items correctly' to a great extent' by directing their concentration to the text-hased 

information. lt should be remembered that six of the items of the true-false test were 

false, and two of the true items were based on the major details (high-level ideas). 

Taking into account the obvious effects of formal schemata on the recall of high-level 

idea units, it could be concluded that the probability for the subjects with formal 

schemata to pick out the major details on the true-false test was fairly high. In brief, the 

content-form groups' and the form groups' success on the True-False test may be due to 

their formal schemata, which possibly may have helped them answer correctly especially 

the false items and the items related to major details. It is also possible to talk about the 

fact that formal schemata may have some constraints on the effects of content schemata, 

especially when the information of a given text is explicitly reminded to the readers in a 

testing task. 

In any way, the results of both of the tests, free recall and true-false, reveal 

clearly the facilitating effects of content schemata on reader's comprehension. These 

results confırm the fırst hypothesis stating that content schemata enhances the EFL 
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reader's COfUprehension. The findings of the study with respect to the effects of content 

schemata abpear to be in accordance with the findings of previous research on the same 
ı 

topic. (Canfell, 1987; Chiang and Dunkel, 1992; Hammadou, 1998, Steffensen and Joag-
ı 

Dev, 1986 ~tc.) 

As for the second and the third hypotheses about the effects of formal schemata 

and the possible cumulative effects of content and formal schemata, the results indicate 
ı 

that formal i schema is not so effective as content schemata in recalling the identical idea 
ı 

units as w~ll as answering the true-false questions. However, when the results of the 

open-ended test are examined, it is seen that formal schemata is more important than 
' 

content scliemata (see Table 4.5 and 4.6.). That is, the subjects who have the formal 

schemata ~ossibly concentrate their attention on the high-level ideas rather than the 
i 

lower one~ and pick them up more easily. Similar results were reported by some 
ı 

prevıous r~searchers such as Connor (1984), Fisher and Mandl (1984) and Carrell 
i 

(1985). 1)hese findings confirm the hypothesis that formal schemata facilitates EFL 
i 

readers' cdmprehension, but in a different way from the content schemata. Regarding 

the third htJ,othesis whether content and formal schemata may have a cumulative effect 
' 

which can !lead to more increase in readers' comprehension, it could be said that the 
1 

findings do: not give support to such an idea. No differences were observed in any of the 
ı 

measuresusedin the study between the content-form groups and the content groups, and 

between tlı'e content-form groups and the form groups. However, it may be deduced 
ı 

from the discussion above that readers' awareness about the rhetorical structure of texts 
ı 

' 

may prevent them from relying unnecessarily on their content schemata, which, in turn, 
ı 

may lead tlıem to avoid the distractors and find the correct options depending on the 

testing task. 

The findings with respect to the production of elaborations in free recall 
ı 

protocols also confirm the previous findings reported by Johnson (1981) and Carrell 
! 

(1987). R~aders who have the content schemata seem to have the tendeney to produce 
ı 

more elab0rations, the kind of information which is not found in or logically inferable 

from the t~xt, but related to the overall topic of the passage (see Table 4. 7. and 4.8.). 
ı 

This finding may have some implications for testing reading in foreign language. 
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The results regarding the effects of text type itself on reading comprehension do 

not show any parallels to the results of previous research. Previous research on the 

effects of text type shows that readers' recall is better when they read comparison type of 

texts than when they read collection of descriptions type of texts (Meyer and Freedle, 

1984 and Carrell, 1987). Meyer and Freedle's study with native speakers and Carrell's 

research with second language leamers con:firm the claim that the more organized the 

discourse is the more facilitative effects it has on readers' recall. However, in this study, 

no significant difference was found between pairs of groups on the basis of their scores 

on both the identical idea units and the high-level idea units. Although the mean scores 

indicate a little more increase in favor of the comparison text, they are not statistically 

significant (see Table 4.9. and 4. 10). The absence of significant difference between 

content-form pairs, and between form pairs with respect to the text types they read is not 

surprising because the subjects in these groups were already taught both types of texts 

during the treatment. Why weren't therethen any differences between content pairs and 

between control pairs, who were not taught the types of texts? There could be only one 

possible explanation of this question; this may be due to the fact that Turkish EFL 

readers are probably more accustomed to these two types of texts. S ome researchers like 

Connor (1984), Carrell (1984b), and Hinds (1983) indicate the existence of a kind of 

relationship between native language groups and the types of texts. Some native 

language group s are better in recalling the information in certain types of texts, whereas 

others are better in comprehending the passages based on other types of rhetorical 

organization. 

To sum up, both content schemata and formal schemata affect EFL readers' 

comprehension. However, their effects seem to differ depending on the quality of the 

information to be comprehended. If the information of a given passage is analyzed 

qualitatively, it appears that formal sc hemata is mo re effective than content sc hemata in 

understanding the high-level information, but if the quality of information is not 

considered, content schemata seems to be more effective. This conclusion may be 

interpreted in such a way that content schemata possibly causes more recall of minor 

details rather than major details. Content and formal schemata can not be said to have a 

cumulative effect on EFL readers' comprehension. Nevertheless, it is possible to talk 
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about a kind of interaction between content and formal schemata; formal schemata 

seems to function as a sort of moderator which helps the reader avoid excessive use of 

his content schemata by directing his attention to the text itself All of these conclusions 

may have certain implications for EFL reading pedagogy. 

5.3. Pedagogical lmplications 

The overall purpose of a foreign language reader is to obtain information from 

the written material or the so-called texts. The immediate goal of an EFL teacher is to 

minimize reading difficulties and to maximize comprehension by developing in the 

reader the attitudes, abilities, and skills he needs for comprehension. Comprehension is 

a mental process which can not take place solely on the basis of the printed page. 

Rather, it is the result of interaction between the text and the reader's prior knowledge 

of content and rhetorical pattem of the text, which are referred to as content schemata 

and formal schemata respectively in this study. The findings, which confirmed the claim 

of previous theoretical and empirical research about the content and formal schemata, 

suggest that building and learning to activate appropriate background knowledge of the 

content and rhetorical organization of the text may produce better reading 

comprehension. What should or could then be done in EFL reading class in order to 

build or to activate the related schemata ? 

As suggested by Carrell (1984a), Barnet (1986), and Carrell and Eisterhold 

(1983), one way ofbuilding or activating appropriate background knowledge ofcontent 

( content schemata) may be various kinds of pre-reading activities such as lectures; 

viewing movies, slides, pictures, demonstrations; real-life experiences; class discussions 

or debates; plays, skits, and other role play activities; teacher-, text-, or student

generated prediction questions about the text; introduction and discussion of special 

vocabulary to be encountered in the text; key-word/k:ey-concept association activities; 

and prior reading of related texts. 

Prior reading of related texts is a technique/strategy used in this study, and 

caused significant improvement in readers' recall of identical idea units. Therefore, it 

may be expected that lectures; viewing movies, slides, pictures, demonstrations; and 

having the students listen to each other' s previous experiences about the related topic 
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could yield similar results. In other words, these kinds of pre-reading activities can help 

the EFL reader either build or activate prior knowledge and facilitate his comprehension. 

By citing from Pearson and Johnson (1982), Carrell (1988) discusses the key-word or 

key-concept association task as a kind of pre-reading activity for 'top-down' processing 

for especially lower-level ESL readers. He proposes the use of this task in instructional 

settings to yi el d a diagnosis of what students already know and w hat they need to know 

about a key concept. In key-word or key-concept association task, initial associations 

made by students may be of various types -superordinates, subordinates, attributes, 

definitions, synonyms, antonyms, contradictories ete. These associations may be 

organized int o a 'sernantic map' which may then form the basis for further classroom 

discussions or debates (another kind ofpre-reading activity). 

When the EFL course books and the time spent on actual teaching of reading in 

EFL classroom are considered, it may be seen that schemata building and activating are 

not given the emphasis to the extent they deserve. Some existing course books include 

certain number of exercises in the form of information-seeking or prediction questions 

for the reader to keep in mind while reading (Grenall and Swam, 1992). Besides, some 

texts which have comprehension questions following the passages suggest that these 

may be used as pre-reading questions (Walter, 1991; Robinson, 1983). Other course 

books intersperse questions throughout a reading passage (Dubin and Olshtain, 1981 ). 

These kinds of pre-reading exercises primarily function to motivate students to read for 

a purpose; for example, to gain the required information to answer the questions. They 

also supposedly function to get the students to predict, within a general content area, 

what the text will be about. However, even if they perform these two functions, in many 

reading situations they seem to be limited to be the only kind of pre-reading activity. 

These sorts of pre-reading questions may function to help readers predict which prior, 

existing knowledge to access or activate; they can not do much toward actually building 

that knowledge in the reader. Other types of pre-reading activities listed above may be 

needed to help EFL leamers both to build the background knowledge they need for their 

reading and show them how they can activate or access such knowledge if there is any. 

Pre-reading activities thus should accomplish both goals: building new background 

knowledge, as well as activating existing background knowledge. 
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In addition, the passages included in the course books are generally used to teach 

vocabulary and syntax of this language. Even in reading courses, most of the class time 

is spent either on these aspects of language or on so me other aspects such as giving and 

checking assignments rather than on actual teaching of comprehension. Even if it can be 

argued that assessing comprehension is a necessary phase of instruction, the total class 

time spent on explicit instruction of comprehension skill, including testing, is stili less 

than twenty percent according to Carrell (1988). What, then, should go in EFL reading 

class to teach students how to read? How can the students be taught to activate their 

existing schemata, go beyond the literal information in the text, and relate textual input 

to previous knowledge? S ome of the pre-reading activities mentioned before, especially 

those which involve student self-generated prediction questions, may be useful for 

teaching comprehension. These self-generated questions stand in centrast to either 

teacher- or text-posed questions, which have the disadvantage of teaching students to 

read to satisfy the teacher's or the text's purpose and not their own. Apart from this, 

teacher- and text-posed questions may or may not take into account the students' 

possible schemata. However, questions formed by the students themselves will 

unavoidably be based on their existing schemata. 

In addition to the pre-reading activities for construction or activation of 

appropriate background schemata, selection of reading materials may be of importance 

to EFL reader's comprehension. Students' interest should be taken into account when 

selecting materials. Even the materials should be selected by the students themselves. 

In the case ofbeginning readers, Rigg's (1981) Language Experience Approach (LEA) 

may be useful in controlling content. The LEA technique uses students' ideas and their 

own words in preparation of reading materials. The students decide what they want to 

say, how to say it, and dictate them to the teacher. The students write in this way their 

own text, and it is used as the reading material in class. The LEA technique may 

increase the students' motivation to read and eliminate the possible schemata problems. 

An other way to eliminate schemata problems may be encouraging Krashen' s ( 1981) 

narrow reading. Narrow reading refers to reading that is confined to a single topic or to 

the texts of a single author. As suggested by Carrell and Eisterhold (1983), providing 

the reader with diverse areas or diverse writers does not allow students to become 
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familiar with a single content area, an author' s style, or the specialized vocabulary of a 

given topic. EFL teachers should then encourage narrow reading, they should have 

their students read longer, conceptually complete texts in a single content area rather 

than short, conceptually incomplete ones. The more of a content area students are 

exposed to, the greater could be their building of appropriate background knowledge. 

Selecting materials appropriate to the reader' s cultural schemata may also be helpful. 

As indicated by a great deal of research in literature ( Carrell and Eisterhold,1983; 

Aron, 1986; and Hammadou, 1991), one ofthe greatest sources ofmiscomprehension is 

the mismatch between culture-specific schemata of a reader and the cultural information 

presupposed by the text. To overcome such an obstacle in reading comprehension, the 

EFL teaeber can make use of the texts related to the local issues. 

Regarding the formal schemata, a number of instructional techniques or strategies 

have evolved from the recent research to help make readers aware of the rhetorical 

structures of texts. These strategies are intended to help readers use knowledge about 

the rhetorical organization of a text to guide and organize their interaction with the text. 

These strategies generally involve selecting key content from an expository text and 

representing it in so me sort of visual display (boxes, circles, tables, tree diagrams ete. ) 

in which the relationships among the key ideas are made explicit. Carrell (1988) and 

Grabe ( 1 997) present and discuss in detail such instructional techniques and strategies. 

They claim that 'mapping', 'flowcharting', 'networking', and 'top-level rhetorical 

structures' can be used successfully as instructional tools. Meyer's (1984) 'top-level 

rhetorical structure', which refers to representing the high-level ideas and their 

relationships to each other through tree diagrams, was used to a certain extent in the 

treatment sessions of this study and shown that it can have a facilitating effect on EFL 

leamer's reading. Similar results had already been reported by Carrell (1985), who used 

the same strategy with ESL readers. As a result, Meyer' s three diagrams and the other 

ways of graphic representation of the information in a text can be said to be useful in 

teaching the foreign language leamers to read. If the students are not familiar with the 

rhetorical structures before teaching, the formal schemata may be built through such 

teaching which can also cause the activation of the schemata ifthere are any. 
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Another pedagogical point that this study implies is related to testing of reading. 

As known, many tests which are designed to test the proficiency of second or foreign 

language learners have sections on reading. However, the developers do not seem to 

consider the effects of background knowledge on comprehending, and failure in those 

parts of the tests are generally assigned to the lacl<: of linguistic proficiency. Steffensen 

and Joag-Dev (1986) state that "In order not to confound linguistic proficiency and 

knowledge of the world, the content of a language measure mu st consider the experience 

ofthe students being tested." (p. 51).The fact that there isa relationship between success 

in reading and reader' s background knowledge should be taken into account by foreign 

language reading teachers as well as the developers of standard tests. Otherwise, the 

results can be confounded, and it can not be known what they represent; the reading 

ability of the reader or the knowledge of the reader about the content area? 

One more point to be considered is the method of testing. Gordon and Hanauer 

(1995) suggest that test-taking process has to be seen within the framework ofa dynamic 

mental model which is continuously developing. In their research, they show that 

different testing tasks on the same passage result in different findings which are 

compatible with the findings of this study (Numbers of identical idea units are 

considerably lower than the correct answers to true-false questions which were based on 

the same identical idea units). They interpret such results as follows: "The task itself can 

be active in the continuing construction of meaning in that it constitutes a source of 

information which serves as input to the mental model" (p. 318). Tests such as multiple 

choice or true-false provide the reader with extra sources of information which can be 

said to help the reader either build or activate the existing schemata, whereas testing 

tasks such as open-ended questions or free recalls do not. This certainly may affect the 

results obtained. Gordon and Hanauer suggest that a more valid test of comprehension 

should be one which asks fewer test questions on a larger number of texts. They think 

that this could limit the cumulative effects of test questions on mental model 

construction, thus providing a more valid retleetion of the meaning the test taker has 

constructed ona variety oftexts. Producing more elaborations (see Table 4.7. and 4.8.) 

and its relationship to content schemata may also be relevant to this discussion . This fact 

suggests that, contrary to the belief of most readers, having the greatest knowledge of a 
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content area may not always help the reader succeed in a given test as expected. The 

type oftest itselfmay interfere with the reader's comprehension and lead him to mistake 

the wrong options for the correct ones, especially on the kinds of tests which offer 

options. 

To sum up, the study implies that the EFL teachers ought to try to find ways of 

building and activating the students' schemata, content and formal, in order to improve 

their comprehension of texts. Reading dasses had better be involved in actual teaching 

of reading rather than on teaching other aspects of foreign language. The schemata 

should al so be considered in assessing the readers' comprehension . With respect to the 

methods of assessing reading comprehension, the relationship between content schemata 

and production of elaborations should be taken into account. To build up schemata or to 

activate them, the kind of activities mentioned before should be considered by EFL 

teachers, who, in Carrell's (1998) opinion, should be a source ofrelevant information as 

well as a teaeber of reading skills. 

5.4. Implications for Future Research 

The subjects who participated in the study were limited to 115 intermediate level 

Turkish EFL students studying English language teaching (EL T) at the Education 

Faculty of Anadolu University, Eskisehir, Turkey. Thus, caution should be exercised in 

relating the findings of the study to other groups of EFL or ESL readers. Since the 

subjects were homogeneous with respect to their native language (Turkish) and 

proficiency level (intermediate ), the findings may not be generalized to other group s of 

Turkish EFL students with different proficiency level ( advanced or lower intermediate) 

and to other native language speakers. Replication of the study with the group s of EFL 

students speaking different native languages and those from different proficiency levels 

is, therefore, called for. 

The subjects in the study were all first-year reading class students. By chance, the 

majority in all the group s ( experimental or control) was females. S ince there are some 

studies which show that sex is an important factor in EFL readers' comprehension 

(Bugel and Buunk, 1 996), this may be said to have affected the results. In addition, all 

of the subjects were majoring in English language teaching (ELT), so their attitude 

'' ·;·,:,, 
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toward English may be expected to be positive, and their motivation to learn and read in 

this language may be expected to be higher. This might also have affected the results in a 

way. Future research may consider these factors. 

English was the language of assessment in this study. That is, all of the tasks given 

during the testing session were carried out in English. However, when the discussion in 

literature about the process/product distinction (Chastain, 1988) is considered, it can be 

asked whether the results would have been different if the language of assessment had 

been Turkish. Process in this case is comprehension, and the product is the scores on an 

assessment task. The product of comprehension is supposed to give insight into the 

process of comprehension. By replicating Carrell's (1983) study on the components of 

background knowledge, but using a 'native' language assessment task (Spanish), Lee 

( 1986) fo und that the product of comprehension was significantly altered. He claims that 

assessing comprehension with a 'target' language task may limit learners' ability to 

demonstrate what they comprehended, but assessing comprehension with the 'native' 

language allows learners' to more fully demonstrate their comprehension. This study may 

be replicated by future researchers with native language tasks as well. 

Another point that future researchers should consider is the fact that recall 

protocol is almost the only method of measuring comprehension in 'research'. 

Harnmadau (1991) states, ''Recall as an operaticnal definition of comprehension has 

gained widespread acceptance in current empirical research" (p. 36). According to him, it 

avoids the contamination of text comprehension by further discourse in the form of 

questions, and matches current models of comprehension that emphasize the central role 

of individual reader. However, in foreign language reading pedagogy, a variety of 

methods, from cloze test to multiple choice test, are used to test the students' 

comprehension except for the recall protocols. There seems to be a clear centrast 

between the researchers and the EFL teachers with respect to measuring comprehension. 

Future researchers may invest interest in this particular issue. 

In this study, particular interest was in the effects of expository prose rather than in 

other genres, and only two types of expository prose, eelleetion of descriptions and 

contrast/comparison on the same overall topic (Loss of Body Water ) were used (see 

Figure 3.1. or Appendix G). Further studies are needed with other genres, other topics, 
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as well as other types of expository texts such as problem solution and causation. 

Moreover, long-term effects of both content schemata and formal schemata were not 

considered in this study, so retention may be another factor to be investigated. Although 

the results of the study did not show any simultaneous effects of these two schemata, 

there seems to be an interaction between them. The nature of possible interaction 

between formal schemata and content schemata should also be studied. 

In the study, the teaching of text structures was based principally on Langan's 

(1989) course books. As an instructional tool, Meyer's (1984) 'top-level rhetorical 

structures' were used in the explanations of key aspects. Other strategies or techniques 

such as mapping, flowcharting, and networking are suggested in the literature to build 

formal schemata (Grabe, 1997; Carrell, 1988). Future researchers may make use ofthese 

strategies. In addi tion, the treatment to teach rhetorical structures of texts lasted six class 

hours spread over two weeks. Although previous researchers such as Carrell (1985) and 

Raymond (1993) indicate that three to five hours are enough to teach Meyer's four 

common types of texts, one can still think whether a longer period of time spent on 

teaching and practising can yield better result. Content schemata, on the other hand, 

were built through two kinds of pre-reading activity; prior reading of related texts and 

discussions. Other types of pre-reading activities discussed in previous parts of this 

chapter may be tried in future research. 

5.5. Conclusion 

This study has aimed primarily to investigate the separate as well as compound 

simultaneous effects of content and formal schemata on EFL readers' comprehension. 

The results of the study have demonstrated that content schemata improves the EFL 

readers' recall when the idea units are analyzed quantitatively, but when the quality of 

idea units recalled are considered, formal schemata seems to have a clear impact on EFL 

readers' comprehension of high-level ideas. There doesn't seem to be any compound 

simultaneous effects of these two schemata. In addition, contrary to the previous 

research, the study has indicated no relationship between the types of texts and the 

readers' recall. It has, however, shown that content schemata is the cause of more 

elaborations produced by the subjects in their recall protocols. 
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These results may have certain implications for foreign language reading 

pedagogy: First of all the EFL teachers should make efforts to make the students aware 

of the effects of content and formal schemata on their comprehension, to help them build 

these schemata, and to encourage them to take the advantage of 'top-down' processing 

which requires the use of the schemata. The results may al so be of relevance to the test 

developers as well as the foreign language reading teachers when they intend to test the 

students' comprehension. They ought to avoid confounding the effects of content 

schemata (one's knowledge ofworld) with the readers' linguistic competence in reading 

task. Moreover, for correct understanding of the readers' comprehension, the discussion 

about the effects of testing method and testing language (foreign vs. native) should be 

taken into account. 

The study, conducted in a foreign language setting, may shed further light on 

reading comprehension process. However, further research is clearly needed, especially 

on the combined effects of content and formal schemata in EFL reading comprehension 

and the nature ofpossible interaction between these two. 
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APPENDIXB 

THE TWO PASSAGESON "WEIGHT AFFAIRS IN SPORTS" 

AGlRLIK (KİLO) 

Ki5ilerin harcadığı total (toplam) kalori, bedenin kitlesine, cinsiyete, 

spor türüne göre değişir. Güreş, boks, binicilik gibi spor yanşmaları için 

ağırlık ayarlamaları istenir. Durum böyle olunca, sporcu besienmeyi kötüye 

kullanma, dehidrasyon, ısı stresinin yüksek riski ve böbrek ischemaiası bo

zukluklarıyla karşı karşıya gelebilir. Bu arada, sporcudaki aşın kilo kayıp 

ları, yemek düzensizlikleri (anorexia nervosa) önemli çıkmazlar (handikap) 

olmaktadır. 

Birçok "ağırlık ayarlama" tekniklerinde, bedenin hep su kaybettirilmesi 

vardır. Gerçek ağırlık kaybında aslında su kaybı vardır ve bu da pcrformansla 

albaşı yürür. Hiçbir atlet, bedeni su kaybına uğradığı zaman en iyi perfor

mansına kavuşamaz. 

Sporda terleme (dchidrasyon: su kaybı), her zaman istek dışı olmayabilir. 

Çok sayıda sporda, beden ağırlığı grupları (örnek; güreş, ağırlık kaldırma, 

boks) vardır. Bu dallarda sporcular normal ya da antrenman ağırlığının altı

ndaki sınıfta yanşmayı arzu ederler. Böyle olunca da, kuramsal (Teorik) ola

rak daha hafif rakiplc karşılaşırlar. Fazla kilo atma işlemi, genellikle hemen 

karşılaşma öncesi gerçekleşlirilmeye çalışılır ve bu amaçla sporcular yeterli 

besin ve su almayabiliJler. İdrar söktürücüleri (dürelik), saunaları ve egzersi

zi ıkncyebilirlcr. A~ırlık atma, genellikle bcdc'n kitlesınİn% 5-IO'u arası

ndadır ve bazı dııruııılanla bu i~lem bir hafwyı kapsayabilir. Uzman giküşk

·rinc göre, ağırlık ayarlamaları son günlere I.Hrakılnıamalıdır. 
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Yarışmanın sikleti (kilo), uzun vadeli biçimde kontrolde tutulmalıdır. 

Açlığın ya da yan-açlığın pcrfonnans üzerine etkilerinin ölçülmesi üzeri

ne çalışmalar, iş performansının mekanizmasını anlamaya yaramıştır. Bu 

sırada oksijen kullanımı azalmışıır, acrobik güç, hız, koordinasyon (uyum) 

ve muhakemede zayıtıaınalar ortaya çıkmıştır. Bu köLü durumun geriye 

döniişiinü sağlamak üzere yeniden uygun bcslenmeye geçildiğinde, önceki 

iyi performansı yeniden kazanmak, en az üç gün gibi uzun bir süre gerektire

bil ir. 

Kar~ılaşmalarda daha çok güç, direnç ve hıza sahip alleller en ıyı 

yarışmacı kilosuna, ağırlıklarını düşürdükleri zaman crişirler. Ama bu 

ağırlık, hiç bir zamnan bedenin susuz kalmış ağırlığı değildir. 

Vücut ağırlığının korunması, uygun bir yemek alışkanlığı ve düzenli bir 

spor akLiviLesini gerektirir. Sporcuların kilo ayarlamaları, saunalar ve 

ilaçlar kullanılarak değil; yine sporla gerçekleştirilmelidir. 

Bin;ok uzmana göre, sporcunun kilo kazanması veya kaybetınesi, haf

tada 300-600 gram arasında olmalıdır. Bunun aşağısı veya yukarısı, pek 

arzu edilmemektedir. Kilo kazanma, kas killesinin artmasıyla olmalıdır. Bu 

bakımdan kilo artışı ancak yürütülen yoğun spor çalışmalarıyla birlikte 

ise. geçerli ve sağlıklı olacaktır. Yoksa, az kalori yakımından veya fazla 

kalori alımından ileri gelen kilo alımı, yağlanmaya karşılıktır. 

Direnç antrenmanını yürüten sporcu, vücut yağlarını daha çok kul

lanmaya yatkınlaşır. Ayrıca, direnç antrenmanlı sporcunun glikojen 

depolama kapasitesi de yüksektir. 

Enerji harcamasını arurarak sağlanan kilo kaybında başlıca kaybedilen 

kitle yağ kitlesidir. 

Sporcunun diyeli, ihtiyacı kaloriye göre ayarlanmalıdır; Sporcu antren

manlan veya ağır spor çalışmaları sırasında aldığı diyeti, spora ara verdiği za

manlarda da alırsa, zararlı şişmanlıkla karşılaşır. 

Zayıtlığı tanımladığımız zaman, beden ağırlrğı iki kısıma ayrılır; yağ 
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ağırlığı ve zayıf beden ağırlığı: Yağ ağırlığı, organları çevreleyen yağ biri

kintilerini, kemik iligi, kaslar, organlar ve sinir dokusundaki yağları kapsar. 

Normal diye düşündüğümüz zayıf beden ağırlığı, kasların, kemik ve öteki 

yağsız dokuların toplamıdır. 

Beden yağının bir kısmına enerji, İzolasyon (tecrit) ve koruma için ihtiyaç 

vardır. Bedenin tamamen yağsızlığı mümkün değildir ve arzu edilmez. 

Normal, yani sağlıklı zayıf kişilerde bulunması gerekli yağ miktarlarının 

oranlarını, birçok kitaplardan ya da tablolardan öğrenehiliriz. Beden yapısı 

aslın{.la, kahtım ve birçok öteki faktörlerin elkisinde kalır. Toplam beden 

yağınıileri ölçüde azaltınakla performans sınırlanabilir, hatta hası.alıkla so

nuçlanabilir. 

Vücudun yağ miktarını (oranını) ölçmektc birçok metod kullanılır: Su 

allında ağırlık belirlenmesiyle yağ oranının ölçülmesi, vücuttan düşük vol

tajlı cereyan geçirilerek yağ omnının qlçülmesi, deri kalınlığını ölçerek yağ 

yüzdesinin belirlemesi, nötron aktİvasyon analizi, bilgisiy~lı toınograrı ve 

NMR görüntüsü ilc vücut yağ omnlarının ölçülmeleri. 

Vücut ağırlığı normalin üstüne çıkmış olan bir sporcu ilc, kilosu uygun bir 

sporcu arasındaki müsabakada, şişman olanın aynı cforu göstcrm~k için, faz

la kilosu ilc ilgili olarak, daha çok kaloriyc ihtiyaç duyacağı ve zorlanacağı 

açıklır. Bu bakımdan, her sporcu en uygun vücut ağırlığını kazanmaya ve 

bunu da korumaya çaışmak zorundadır. Her sporcu, karşılaşmalanndaki 

başarısına uygun gelecek normal kilosunu (müsabaka kilosunu) bilmeli ve 

kilosunu korumakta çok titiz davranmalıdır. 

Sabahın erken saatlerinde vücudun ağırlığının öğrenilmesi önemlidir 

(açken, büyük ve küçük tuvalet sonrası); çünkü bunun, günlük ağırlıklar 

arasında en değerli olduğu düşünülür. 

Genellikle, spor yapan atletler, atlet olmayanlardan daha zayıftırlar. Bir 

örnek verelim: Lise öğrencisi kızların vücut yağ oranlan% 20 bulunmuşken, 

. atlet liseli kızlarda bu oran % 12-20 arasında hesaplanmıştır. Öyleki, belli 
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mesafe koşuculannda bu oran daha da düşük (% 10) görülmüştür. Başka bir 

incelemede, liseli erkek çocukların vücutlannda % 15 yağ oranı hesaplanır 

ken, aynı yaş grubu atletlerde oran % 8-12 olmaktadır. 

Vücut ağırlığının azalması, iki sebebi düşündürmelidir: Ağırlığın kaybı 

vücudun yağlannın alılmasından ya da vücudun suyunun kaybından ileri ge

lebilir. Ama her ikisinin aynı anda olabileceği de hatırda tutulmalıdır. 

Sporcular kendi kilolarında daha düşük kilodaki rakipleriyle 

karşılaşmayı tercih ederek, kilo avantajlannı kullanmaya çalışırlar. Her spor

cu bunu duşünür. Bir sporcu inanır ki, rakibi gerçek kilosunda bulunmamak

tadır. Aslında bu sanıldığı kadar da öyle değildir. 

Çünkü hızlı kilo kaybı, sporcuyu ya da atieti ağır bir dezavantaja iter. 

Kilo kaybının en etkili (efektif) yolu, kalori girişini azaltmak ve 

çıkışını artırmak şeklinde olur. 

Günde yarım saat hızlı (calı) yürüyüş yapan bir kimse, bir haftada 250 g 

zayıflar. 

Yaptığı spor gereği günde 35C() kilokalari alan bir sporcu, haftada 500 g 

:;.ayıtlanıak isterse, bir günde orudama fazladan 500-1000 kilokalari harca

mak zorundadır. 

Aşırı ağırlık kaybı, su kaybını veya zayıf beden kitlesini gösterir. Az be

sin li açlık, ya da sınırlandırılmış diyeller önerilmez. Bu çeşit zararlı tutumlar, 

sağlığa tehlikeli olabilirler. Aynca beslenme yetersizliklerine, su kaybına yol 

açabilirler ve sporcuları enerji açıklarına iterler. Sporcular böylece gerekli 

çalışmayı yürüteınez duruma düşerler ve arzııladıkları kiloyu (ağırlık 

sınıfını) sürdürecek yeme alışkanlıklarını canlı tutamazlar. 

Vücudun yağ kitlesini a:t..altma, aynı ölçüde ağırlık kaybıyla birlikte olur 

da, olmaz da. Vücut yağ kitlesi a?..alması, kaybolan yağın geçici biçimde yeri

ni alan suyun tutulmasından dolayı, toplam vücut ağırlığında geçici artmaya 

bile eşlik edebilir. Vücut yapısındaki bu değişme, bir kaç gün sonra genellik

k fazla idnıra çıkınayla (diuresis) sonuçlandığından, hızlı bir kilo kaybı ger

~,·ckkyhilir. 
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Sporcuların düşük eneriji alırken, siklet (ağırlık) azaltmasına gitme

leri, parlak sonuç vermez. 

Ağırlık kaybında şu bilgilere herkes dikkat etmelidir: 

-Her hafta kilo ölçülür; az kilo kazanmaları böylece kolay denellenir du

ruma getirilir; 

-Besin ve içeceklerin kalari içerikleri öğrenilir. Yüksek kalari varsa 

düşürülme, düşük kaloride yükseltilme yoluna gidilir; 

-İki veya üç öğün yemek yerine beş veya alu öğün yemek yenme !id ir. Ye

mek ağızda çok iyi çiğnend.ikten sonra yutulmalıdır, 

1 -Bol su içilir! 

-Tabağa daha önce yemek konmuşsa, yarısı veya üçte birirü yememelidir. 

Kişi tabağa konanı , yemek zorunda değildir; 

-Spor çalışmasıyla, günlük yenenden daha çoğu yakılmalıdır. 

Beden yapısı spora, oyun pozisyonuna, yarışmalara, spor federasyon

larının görüşlerine göre farklılaşabilir ya da değişikliğe uğrayabilir. Her 

sporcu vücudunda ~Ili bir tipik profil geliştirmektcdır. Sporcunun uzaktan 

görüntüsündcn, branşı böylece anlaşılır duruma gelir. 

Unutmamalıdır ki, beden kitlesi ve yapısı sporcunun kalıuın (genctik), di

yeL ve antrenmanıyla ilgilidir. Bunlara bağlı olarak, beden kitlesi ve yapısı, 

uygulanan spora yatkmlığı sağlayan bedenin çausını ve fonksiyonel özellik

lerini yansıtır. Sporcunun fina! fiziği hem kahtımsal özelliklerinin, hem 

de yüksek seviyedeki antrenmanlarmm sonucu değişmelerin bir göster

gesidir. 

Bazı sporcular, en iyi (optimum) beden kitlesine ve yapısına kolayca 

ulaşırlar, bazıları ise enerjilerine ve antrenınanlanna çok dikkat ederek, arzu

ladıkları değişimi tamamllıyabilirler. Özellikle bu sporcuların önerilen he

dellcre varmaları, değişmeleri başlatmak için gerekli önlemleri almaları, da

ha da önem taşır. Elde ettikleri sonuçları da metodlu biçimde değerlendirerek 

İ!lemelcri uyl!un olur. Örnek verelim; beden kitlesi kaybı, beden ;:ı.l!ı kayhı-
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yla birliktedir; oysa, kilo artması elbeLte, yağsız beden kitlesinin artmasıyla 

tamamlanmalıdır. Beden yapısını diyetic düzenlemeye önem vcrmeksizin, 

bir sporcunun sadeec beden kitlesini ölçmekle, ar.~.:ulanan değişimlere ka

vuşturulması düşünülmcmelidir. 

Sporcu, kendisini düzenli ve çok sık olarak ağırlık konırolünden gcçirme

lidir. Vücut ağırlığının tartılmasında, özellikle dikkat edilmesi gereken

leri şöyle sıralayabiliriz: 

-Tartımlarda ayakkabı ve ağır giysiler çıkarlll ır. Hep aynı ve çok hafif 

giysilerle tartımlar yapılır; 

-Tartımlar günün hep aynı saatinde ve yemeklerden önce gerçeklcştiril

melidir; 

-Tartımların dışkı ve idrar çıkarLmalarından sonra gerçekleştirilmesine 

dikkat edilir; 

-Tartımlar, doğruluğu kontrol edilmiş basküllcrle değerlendirilir ve 

mümkün olduğunca aynı baskül kullanılır; 

-Profesyonel sporcu, kilosunu korumakta çok daha fazla güçlük çeker; 

Dü~lik sikleue müsabakaya girmek istiyorsa, haftada 500 gramdan fazla 

ağırlık vermemelidir. Bu, sporcu beslenmesinin önemli bir kumlıdır. Boksö

rler, gürqçiler, bilinçsizce ağırlık kaybederken, karşılaşmayı da kazanarnaz

lar. Karşılaşma öncesinde kilo kaybı haftada 500 gramdan fazla olursa, 

sporcu dayanıklılığı önemli ölçüde düşer; 

-izleyen günlerde müsabaka varsa, musabaka öncesindeki günlerde az da 

olsa, hiç alkol alınmaz. Çünkü, alkol vücudu susuz bırakır. Ayrıca. su vücudu 

alkolün etkisiyle, idıcırla terk ederken; vücut için çok önemli B vitaıninlerini, 

kalsiyum u, mağnezyumu ve potasyumu da birlikte dışan atar. 

-Karşılaşmalar sonrasında, vücudun yitirdiği suyu ilk önce yerine koy

mak amacıyla bol su içilir. Yemek, daha sonra düşünülecek konudur. 
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\Veiglıt Standards 

Co~clıes and aıtıletes alil;e are Alway~ fooking for ıh:ıı 
winninı,! edıe. On« a coach or ın othleı~ hit> on 
somcıhinı thaı worl:s and perfonnance~ iınpro-.. ıh< 
word quickly sp<eads. The widespread use of anaholıl' 
sıeroids is a clıınic cxamplc. Whoı sıaned ouı in ılıt 

laıe 1940s and early 19SOs as cxpcrirn<:ntoıion amon~ 
a smail number of bodybuilden ı nd w·ei~hı lifters ha< 
ıpread throuıhouı the world of 'f'"n ı o w here ıhc 
majority of ıhe elite aıhlcıcs in ccrıain ~pom ar( hahiı
ual sıeroid u~rs. A similar pl~<'r~non ""' occompo· 
nicd ıhc cnıphosis oo lcanne.s in oıhlcıc•. 

T1ıc cliıc aıhleıe has loog been e,ıeenıed fnr rcprc· 
sentinı ıtıe most desirablc physical aıı<.l physiological 
ctur:JCıcrisıics (Of performance in a sport or acıiviıy. 
Tlıcorcıically,ıhc cliıc aıhlcıc's ıeneıic foundation and 

. years, or intense ınıining have combineti ı o provide 
the ulıim~ıe atiıletic prolile for ıh~ı ~purı. The~c elite 
-athletes set ı he sı:ındards ıoward which ot lı en aspire. 

In ılıc 19703. wc (JHWJ had the opponunil}' ıo 
test m:ı.ny of ı he United States· elite women ır:ıck and 
fıeld aılıletes. 11 In addition ı o ırcaclmill ıc~tinıı. ca ch 
ntlıkte uflderwenl a bo<ly conıposition RSsessınenl. Tiıe 
rc~ulıs of ıhese assenmeıııs are pre~nıed in Figurc 
16.8. Looking just aı ıhe disıancc runners. many of 
ı he best were bel o w 12% body hı. T1ıc ıwo top disıance 
runncn had only about 6'k faı. One of ılıesc had won 
six consccuıive inıemaıional cross-counıry champion
slıips. and the other lıeld wh:ıı was tlıen the best time 
in the world for ıhe m:ı.raıhon. From thcsc results, we 
could be ıempted lo suggest thaı any ıirl or woman 
di"'on<:e runner ~hould have heıween 6% and 12% 
rel~ıive body fııı If slıe has world·cl~ss aspiraıians. 
However. one of ll~ best distance runners in the United 
Sıııtes at that time, who was wiıhin 2 years of taking 
over the top spoı. had a rel~tive body fat of 17%. 
Funhermorc. ~ of the women in thi~ study had a 
rel:ııive body fat of 37'l. and she set the best tim<: in 
the world for the SO-mi run within 6 months of her 
cvaluaıioıı! More than likely. neiılıer of these women 
would have gııincd an advanı•ge if they had been 
forecd to drop ılıeir wcight ıo at·hieve 12% body fat 
or tower. 

Body wcighı has been a general cancem in several 
spom for many yeal'1. O•·er the pası 10 to 15 years. 
this concenı has becomc mOI'e wit.lesprcad, and most 
sporıs have now ldoplcd weighı standard~ dcsigncd 
ıo ensure that atiıietes haı·e the opıinıal body size and 
coınposition for muimum performancc. Unfoııu
n~tely. this is not always ıhe result. 

In:ıppropri:ıte Use of Weight St:ındortls 

Weighı standards have been scriously abuscd. Coııches 
have sccn that athlctes' performıınces ıcnerally im· 
prove as body weight dccreases. This has kd same 
coaclıes to ll<lopı the plıilosoplıy ıhaı If smail weighı 
los se;; improve performancc a linle, ıhcn m:ıjOI' weighı 
losses should impmve iı cven more. Not only c:oa<:hes 
are guill!f of making this as~umpıion-eıhlcıcs and 
the ir p:ı.reııu :ıl so are drawn inıo this 'NIY of thlnking. 
As an example. a univcniıy athletc, considc:red ()ll( 

of the be ı ı in the United St.:ııcs in her span, h:ıd dicted 
and exercised down to such a low body weight that 
her relative body far was lcss than .5%. If any~ who 
joincd the team appearcd to be leancr. slıc would work 
even h~rd~r to rcıluı:e her weichı and fat conıenı. This 
woman's aıhleıic performıınce beıtan to dcterioı-aıe. 
and she sı:ıned ıo ı:kvelop inju~ that nevcr seemed 
ıo heal. She wııs evenıually diııgnoıed whh anorexia 
nervoıa (chapıer 19) and unı:krwcnı professional ıreııı
menı. Buı her career as an elite athleıe is over. 
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Mıııong Wclght: Rlsks Wlth Severe 
\\'eight Lflss 

Male aıhkıes are not immunc ıo problemi associaıed 
"'iıh e"c.sive wcight loss and dlsonlered caıinı. The 
rrn:dic~l and scientific communlıies have been con· 
cemed over problemı in m4le aıhlctes assoclatcd wiıh 
mak in ı "'ei e hı. T1ıc major cancem has centered around 
ı he spon of wreıtling. In 1986. a survey was conducted 
that involved 6J collegiate w-restlen represcnıing 15 
ı~anıs aııhe Easıem lnıercollcaiatc Wresıling Associa· 
ıion Championships."' ~se wresılen beıan wrestling 
aı an avrrage are of 10.9 years. They sıancd cuninr 
wtifht f'ıy the D~C Of IJ.S YCII'1, md ltıesc wrestlerı 
losı v. eirhı an averaıe of lS times during a norm~ ı 
season. ~ average for ıhe most weiJhl Jest at any 
one ıime w·3s 15.8 Ib (7.2 kıı:). For this speciflc cham- . 
pionship meet, ıhc average weishı lou for ı~ wres· 1 

tlers w~s 9.7 Ib (-1.4 k&} in lcss than 3 dayı. Wn!sılers 
ıypioll)' nıale 10oeiıtıı by combining food resllicıion. 
Ouid d<privaıion. thrrmul dehydraıion, and lnc-reased 
ncıi,·iıy. Tl~<' inOuence of ılıesc pnctlces on perfor· 
nıance and plıysiologicol funcılon ls outlincd in Table 
16.~. The poıenıial health hazards of such pr-acticeı 
led ıh< Anıerican Colleıe of Sporu Medicine to pub· 
lish ıhe 1976 position llatemcnı "Wciıhı Lou in 
Wre"lers ... , 

:'-.lany schools, disıricıs. or sıate-lcv~l orıaııiza· 
tion< OrJanize SpO<H other than wrcstfin1 on the b:uis 
of size. wiıh weiıhı as ıtıe predorninanı factor. Ofıen 
ılıe athleıe aııempıs to achicvc the lownı posslble 
wei~ht ıo gain an advantagc over ooooncnıs. In so 

doinıı. many aıhleıes have jcop:ırdizcd ıhcir health. 
In ılı~ followin: secıions. we eunıine a few of the 
conıe4uences of seve~ weighı loss in ~thleıes. 
t>ch~drulinn · ·-·---

Fasting or ver)· low calorie dieıs Icad ıo large 
amounıs of wcight loss. primarily through dehydra
ıion. Athktes ırying ıo m:ıke weiihl mighı excrcise 
in rubberized sweat suiıs. sit in sıeam and s;ıuna 
baıhs. chew on ıowels to lose saliv:a, •nd kecp their 
fluid intake to :ı minimum. Such severe water losses 
compromise !;id ney and cardiovascul;ır functlon ;ınd 
are poıentially dıınıcrous. Wcighı losses of 2% to 
4'l or the athleıe's weiJhlthrough dehydraıion can 
impair performancc. The consequences of dehydra
tivc wcight loss. discussed in chapıer 15, ineJude 

• decn!:ısed blood volumc and blood ~ssure, 
• decreased submaxim~l and mu.imal stroke vol

ume and ma:oıinınl cardioc ouıpuı. 
• decreased blood now to :ınd through the kid· 

neys. and 
• inıpaired ıhermoregulaıion. 

Chronic Fııliı;:ue 

Pushing bo<ly wcighııoo low can have major rcpercus· 
sions. When weif1hl drops below a cert:ıin optimal 
levcl, the ~thlete is likely ıo experience perfornı:ınce 
decrcn"fts und lll incrco~ed ineidence or illnc~s and 

injury. The pcrfnrmancc decrenıcnı~ c:ın be due IQ 
ımıny facınrs, including chronic f:ıtigııc that ofıen RC· 

cnınpanies ıııajor weight los~es. The causcs or this 
fatiguc have noı becn esıablished. buı there are severol 
likcly possibilities. 

The sympıorns of an aıhlcte who ls chronic:ılly 
underweighı (below optimal compeıiıive wciıho 
mimic ıtıost sccn with ovenruining (ch:ıpıcr [J). Boılı 
ncural and hormonal components ııre involvcd in the 
phcnomenoıı of ovcnraining. In most ca!es.ıhe sympn· 
thetic ncrvous system appcan to be inhibitcd and the 
J»>rASympatheıic system domin:ııes. In addlıion. the 
hypoıhılanıus does not function normally. Tlıcse alter· 
aıions le:ıd ıo a cascadc of symptoms ıh~t include 
chranic faıigue.'·' 



This chronic faıi~ue coulu al so he d uc to 'uhstr~ıc 
;Jcpletion. Encrgy fO< almO'St all ~ılıkti~ acti\'itie> is 
derived predominıntly from c~rbohydrate. Carholıy
dr~ıe al so n:presenı. the 'mılle~t source or sıorcd en· 
er~y. The combined carbohydr:ııe sıoraı;e pools in 
muscle. liver. and e~trncellul:li nuid account for ap
pro•imnıely 2.000 l;cal or sıon:d energy. When athletcs 
are ır:ıinin~ hud and are noı eaıing an :ıdequate dicı 
(when they ıre defıcicnt ciıhcr in total c:ılories or in 
ıoı~l carbohydr:ııe calories). ıheir carbohydr:ııe enerey 
sıores b<:conıe depleted. Most impon:ıntly to the •th
leıe, li ver and nıusde ~lycoı;ıen levels decrease, "'·hich 
in tum retluccs blood glucose Je,·els. Tl~ combineti 
erfecı or these decre:ıses can b<: chronic f:ıtil!ue and 
considerable declines in ~rfomıance." In addiıion. 
undcr these condiıions the body :ıl~o uses hs protdn 
sıores as ar. energy suhstraıe for cxcrcise. This can. 
over time. !!r:ıdu:ılly depJet e mu sc le protein.' 
Eatinı: IJiscırders 

The constanı ::ıttenıioıı ~iven ıo adıieviııı :ımi main
ıaiııinr, :ı preseribed weight goal. p:ır1il·ularly if the 
weighı go:ıl is in:ıppropriaıe. can le:ıd to disorderl'd 
e:ııing. A high proponion of :ıthleıes, parıicularly fe
males. h:ıv<' disordered eıııing. This temı can siınply 
refer to resıricting food int:ıke to levels that art' below 
energy eıtpenditure, but disordered eating c:ın also in
volvc pathologkal behavior.;, sut:h as self-indut:ed 
vomiting und lax:ııive abuse, to control b<x.ly wciı;lıı. 
Disonlered eaıing can le ad ı o elinieni eating di~ord~"
such as :ınoreıti:ı nervosa or bulinıi:ı nervos:ı. Thesc 
disorders have become prevnlenı :ııııong ft:nıule ~ılı
leıes. Eııch ha~ strict criteri:ı for diagnosis that se ı the nı 
8p:ırt from disordcred caıing in general. 

Obı:ıining accurate esıimntes of the prev:ıknce of 
~:ı ı in~ dimrders i$ difficulı. if not iınrxıs~ihlc. p:ırıicu
larly in athlcıic populations. However. :ı signifiranı 
rıunı~r of indicoıors suggesı :ı hiı:h prev:ılenre in sc
ı~rt :ıtlıletk ropuhııions. Over 1,10<;;. of p.-ııph: wiıh 
e:ııing di~onlcrs are women. Aınnng athleıe~. tlıo'c- in 

appearsnce SfK>riS (~uch B~ gyııın:ı~tiCS. fıgure ~kating. 

diving. nnc1 dRncing) Rııd iıı cııduranc~ ~ports (~uch RS 
running nnd swiınnıing) seenı nı grenıesı risk. On cer· 
ıaiıı ıe~nı~. such as in ıhese appe:ır:ı.ncc and endurance 
sporh. the prcvalence ('1( eaıing disorders mighı ap
pıo:ıch or cven eı:ceed SO% &t the elite or world-class 
level. Athleıes and coaches mu sı realize the imponance 
of the poıenıial linl; txıween weighı standards and 
eaıing di~crder~. The issue of e:ııing disordcrs in :ııh· 

Ic tes is a nıajor focus of c hapter 19. 
Furıhermore. a fenıale athkıe who is prone ıo 

disordered enting is open 10 1 tri:ıd or disorders ıh~ı 
3re likely inıerrcl:ıted; anore~i:ı nervosa or bulinıia 

rıervos.~. mensırual dysfuncıion. and bone mineral dj,. 
orders. Tiıis is now referred ıo :ıs the fenıale athleıe 
.. ;,..ı 

ı\kmtru<ıl V~·sfuncli\ln 

M~nsır ... ıl ı!y~function. or abnornı:ıl mensıruaıion, is 
widdy reco{!nizcd in female aıhletes. buı irs p:ırho· 
physioloıy is not well understood. High prcvalences of 
oligomenorrheıı (infrequent or scanı menstrual now). 
am.:norrhc:ı (cessnıion of nıensırual now). and d~Jayed 
menrırche rfirsı period) have been associnted wiıh 
sporr' th:ıt enıphıısize low body weight or low body f:ıı. 
The combination of cııloric resırktion anda vtgct:ıri:ın 
di.:ı is common amonı women cndurnnce athletes. 
Substanti:ıl weight loss induced by cilher or both of 
thcse is as~oci:ıted wi\h a shorıened luteal phase and 
men~ıru:ıl dysfunction." 
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A sırong link exisıs between anorexi:ı nervos;ı · 
and nıensıru:ıl dysfunction. In f:ıcı. amenorrhea is 
on~ of the _;;ırict criıeria necessary for the di:ıgnosis 
of :ınıırl"xia ner\'os:ı in feın:ıles. A .~lmil:ır rel:ııion

,fıip lı;" not yeı bcen esı:ıblishcd with bulinıia (see 
rh:ıpı~r 19). buı an inercasing nuıntxr of athletes 
are ruun(l to be boıh bulimic and amenorrheic. 

ll one \1 ineral Disorılers 

O one mineral disordcrs :ı:-e recogni1.ed as ;ı p<l!Cntially 
s~riou~ consequence of nıcnstnı:ıl dysfunction.' The 
link betwecn the two w:ıs fırst reported in 1984. Now 
:ı num~r of scieııtists are rt"searching the relaıionship 
t><:ıween athletic-induced anıenorrll(:a :ınd low bone 

mineral conrenı or dcnsiıy. Pa.st studies suggcsı that 
bone density iııcreascs wiılı the resumpıion of normal 
menses (rnensırunıion), btıı more recenı observations 
suggesı th:ıı the amount of bone that is rcgained mig ht 
be limited and that bone density miıhı rema.in well 
below normal even wlth recstablishment of normıı! 
mensıru;ıl fune1ion.' The long-term consequences of 
chronic:ılly low bone densities in an athletic population 
hııvc not )'et been esı:ıblis~d. 

Establishing Appropriate Welght 
Standards 

The potcnıial for abuse of weight standards is clearly 
est:ıblished. If standards are not seı appropriaıely. nıh· 
letes could be pus~d well below opelmal body weight. 
Thus it is criıically import:ınt to pro~rly seı weight 
sı:ındards. 

Body weight sı:ındards should be b:ısed on :ın 

athleıe's body composition. Once body composition 
h:ıs been determined. the amounı of fat-free mass is 
used to estimate what the nıhlete should weigh ııt a 
specifıc relative body f:ıt. Considcr an e:ıtample in 
which the goal is ıo geı a 160-lb (72.S-ks) woman 
swimmcr wiıh 25% body fal down ıo 18~ body fat, 
as shownin Table 16.5. W e lmow lhııt her goal weighı 
will t-e composed of 18% f:ıı and 82% faı.free m:ıss. 
So to estimate her goal weighı at 18'-': body faı. wc: 
dividc lıer fat·free m:ı.u by S:!ı;ö,, which is the fnıction 
of her go:ıl weight tlıaı is ro be represenıed by her fat· 
free mass. This calcul:ııion ( 120 lb. or 54A kg. divided 
by 0.82) givcs us a goal weight of 146 Ib (66.3 kg). 
so this wom:ın needs to lose 14 Ib (6 . .C Jcs). 

Thus. the esıablishment of weirhı standard~ 
should tr:ınslu.te inıo the esıablishmcnt of standanh of 
rel:ıti\·c txxly fat for each spot1. With this In mind. 
whaı i' the recommended relative body fat for an elite 
aıhleıe in any given sporı? For c.ach sp~>n an optim:ıl 
value or range of values for relative body fat should 
be established out.ıide of which the aıhlete's perfor
mance is likely inıpu.ired. And, because fat distribution 
shows definite genderdifferenccs, the wciJht stand:ırds 
should be gender-specific. Represenıativc rsnges for 

nı:ıle~ and feın:ıle' in vnrious sporıs ııre presenıcıJ in 
T:ıbk ı 6.6. In most cııses, the se values are rcprc~ent;ı
ıive of ıhc elite atiıletes in those ~pons. 

However. these values nıigh: not be :ıppropri:ııc 
for all atiıletes who eng:ıgc in a specifıc acıiviıy. _l_lıc 
existing techniques for me:ısuring body c~posıtıon 
include inherenr error~. as we discusse.d e;ırlıer. Even 
wiıh ıhe beller l:ıtıoratory techniques. me:ısuremcnt of 
body density can introduce a 1% to 3% error .. and an 
even greater error is associated wiıh convcrııns that 



acn~ıl}' l<l rrıaııve ()O(Iy ı~ı. ın :ı<ıuıııon. we ııııı~l uıııh:r
sı:ır><.l ılıc cuııccpı or irKlividu:ıl variahiliıy. N<>l <'vcry 
nı:ılc disı:ıııce rıınııer will ha\'e hi~ best p.:rrvrııı;ıno.:c 
:ıl 6% body f;ıl. Some will improve pert'onıı:ıncc willı 
sJiııhlly tower vıılues. Ottıers won '1 be :ıble ~o ı;e1 ıJown 
ıo such Jow relative faı v:ılues. or ıhey wıll find ıhaı 
1hcir perform;ncc sbns to dccliııc a1 lhe suggesıcd 
v:ılue~. For ı~ re:ısons, :ı r.ıng<! of v:ılue~ ~hould 
be seı for nı:ıles and femııles in sp.:cilic octi\' iıies. 
recognizing lndividu:ıl v:ıri:ıbiliıy, mcıhodological er· 
ror. :ınd gender differences. 

ı. M:ıny sporu enfoo:e weiıhı sııındards, wiı~ the 

1o:ıı of emuring ıh:ıt ıbe aıhl<!tes are of optımal 
body size for p:ııticipaıion. Unforıunaıely. :ııh
leles ofıen tum ıo· quesıionable, ineffecıive, or 
even d:ınıerous meıhods of weighı loss ıo re:ıch 
ıheir goal welght. _ 

2. Severe welghı lossin :ııhleles can cause polenııal 
he:ılıh problems. such as dehydr:ılion. chronic 
faıiıue, dlsordered e:ııing. mensırual dysfunc· 
tion. and bone mincr:ıl disorders. 

). The chronic fatisue sympıoms thal oflen ııcconı· 
p:ıny severe wei&ht lass mimic those of over
ınining. This faılgue can alsa be caused by 
subsır:ıle depletion. 

4. Body weishı sı:ınd:ı.rds should be based on bOOy 
composiıion. Thus ıhese s1andards should enı· 
phasize rel:ıtive body fat r:ııher ılıan to1al body 

mass. • 
5. For each sport. aran ge of v:ılues should be eslab

lishcd. reco&niıing ıhe impon:ınce of individu:ıl 
v:ıri:ı1ion. methodologic:ıl error. and genılcr ıJH· 
ferenccs. 

AchiHing Optimal \Vcight 

i'llany athl.:tes discover that they are l'onsidcrahty 
at>ove ıh<:ir :ıssiı;ned pla}·inı: weiı;hı wilh only a I<!W 
wec:ks rem:rining tıcfare tlı<!y report to ıraiııing ı.:oınıp. 
Corısiuc:r ;ı :!.S-year-old prof<!~sional fouıball playı:r 
who r.:alizı:s his wc:iııhl is :?0 llı (CJ kı;l abtı"c: hi' 
playing wcighı i.n 1he pro:\'ious sc::ıson. He nııısl.l~se 
this e:ıtcess weight by the sı art of 1h.: prescason lnıınını; 
camp. :ı m.:re 4 weeb :ıway. F::ıilurc will ~osl ~irn :ı 
line of SSOO per day for e;ıch pouııd over hı s us~ıgncıJ 
w~ighı. Exercise :ılone is of litıh: ~-a~uc: bccaus<!. he 
woultl nccd 9 ıo 12 month'l to los<! 1hıs nıudı weıglıı 
1hruuı;h lh<ll means. Will this athlctc: :ıcı.:urnplislı his 

goal'! 
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Crnslı Dietiııg 

Our rootbali player must lose 5 Ib (abouı 2 kg) per 
week for ılıe nexı 4 week.s, so he decides ıo emba{lc 
on ıı cr:ısh dieı, seleeling whaıever dieı is in vogue, 
knowing th:ıt a person can lose 6 ıo 8 Ib (abouı 3 kg) 
per week wiıh such diets. He is not unique. Many 
athlet<!S find ıhem~lves overweighı and ou1 of sh:ıpe 
because of overe:ıting and reduced :ıcıiviıy during the 
ofr-se:ıson. :and they typicıılly waiı unıil the lası few 
weeks berore ıheir rep<X1ing dates ıo attaele the prob· 
lenı. In our example, the footb:ıll player miahı be able 
ıo stıed 20 Ib in 4 weelcs wiıh his cr:ısh dieı. Buı much 
of ı his weightloss would be from body water and very 
liııle from ıtored rat. Sever:ıl studies have reporıed 
1h:ıı subsıanıial weight losses occur wiıh very lo w calo
rie dieıs (.500 kcaJ per d:ıy or le~s). buı of the weighı 
losı. more than 60':' comes from the body's f:ıı-rree 
ıissue and lesı ıh:ın 40~ from fat depotı. 

-- -- Atiıiöülil -,nuc;; of-~i.-fOölb';!i pl:ıy·-e-r'_s_w_e_ig_h_ı ı;
ıosl froın water sıores. a subst:ınıial ıunoutıt of profcin 
i~ losı as well. Also. most cr:ısh diet! are based on a 
nı:ıjor reduction in c:ırbohydr:ııe inı:ıke. This reduced 
inı:ıke is insufrıcicnt ıo supply the body's needs for 
c:ırbohydrııle, and as a resulı the: body"s c:ubobydr:ı1e 
~tores become depleıro. Becau~ water sıor.ıge accom
p:ınies carbohydr:ıte sıor:ıge. lhc water sıor-ı:s are ai!IO 
reduccd as the c:ı.rbohydr:ıle sıores diıninish. Wiıh every 
gnım of coırbohydr:ıte used by the body, ııpproxi~ıely 
.:ı g of water are lost. The total body glycogen cooıenı 
is aboul 800 g. so dcpleıion of ıhe stored ııtyco~n 
would rı:~ult in a los~ of :ıppro:ıtimaıc:ly 2.400 g o( 

w:ııer_:_slightly rnore ıh:ın 5 Ib {aboul 2.4 kg). 
In addition. the body rcliı:s more heavily on free 

faııy acids for energy as it~ carbohydraıe sıores af<! 
depleted. As :ı rı:sulı. keıun~ botlic:s. ıı by-producı of 
f:ıııy acid melabolism. accurnul;ııe in the tılood c:ıusing 
;ı condltio;ı known :ıs kclosis. Thi~ condiıion (unher 
in<:rea~es water loss. Much of lhis water loss occurs 
during ıhe firsı week or the dieı. 

Figure 16.9 illusır:ııes ıhese changes in body w:ı
ıer. f:ıı. p~ .>Icin. and carbohytlraıc during :ı ~riod of 30 
d:ıy~ or fasting. Carbohydraıe depleıion occurs wiıhin 
:ıbouı .:ı days. Protein content ılrop~ significantly in 
:lıc ~:ıme ıime period. The tx>Jy's w:ı1er content drops 
:ıl>rırpıly dııring ıhe fir~l J tl:ıys. The nııe of fal los~. 
ıhuugh iı drops sornewhat in 1lıe second and third day, 
rı:nıaim rel:ııively unch:ıngeu for the rcmainder of the 
i:ı~ıinıı period. 

lı is impossıble for most peoplc ı o lose more ıh:ın 
4 Ib (;ıbouı 2 kg) of faı per week. evenunder condiıioos 
of ıoıııl fıısting. This can be euily demonsır.ııed. A 
pound of f:ıt (adiposc ıissueı h:ıs the cııloric cquivıılenı 
of 3 • .500 kc:ııl. ro a deficiı of 3.500 kcal is needed ıo 
lose 1 Ib (0.45 kgl of fııı. 11ıe resring meıııbolic: raıe 



of the profe5sioruıl footb:ıll player in our previous ex
ample would be approximııtely 2-'00 kcal per cby, So 
if he f:asted, he would luıve a 2-'00 keal defıcit per 
d:ıy. The most he could lose each day would be ibout 
0.7 Ib (0.3 k&) (2,SOO kc:ıl per day diYided by J~ 
kc:al per lb, or 7,716 kcal per ka. or fat). However, 
rese:ırch indicaıes tluıt the total body metabolism is 
reduced by 20% ıo 2$~ durinı fasdnJ. A ~ reduc
tion in ıhis athlete's restina meımlic raıc would lower 
his ıoıoıl defıcit ıo only 2.000 lccaJ per day, which 
would rc~ult in :a mıaximum weightloss or only abouı 
0.6 Ib (:ıtıouı 0.3 ktıl or fat per cby. In l week of ıoı:ıl 
f:ısıintı. this would result in a loss of only 4 Ib (:ıbouı 
2 ktıl! By incre:ısing his acth·iıy lcvel, our footb:ıll 
player could incttıı.se this predicted raıe or rat weight 
loss. Buı he would find i ı impossiblc to ırain very h:ırd 
wiıh no food intake and an almost ıocaJ dcpletion of 
his ızlycogen sıores. Also. fcw peoplc can ıolerate the 
discomfort associaıcd wiıh prolonJed periods of f:ısı
ing. The rapid weighı kısse1 experienced wiıh cr:ı.~h 
dieıs are quid.ly reı:ıined. probably because when a 
b:ılanced dieı i~ ~ubsı.iıuıed for the Jow-c:ılorie, low
car~hydraıe dı~t. the w:ııer that w:ıs losı is quickly 

. rcg:ııncJ :ıs the c:ırlıohydraıc sıores ııre replenishe\ 

Optiımıl Weight Loss 

The sen~ible :ıppro:ıch to rcducing body fat sıores is 
ro combine moder:ııe dietoıry restricıion wir h increıı.sed 
exercise. Appeıiıe is delic:ııely ba!anced wiıh the bo
?y's acıual caloric needs. If yoo reduce your diet:ıry 
ıntake by a mere 100 kcııl e:ıch day (one slice of 
buııered bre ad). for example. you will lose 10 Ib (:ıbout 
4 . .5 k_g) in 1 year, asstıming ıh:ıt your acıiviıy level 
rem:ııns const:ınt. But if you add ıo this an additional 
modesı loss of 0.2.5 Ib ıo O . .S Ib (0.1 k& to 0.2 k&) per 
weeı. ~uc .ıo incre:ısed ııctiviıy (such as a 3-d:ıy per 
week ;oggıng program). your ıotoıl weight loss would 
be 23 to 36 Ib (:ıtıout 10 to 16 kg) in a single ye:ır. 
oınd most of ıhi~ weighı loss would be from storcd 
body fat! 

. When aıhleıcs exeecd the upper e nd or the wclahı 
r:ınıe for ıheir spon, they should worlt ıoward achiev
ing the uppcr end ıoııl weiahı slowly, losing no morc 
ıh:ın 1 ıo 2 Ib (lcss ıhan 1 k&) per week. losinı mor.: 
weighı ıh:ın ıh:ıı per week leads to losses in fat-free 
m:ıss, which is usu:ılly not the deslred ouıcomc. When 
ı he uppcr limiı of ıhe r:ınge is rexbed, funhcr weighı 
loss should be undcrı;ıkcn only wiıh close supervision 
of the co:ıch. aıhlcıic ır:ıiner. or ıeam physician. This 
weighı loss should be ııchieved at an evcn slower r:ııe: 
less ıh:ın 1 Ib (less ıh:ın 0.5 kg) per weclc ıo assure 
ıhaı performınce is noı neg:ııively affecıed. 11ıe rate 
of ı his loss should be reduccd stili more if performıınce 
is affccted or if medical sympıoms are noıed. 

Decre:ısing an aıhlete's caloric intııke by 200 ıo 
.SOO kcal per day will allow wciıhı losses of abouı 
1 lb-(abouı O . .S kıl per week. p:ınicularly if combined 
wiıh a sound e:\ercise proır:ım. This is a realisıic 
go:ıl, and such losses add up ıo a subsıanıhıl welıhı 
loss over time. When ıryinı lo reducc weiıhı, total 
daily calorics should be consumed over aı le:ıstthree 
meoıls per d:ıy. Many aıhleıes rnııke the miSlake or 
eaıin~ oniy one or ıwo meılls per day, skippinz bl'e:ık
f:ısı, lunch. or boıh. ıhen consuminı :ı l:ırıe dinner. 
Rese:ırch in anirrnıls hııs shown that, ziven ıhe ı:ıme 
number of ıoıal c~tories, the :ınim:ıls that eaı ıheir 
daily food r:ııion in one or ıwo meııls ıııin more 
wcight than ıhose ıh:ıı nibble ıheir nııion throughout 
ıhe day. 
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The purpoıe of weighı-loss prozr:ıms is ıo lose 
body f:ıı. noı f:ıı-frec mass. Because ofthi~. ıhe com
llin:ııion of dieı :ınd e~ercise b ıhe ııreferred ar· 
pro:ıch. Combining increa~d acıiviıy wiıh caloric 
reduction prc\'enıs any signific:ını loss of foıı-frec 
nıoın. In f:ıcı. body composiıion coın be signifıc:ınıly 

·.: . . / .. . . • .. ' . . . .... · .: 
.>~.:::).._ . Kt;V POINT::.;;.-_ ...... _-.-.~.:~ 

Athlel" who u~ abo\·~ tlıelr wdght standard 
Id I05e "elı:ht graduıılly, noC mo..-~ than ı to 1 

(ııboul ı kg) pe..- week lo pr"~..-v~ thelr rac-rrec 
mass. Thlı should be accompllshed by Integraling 
a good dleı conıalnlng 200 to SOO kcal '"' chıın 
!heir d;ıily enerc.,v eııpendllure, wllh a reıısonııble 
lncrra5': in r"isıancc and endurııncc activities. 

ailered wiıh physic:ıl ıraining. Chronic e:<crcise c:ın 
increase far-free m:ıss and dccrcase faı nıuss. The 
nı:ıgniıude of ıhcsc changes v:ıries wiıh ılıe ıypc of 
eıtercise used for tr3ining. Ro:sist:ınce ır:ıiııing prtı· 
nıoteı Jllins in f:ıı-freo: mass. and both rcsisıance :ınd 
cndunınce ır:ıining proınoıe lou o( f:ıı mass. To luıc 
weight, aıhlcıes shoulıı" canılıine :ı nıodo:r:ııe resi~· 
ı:ınce and cnı.luroıııce ırııining progroım with modcsı 
calori.c resıricıion. 

As a fınal poinı, a bal:ınccô dkt is. of ı;ourse. 
essenıial to ensurc that the aıhleıe receives all neces· 
s:ıry vlııımins and minenıb. Viı:ınıiıı supplemenı:ııion 

ı. When severe (very low calorie} diets are fo!· 
lowed, much of the wei&ht loss ıhııı occurs is 
from Wllcr, not f:ıt. 

2. Most severe dieu limiı c:ırbohydraıe inıoıke. 
causing c:ırbohydrate sıores ıo be deplcted. 
Water is losı alons wiıh ıhe carbohydroııes, ex
acerbaıing the problem of dehydroııion. Also. 
the lncreased reliance on free foıııy acids c:ın 
Icad lo kcıosis, which furıher enh:ınccs wıııer 
los s . 

3. The combination of diet and exercise is the 
preferred approach to optimal weight loss. 

4. Atiıletes should lose no more than 1 to 2 Ib 
(abouı 0.5 to 1.0 kg) per wecı. unıil reaching 
ıhe upper end orthc desired weight rangc. Afıer 
ıhaı, weighı loss should be less ıh:ın 1 Ib (less 
than 0.4.5 kg) per week until gooıl wcight is 
re:ıched. More rapid weighılosses resuh in loss 
of faı-frec mııss. Wei&ht loss ll this r:ııe can 
be accomplished by a reduction in dieı:ıry In
lake of 200 lo .SOO kc:ıl per day, especially 
when combined wir ha sound exercise program. 

5. For faıluss, moderaıe resisı:ınce and endurancc 
ır:ıining is most effecıive. Resisı:ınce ır:ıining 
also promoıcs gains in f:ıı-free m:ıss. 

mig hı or mig hı ımı be· necess:ıry-resulıs or rescare h 
ıhus f:ır are in cnnnicı. Dut if ı he nuıriıion:ıl aclequacy 
of ılıe dieı is ll all question:ıble, a simple multivitamin 
ıhal meeıs the RO~ for that person is su"esu:d. 
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APENDIX C 

SAMPLE SUMMARIES OF SUBJECTS ON "WEIGHT AFFAIRS IN SPORTS" 
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'3fj o(c,&wfen ıropfanu...ıolrdtr. U!ıcu.f cJ&YlA a:ı:ai-lwc;, evıc:T'.sr' stntrlr d(ye+ ve (YOf>tlaYJ 

atrfrrnwa.na e:.f efaroJ e::ıt:rır1:. <Jô'I.Jt ar-f.fcrrfaraf... JCI.f'fUJ..o./tdtr (erk ;ltfdcf-k ..f:.DJ'-'_,cr 

w~ 1 fi}0 rbı). 
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a:f-fowock:ı/A, --1-UI:ı:-ldwclic/r'r. ÇJrrk.li r~n o-/-lau_ıo Jucu.kfo u( dcpolcxrıu..AQJtV\1 orlrr_ 

ıAJ.o./dadrr. 

4-).t:-b uuu..te' done CIU.i'rc/t:: .su ~LA-~ ~oıtrlan.c.u:w.r.a!rdrr:: 

e1:..)GuR>/ bo/:q,-fcxv:..kwcın-do fbi spor- ciıflarrrdo Jporu.ıfar-ırı .sli:.J&rr·YV.. 7hcbi1u..ıc-k. rp-ı 

ıSQuna /ır:yfon 8(/P ~d/Qrdri Ju..ı.l{cıl'lıw>/;u alr"'--tw o.hJt-Haw.a"{'bi v&u..f s~ttv -. 

et~f.-fwa.i_ ?~ (;P da a3:Cı!farak_ -blo ı..e-r.:u.e- eıtu{cıUJ.Cifctn(y'f:Y?cvıdrr.- ~ (;j<ıffq Lifo 

llcrut.L; ~fac.uafanl/\.ln o,porr.ulardo Ja-lolajf c5rf:lda6ifr:crL ~ /iffr:JrL d~Tf:_fri'_ 

t~rr ncclcV\ oldt-f Ut fO(/ırwan.rr oluc.-u.JuJ: (Jond~ t:·ll.ii~f bi(,"nw.d: ... +cdrr_&-rco (;l=trtl 

JrıCCJi dcinr:w.dc Jt,cr .surcdc .ı-ro vctı.M.d 0il1 .sr:ıru.m.u.,., J-cn~rnı· Q) 6crakw..a..ır/~ 

cr:-k... aftwcnı so~ \T(rj(f--lowrut .Jaı;ı 1;:/w~ dcpofctrrrı.uı 6otolr..uı::r.Jcro h<tdr:n o!<.Maklodtr 

lu rıa:icnlc .sporcular (Ja.rr.l lınoc.u· rSOI'l 6fınde- (jdcr-fr' .tL.( ur: ~c.rı:L al.:>o far bt( e: .:ıu 

~,& ık (flrı? 'il/"' <Jcrdlr' ..y!il.ajou (~ri)crolıip ofaıM.ryoc.at_lardcr. 

Öa:c+ <D(aral:..{fpılan çalc;wafar -.sonueu,sporr.~.ı!O(nrı 'rfr:kctl l:}(olarrVI-{ lı.rr 

.:i{iwan ./nruwcıfa~.J...ı1o ~bcncn t.uıjlada J ohio olacat ;cErld~ vc'!ıcu.AWrn_, a~l 

./ara.(_ r:;attfu..ıa.Jt (Ja:rrf:...iJ~ W, ob1~ "fy6ımn pıt~rıuı:ma' oox&f vr: (jOrtiwcrcfaY\ ~JC 
~ oncr: <Jj)Orcu.(a.ro lı.a6cr Ut:rTfı..U.c;;inJ.nifrr.Jw.cı -i:JCQ)uno oi.QJLVJ.. 'ilı'/Yı(}:}f~:-1-c:rft' ofr-,r'U;ı. 

o(duf oıri:JCV\ I.Alt?.frr. 
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WfiGHI ~TAN DFlR.I...S 

'Pecple\ iek\ ca.\crie. kı~ c.ho.n~ ~c.ccrÖ.t~ +o -\he. lınd o~.:o.por.\- wh~ 
\-~'j de/ k> +h<2.\r 6:6\j rn~s cuıd -+helr ~'>Cuo\iti~. 'Tha. I.J.JQ.jht 5\-cı{)dcır-b are. 

l.I.~Q\\'i u::..e.~ ·,1'\ v..ıre.,-\-\il\3 , bo)< i Oj <=~nd i rı hcr-..:5e.- ri dii\.CJ ·\he. ~-:f o~ +t-ı<ıse. 

u..:>a.ı.ljh-\ ;,\-c.nöe>.r4:ı \-ıe>.::ı b<2corne. rncıre.. wickspc-eo.d in +he. lc.::ı+ lO LfCZ.Qr;) beco...ı,:,e 

WQ.\:Jh~ {,:) \1"1\p:ıNül\\ -io• +\.e per.f.orınance. o~ 4-ha o·H-,Ie.+e~. 

"Fcr ~i-o.ndın.9 -\-hi:. WQ..l~\- ~bi~I'Yı ,~wcz. ..3~\d ~~~.\- 6-::t .. n uıhc.ıt 4~ ciN~~ 

. ~.\.wQJU~ +~-.Q. \:x:ıcl'i ,c.oınF.:s)-\-ion O.l\d bod'-1 sl.k i.:l. fir.ı-1-, bc.d~ .Sik meco.n:::ı -+hcı. 

~i~ ~, 'f'Vr ~.sc\~~ b>-\. bc>d~ cornfO~ı4-ıc:.n \~ no\- -the. c.ppeo.rc.nCR.. cl!-~ bacll.{1 

i o:, kc..d 1 1 ı.rneot\!) -!11"0rn ~....., tnuc\.-ı .(le.-\-, bloeıd ,~cr-8W\..:I c..n d wc.. b-.... +1--..ı. ~ r.s 
..(/o~d.l'hc~ D o. beı>ıı-(1-ı+ +o trıoo..> -\.'ni!. +hrC212.. rN:o.\n CoMponan-\-5 to unda.r-54-e.r.d 

+k iÖ.C20..\ we.i(lh-t· ()f2 cı..th\e.k::,. Tı-.ı.. ~rd cne. ~ -\-\...ıı ~+ -tl-nı 4-hrz. .bcd\f 1.s ~ıjh~ 
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<!.C>~t.iH"'n o~ -\+.ıı.. cx-\1--.\e.l.-e~ CCl\ lo~ di-\1-~ren-L R~l/'1' 1 +hz -\ok\ bod'j 

~N'\ po.:~\\-{on cb 1\<> \ '}o in -\o -+1-.e. aı.~\ıle \e..:ı 1 t>->or t . 
l'he weta'h\ .:ı~C\.dcı.rı..~ C..'('(l. u~~\\'1 u-:::,ed di;)h::ı~-l-1'1 lo~ +hz coo.e.l-ıo::ı o.n.d. 

C\.~\.e~.l+-r::ı ccn"<:>ick~d. ~t iÇ-\-~ bc.d'i we.iaht ck.c.r"e.c:ı.:ıe~,+-~ per-(2o.rmun4:. 
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+'r.c....\ \-~ c.wldn+ e:.rı\tnv.e. -kı 4-~ir c<=<n;ı:u-. 
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1-lnt::ı ~~ i::> h'\O<'e. q~..ıidc.Q.r Ctt"\d ec.~i€r b.,\. 1'1"\Df€ d.o.rısu"'u::>. l?ıeco.u.:le eıf. ...J-l.,e 

lc..c.\. o~ wo..k<" 1 -!-~ bdy C.D.I) l.:ıe.. werCcu::ı\'1 iU. Ne. one!. cc.11 r.ıre.cl, -1-o f4r<" 
top pe<tkırf'Y\QI'\C:.e.. \J.>\.!-1---. lc!)i":J -\-h.e "-'c.kr- c?- -\-~ b:,d'1. C'nc::ı+ o~~ los.s 

c? w~>.~.'u \..i ~i~ '}".::ı+ k~r-e i-hz YnAkl--ı ot'\ d c. :::ı c.. r~.:,ul t c,~ 4-hr ~ +ha. 
o..\\...11!.~ a:..r.·-1- i<>tk ~ foc,d and wo..\er. \bre fc,ı"e, ~ dcıi'Y\lt~ ·H-eir 

1--.e.c..ü\.-.. 1\--.;~ +-~c\.-ıniq"e. i:s rot c.dui~e.d ~ 1-~ e>cperb. l"'sko..ci, ·\.1·"1. c..H,k.-k~ 

~'ro.M \o:>e. -\-\...: ~-1-trc.ı.::.:> cı .j.~\r bdie.).~i';> \,:, ~ ~cz.c.\~',e.." CoAd ~ul 

·ııı ·ll'rı?ı-o"i~ +4. ~.(2orfl'D..Y\\:.Q. 
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~f'2a6ı; wc:ı.\~il\.9 '2-'le'"'i ~ o.+- \~-4. \.-c.\~ houc> rncırı ccı.n lo.)e .2.50j~"· ~ ~-
A~ıer l<»::ıin.5 ar CJC..(I\ll'\3 +hız. idetti wei3h.ı. .1 i+ C.) iM~rten.l .k, rkc+ it
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k e..(ı~.o-\-[u-e Ctl\d ~eı..\-\-\.-.'1 ol\\'-j ~.<>\~\-. l"nCl~l~ .JfXıd. 

In ~+, -\-N2 c..ı~lek:::ı. ~~lct be ·c:c:..r-e p. .... \ wd-h +4.ı .. we.tuh~~ be=.u<~.e 
imprtNII\..J d-Nı. .p.erf.ori"I'\OJ'\t:..Q.. OU'\.d be[~ he.c.\+-h'1 d.Qpend c.f\ ~hrJ. 



APPENDIXD 

TEXTS (LONGAN'S CHAPTER) ON "PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION" 

5 

U nderstanding 
Relationships II: 
Patterns of 
Organization 

To hclp readers understand their main poinrs, authors try to presem sup
porring details in a clearly organized way. They might use any of several 
common parrerns ro arrange their derails. Sonıetimes authors may build a 
paragraph or longer passage exclusively on one parrern; often, the parrems 
are mixed. By recognizing them, you wiiJ be berrer able ro understand and 
remember what vou read. 

Here are some conımon basic parrerns of organization: 

l Time order 

2 List of lrems 

3 Comparison and/or Comrast 

4 Cause and Effect 

5 Definirion and Example 

All five of the parrerns are based on rclationships you leamed about in 
the last chapter. All fivc, then, involvc transition words that you should now 
rccognize. The rime ordcr parrcm, for cxample, is marked by transitions that 
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64 TEN STEPS TO IMPROVING READING SKILLS 

slıo\\' rime: (thw, nc.xt, aftt:-r, and so on). Here are rhc kinds of rransirions 
uscd with the other four patterns: 

Pattern 

List of Irems 

Comparison!Conrrasr 

Cause and Effecr 

Delinition and Example 

Transitions Used 

Words that show addition (also, another, 
nwrcover . . . ) 

Words that show comparison or comrast 
( like, just as, however, in eontrast . . . ) 

Words that show cause and effecr ( becausc, 
as a result, sin ce . . . ) 

Words that show illusrration (joı· example, 
to illustrate . . . ) 

Explanations and illustrarions of each parrem follow. To help you rec
ognize them, a list of transirionaJ words is given for each. 

1 TIME ORDER 

\Vhen a series of events or steps in a process are being presenred, the 
order in which items are organized is crucial. In such cases, material is ar
ranged in a time ordt:ı·. Ir would make very Jittle sense, for example, ro discuss 
the incidenrs of World War II or the steps in a psychology experiment in jusr 
any order-the information would not be logical or clear. Dares, events, and 
steps must be presenred in a meaningful seguence with those that come be
fare and afrer them. 

As a student, you will see time order used freguently. Textbooks in all 
fields deseribe various evenrs and processes, for insrance: the events leading 
ro the Bosron Tea Parry, the impoıi:ant incidents in Abraham Lincoln's life, 
how a bill travels through Congress, or the working of photosynthesis. 

The following transirions ofren signal that a rime parrem of organiza-
tion is being used: / 

first next as w hile 
second before now during 
the n afrer un til when 
s ınce soo n la ter finally 
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UNDEAST ANDING AELA TIONSHIPS ll PA TIERNS OF ORGANIZATION 65 

To ger a better sense of the: timc-ordcr pattcm, do the rwo cxerciscs 
bclow, and then read the answcrs that follow. Nore that the first passage 
presenrs a series of evenrs, and the second presents sreps in a process. 

Following is an example of a paragraph in which evenrs are organized 
according to time order. Using the spaces provided, complete the outline of 
the paragraph by listing the events in the order in which they happcned.. 
One point has already been done for you. 

It was the history-making afternoon of July 20, 1969, when the lun ar 
module, the Eagle, landed on the moon. Inside it were astronaurs Neil 
Armsrrong and Edwin AJdrin. Six and a half hours after landing, the 
hatch of the Eagle was opened and Armstrong began ro descend a !ad
der to the surface of the moon. On the way, he ler down a rele\·ision 
camcra that would record for viewers on Earth the first human foot on 
the moon. Then Armsrrong stood on the moon and said the line for 
which he is famous: "That's one smail step for a man, one gianr leap 
for mank.ind." 

Main idea: 1/ıe ~-~ /wwv... (#1. tlıe. 11W<#ı, ~ ofr 
rful.t .20, 1969 

ı. ll~ ad 11/dtwı kvıded m tlıe. Cay!e. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Below is an example of a paragraph in which steps in a process are 
organized according to time order. Using the spaces provided, complere the 
outline of the paragraph that follows by listing the sreps in the correct se
quence. The first step has been done for you. 

To stop a nosebleed, you must first sir down and Jean forward slight!y. 
Your head should be above the !eve! of your hean. For five nıinures, 
pinch the soft parrs of your nose firrnly together. Next, to consrrict 
blood vessels, apply ice wrapped in a washcloth to your nose and 
cheeks. 

Main Idea: $/pı lo.~ a IUJde.IJeed 
ı. $4 ckw.n rütd ~ ~ ~-

2. 

3. 

For the firsr outlin e, you should have had this sequence: ( 1) Armsrrong 
and Aldrin landed in the Eagle. (2) Armsrrong left the Eagle and began 
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go ing dow n the ladder. ( 3) He ]owered a TV camcra ro broadcast his first 
step. (4) Theıı he stood on the moon and said his tamous line. 

For the second outlinc, you should have had this seguencc: ( l) Sit 
dowıı and lcan forward slightly. (2) Pinch soft parrs of nose rogether. (3) 
Apply ice ro nose and checks. 

)> Practice 1 

The following three passages deseribe either a seguence of evems or sreps in 
a process. Complete the outlines that follow each passage. 

A. Here is a way ro relax that is easy and can even be done· in just a few 
minures. First, lie down with your arms ar your sides and your fingers 
open. When you are comfonable, close your e~·es and put all disrracring 
thoughrs out of your mind. Next, tighren all the muscles of your body 
ar once. Push yoıır roes together, righren your buttocks and abdomen, 
elench your fisrs, and sguceze your eyes shut. Hold this posirion for 
about seven seconds. Then, Jet everything relax, and feel the tension 
flow out of your body. After that, rake a deep breatlı through your 
mouth and hold ir for rweıırv seconds; then ler it out slowlv, and 
brearbe slowl~· and easily, as ;•ou do when you are sleeping. Finally, 
rhink of a pleasant scene. Conceıırrare on this scene as you feel vour 
whole bod\' becoming calm and relaxed. 

$!~~: tn a ~ fML,_;_. .. ~ 
Main idea: ~ ~ 

ı. 

2. 

3' 7Pzlen ali ~- rmd lkH. :ıeUu 

4. 

5. 

B. After resring for fifteen hundred years, lta!y's Moum Vesuvius erupred 
in the early aftemoon on August 24, 79 A.D. The residenrs ofPompeii, 
four miles away, could see and hear the explosion, which seııt a black 
cloud inro the sky. However, it wasn't uııril a second and grearer explo· 
sion soon followed that the ciı:y directly suffered the dfecrs of the vol
caııic eruprion. Within a day, Pompeii and irs inhabiranrs were buried 
uııder thiny ro fifry feet of srones and ash. Soon after, a river of mud 
and ash buried the nearby ciry of Herculaneum. 

[;!>u,f;A,_, ! Moud v~ tn 791/.JJ. Main idea: ~ ':'le 

ı. 
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b. 

C. There are several stcps to remenıbering your dreams. First of all, you 
musr make up your mind to do so, for consciously deciding that you 
want to remember increases the likclihood that it will happen. Then put 
a pen and a notebook near your bed, so that you can write down what 
you remember as soon as you wake up. VVhen possible, turn off your 
alarm before you go to sleep so that you can wake up gradually, which 
will increase the likelihood of remembering your dreams. Finally, when 
you wake up in the morning and remember a dream, write it down 
inunediately, even before gerring out of bed. 

Main idea: 

ı. Malıe up tpW~= HWıd kı ~ ifOU4 ~-

2. 

3. 
4. 

2 LIST OF ITEMS 

A list of items refers to a sirnpk series of details or reasons that support a 
point. The irems are not presented in a time order bur are listed in a way 
the author feels is important. The transitions used in organizing lists of items 
teli us that another item is being added to one or more items already men
tioned. The following are some of the transitions that often signal a listing 
pattern of organization: 

and 
als o 
an other 

in addition 
moreover 
next 

first of all 
first 
second 

furtherrnore 
last of all 
finally 

In the passage below, the main point has been italicized. See if you can 
count the number of items in the author's list and also identify the type of 
item being listed. Note that transitions will hclp you find rwo of the items. 
After doing this exercise, read the explanation that follows. 
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In Sepımıber, 1666, 11 _wcaı .fiı·c bLnzed out ~f coııtı·o/ iıı Loııdoıı, Eı:.rrLaııd, 

rcdıtciı~IJ ııeaı·~;· .fiı>c-sixths ~f the ciı:ı· to asim. Bcfore ir was over. mon: 
than 13,000 houses had becn burncd to the ground. In addirion, 
eighn·-nine churches were lefr in ruins, including Sr. Paul's Cathedral, 
the grandesr building in England at that time. Hundreds of warehouses 
conraining valuable mcrchandise were alsa lost, bankrupring many of 
the coumry's richesr merchanrs. 

Number of irems lisred: ______ _ 

What rype of irem is listed? 

This paragrapıh consisrs of a main poim, stared in the topic semence 
(rhe firsr one), followed b\' a list of three items, each ina semence ofirs own 
and all supponing the ~ain point. The rype of irem listed is the parts of 
London destr~ed by the fire (houses, churches, and warehouses). Notice that 
the items might have been listed in any order without affecting the poinr of 
the paragraph. 

l> Practice 2 

The following three passages use a listing pattem. Underiine the main idea 
in each, and then count the number of items used to support each main 
idea. Notice that in some cases, more than one senrence is devmed to a 
singk item. Finally, indicare whar rype of irem is being listed in each pas
sage. 

A. Parenrs should seriously consider their children's requests for a pet, for 
there are several advanrages to owning a pet. Firsr, if parenrs set down 
rules and stick to them, a child can leam responsibiliry by taking charge 
of feeding and, in the case of dogs, walking a pet. A1so, while caring 
for any pets, such as tropical fish or hamsters, children learn about the 
animals' characteril>tics and: habirs. Aiıd finally, tj1e unc9.nditional love 
most pers express for their 0\\'11ers is anather advanrage~ children benefit 
from the warmth and love their pets provide. 

Number of items listed: ______ _ 

What type of item is listed? 

B. There are several wavs to be an active listener. A common wav to show 
that you are listening and interested is to ask questions abou~ what the 
other person is saying. You can alsa rephrase what the other person has 
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said to be sun: you have undcrsrood. For cxamplc, you mighr say somc
thing likc, "So what you'rc saving is .... " Yer anorhcr way to show 
your inreresr is ro warch for clucs to fedings in rhe other person's rone 
of voicc or posrure. That allows you to comment on or ask abour the 
emorional reacrions you norice, which shows that you care abour that 
person's feelings. 

Number of irems lisred: ______ _ 

Whar rype of irem is lisred? 

C. V/hen vour children are unrruthful, vou can reacr in a number of wavs. 
If you. feci children deserve a rcprimand, a reasonablc explanari~n 
should be enough to help them understand whar is unacceprable behav
ior. A second reacrion in some cases can be to sinıply acknowledge the 
facr that your children are fantasizing or exaggerating, rather than ac
cusing them of being liars. In response to a tall tale, for insrance, you 
ın.ighr say something !ike, "Wouldn'r ir be nice if that were mıe?" 
Finally, you can respond to your children's storytelling by looking for 
the underlying reason behind it. Once that reason is dealr with, your 
child will no longer have the same need ro continue lying. 

Number of irems lisred: -------

Whar rype of irem is lisred? 

3 COMPARISON AND/OR CONTRAST 

The crnnparison-contrast parrem shows how two things are alike or how they 
are differenr, or both. When things are conıpared, their siın.ilariries are 
poinred out; when they are contrasted, their differences are discussed. In our 
daily lives we compare and comrast things all the time, whether we are aware 
of ir or not. 

For exanıple, a sirnpk decision such as whether to make a haroburger 
or a Swiss-cheese sandwich for lunch reguires us ro compare and comrast 
the rwo choices. We may consider them both because of their siın.ilarities
they both rasre good and are filling. We may, however, choose one over the 
other because of how they differ-a haroburger reguires cooking while a 
cheesc sandwich can be slapped rogerher in abour thin:y seconds. If we are 
in a rush, we will probably choose the sandwich. If not, we may decide to 
have a hor meal and cook a haroburger insread. 

Here are some conınıon rransitions showing comparison and conrrasr: 
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Comparison Signals 

!ike 
jusr like 
ıusr as 
al ike 

Contrast Signals 

however 
in comrast 
insread 

likewise 
equally 
resembles 
als o 

on the other hand 
as opposed ro 
unlike 

similarlv 
sirnilarici es 
same 
s imilar 

differem 
differently 
differs from 

In the following sarnpk exercise, the main idea is stated in the first and 
second semences. As is often the case, the main idea indicates that a com
parison-comrast pattem will be used. Read the paragraph and answer the 
guestions below. Then look at the expianation that follows. 

In middle age, men and women often view life very differently. This is 
especially true for couples who have led traditional lives in which the 
wife has staved home to rear the children and the husband has devoted 
most of his. energy to his career. By middle age, the husband is often 
comforrable in his position at work and has given up any drearns of 
advancing further. He may then become more family oriemed. In con
trast, once the children are grown, the wife may find herself free to 
explore interesrs and develop abilities she has had no time for in the 
previous fifteen or ı:wc:;nry years. l,Jnl.ik;e her husband; she may be more 
interested in non-fariıily activities thaiı ever. . . . . ' . . . 

l. ls this paragraph comparing, contrasting, or both? 

2. What rwo things are being compared and/or contrasted? 

3. Which three comparison or conrrast signal words or phrases are used in 
the paragraph? 
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This paragraph is only conrrasting, not comparing-it discusses onh· 
differences, not similarities. The rwo things being conrrasred here are the 
views on life held by middk-aged men and by middle-aged women who 
have led rraditional lives. The signal words used ro indicare comrast are "dif
ferenrly," "in conrrasr,'' and ''unlike." 

!>Practice 3 

Read the fo!Jowing passages and indicare whether the author is comparing 
items or comrasting items by checking the appropriate space below each 
one. If a passage both compares and conrrasts, check both spaces. In addi
tion, write down rhe two things that are being compared or conrrasted in 
each passage. 

A. Although mysreries and science ficrion may seem !ike very differenr 
kinds of writing, the rwo forms share some basic similarities. First of 
all, both are acrion-orienred, emphasizing plor at the expense of char
acrer development. Possibly for this reason, both types of literature have 
been scomed b~· crirics as being "mere enrenainmem" rather than "lir
erarure." Bur this anack is w1justified, for both mysteries and science 
tiction share a concern wim moral issues. Science ficrion often raises me 
guestion of whether or not scientific ad\'ances are beneficial to hwnan
iry. And a mystery srory rarely ends withour the guilty person being 
broughr ro jusrice. 

Comparison ------- Comrast -------

What two things are being compared and/or conrrasted? 

B. People are differem from other primares, bur not as different as they 
would !ike to mink. It's true that that iliere are significanr conrrasts in 
size and proportion between hwnans and omer primates. And, of 
course, hwnans are by far the more intelligem. Neverthdess, the simi
larities among primares are notable. To use chimpanzees as an cxample, 
both they and humans have the same musdes and bones, located in 
almost the same places and working in nearly the same ways. The inter
nal organs of bom animals are also very much alike, as are their blood 
and other body fluids. Seen under a microscope, even their genes are 
srrikingly similar. 

Comparison ------- Comrast ______ _ 

What two things are being compared and/or conrrasted? 
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C. The conflict over sccrecy beıwecn the federal govcrnment and journal
ists arises from the differem rolcs they pla~· in sociery. The government 
has the job of conducring foreign policy. To do so cffcctively, govern
mem officials sometimcs prefer to diston or withhold information. 
)ournalists, however, see their role as digging up and giving informa
tion to the public. If the~· always sought government permission before 
publishing information, they would be able to prim or broadcast only 
what the govcrnmem wamcd to appear in the media. 

Comparison Comrast ______ _ 

What two things are being compared and/or contrasted? 

4 CAUSE AND EFFECT 

Information that falls into a cause-effect parrern acidresses itself to the ques
tions "Why did, or wh~· would, an event happen?" and "Vilbat are, or what 
would be, the results of an event?" In other words, "Wnat are the causes of 
an event?" and "What are the effccts of an event?" 

Authors usualiy explore evems using a cause-and-effect approach. In 
other words, they don't jusr teli what happened; they try to teli abour evems 
in a way that explains both what happened and Tl'hJ'. A textbook seetion on 
the sinking of the ship the Titaııic, for example, would be incomplete if it 
did not include the cause of the disaster-going at a high speed, the ship 
collided with an iceberg. Or if the banks of the Mississippi R.iver are 
flooded, a newspaper wili not simply repon abour the flooding. An aniele 
on this event would also tel! why the flooding happened-heavy rains 
caused the river to overflow. An imponant pan of any effon to understand 
evems and processes includes Iearning about cause-effect relationships. 

Explanations of causes and effecrs very ofren use transitions such as the 
following_: .. 

thus as a result therefore 
because result in s ince 
because of result leads to 
causes effecrs brings abour 

Read the paragraph below and see if you can answer the questions 
abour cause and effect. Then read the explanation to see how you did. 
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Drinking alcohol can Jead ro differenr states of consciousncss. Alrhough 
the changes vary from person ro person, somc broad gcneralizarions are 
possible. One or rwo drinks usually resulr in feelings of warmrh, rclax
arion, and decrcascd inhibirions. Slighrl~· heavier drinking ofren causes 
peoplc ro believe thev can do things berrer than they really can. For. 
example, afrer a few drinks a person may believe he is speak.ing elo
guenrly when, in fact, his speech is slurred or even uninrelligible. Or 
sameone may believe she can drive perfecrly well when her reactions 
and judgmenr have actually been weakened by alcohol. 

l. Whar are the rwo causcs deseribed in this paragraph? 

a. 

b. 

2. Whar are the rwo kinds of t:Jfects? 

a. 

b. 

3. vVhar three cause-effect signal words or phrases are used? 

While this paragraph discusses drinking aleohal as a cause in general, it 
di vi des drinking inro two caregories-"one or rwo drinks" and "slighrly 
heavier drinking." The first cause, then, is "one or rwo drinks"; irs effect can 
be "feelings of warmth, relaxarion, and decreased inhibirions." The second 
cause is "slightly heavier drinking"; irs effecr can be to make drinkers "be
lieve they can do thin gs better than they really can." The cause-effect signals 
here are lead to, result in, and causes. 

):> Practice 4 

The three activities that follow (A, B, and C) will give you a sharper sense 
of cause-and-effect relarionships. 

A. The following senrences all deseribe a cause-and-effect rdarionship. For 
each of them, idenrifv both the ca use and the effect. 
l. Since unemploymenr has fallen 5 percent in the last year, many 

more people can now afford to buy expensive consumer goods, 
such as cars and relevision sers. 

Cause: ---------------------------------------------

Effect: 
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2. Last wimer I rwisted my ankle by slipping and falling on a patch 
of ice. 

Ca use: 

Effecr: 
3. Mr. Coleman's bankruptey was the result of his compulsive gam

bling. 

Ca use: 

Effect: 
4. When Melba saw that her_new boss did not appreciate her excel

lent work hal?its, she b~gan ~o do her work carelessly.' 

Ca use: 

Effecr: 
5. The orange crop in Florida is poor this year. because of a Iate 

spring freeze. 

Ca use: 

Effect: 

B. The following semences all list either rwo causes leading to the same 
effecr or rwo effects resulring from a single cause. Identify causes and 
effects in each semence. Here is an example of how to do this activiry. 

Example 

High winds and hailsrones as big as golf balls resulred in $10,000 
worth of properry damage. 

High winds: caıtse 
Hailstones: cause 
Propeny· damage: effea 

6. Uncontrolled high blood pressure can Icad to a stroke or a hean 
arrack. 

Uncontrolled high blood pressure: -------
Stroke: ________ _ 

Heart attack: ---------
7: Because the defense lawyer's objection was valid, the judge threw 

out the evidence and dismissed the case. 

Valid objection: --------

Thrown-our evidence: --------

Dismissed case: --------
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8. Afi:er ammunition and food supplies had run low, the general sur
rendcrcd. 

Ammunition \\'as lo\\': ______ _ 

Food supplies were low: ______ _ 

The general surrendered: ______ _ 

9. When the company needed more office space, the boss renred an 
addirional fioor in the building and moved the shipping room to 
the basemenr. 

The company needed more space: ______ _ 

The boss renred an addirional fioor: ______ _ 

The boss moved the shipping room to the basemenr: ____ _ 

10. Since baseball season staned today, many people called in sick to 
work and played hook·y from school. 

The start of the baseball season: ______ _ 

People called in sick to work: -------

People played hooky: ______ _ 

C. The following passages all list either several causes Jeading to the same 
effect or several effects resulring from a single cause. In the spaces pro
vided, identify the causes and effects in each senrence. 

l. Even the best lisreners cannot possibly listen carefully to everything 
that they hear. Among the reasons for this is the overload of mes
sages most of us encoumer each day. Besides the numerous hours 
wc spend hearing other people speak, we may spend several more 
hours listening to the radio or television. It isn't possible to avoid 
having our attention wander at least pan of all this time. Preoccu
pation with our personal concems is another reason wc don't al
ways listen carefully. A romance gone sour or a good grade on a 
test may tak.e prorninence in our rnind even as someone is speak.ing 
to us. In addition, the sirnpk facr that wc are at times surrounded 
by noise interferes with listening. For example, many voiccs at a 
noisy parı:y or the sound of rraffic may simply mak.e it diffiaılt for 
us to hear everything that is being said. 

Inability to listen carefully all the time: -------

Message overload: ______ _ 

Preoccupation with personal concems: ------

Surrounding noise: -------
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2. Research over the lasr decadc or so has shown mediration can have 
positivc cffecrs on drug users and pcople with cerrain health prob
lcms. Srudies have demonsrrared that when people who rakc drugs 
bccomc medirarors, they either cur back on drug use or stop using 
drugs alrogethcr. In one srudy of a group that pracriced transcen
denral mediration, for example, the number of marijuana users fell 
from 78 percem to 12 percent after rwenry-one months of medira
tion. Mediration has also been shown ro lower blood pressure and 
regulate the hearr beat, both of which may be of considerable hclp 
to those with cardiovascu!ar problems. And because mediration is a 
highly effecrive relaxation technique, it can also prove useful to 

those with srress-relared diseases. 

Medirarion: ---....,----

Dccrease or elimination of drug use: ------

Cardiovascu!ar improvements: -------

Srress relief: -------

3. Children's names can have far-reaching effeets on them, according 
ro scienrisrs. Somc researchers have found that there is a tendeney 
for children with popular names, such as Jennifer or Robert, to do 
bctter in school and be bctter liked than children with narnes that 
are considered undesirable. Also, children's self-images may be in
ftuenced by the stereorypes that are associared with their names. 
Thus a child named Gertrude may feci ugly, and a Percy may rhink 
of himselfas weak. And children with srrange names, !ike Throck· 
morron, rend ro have more frequenr behavior problems. 

Children's names: -------

Populariry: ------

Se!f-image: -----~ 

BChavior: -------

DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 

To communicate successfully, an author ınııst hdp readers understand the 
words and ideas that are bcing cxpressed. If a word is Iikcly to be new to 
readcrs, the author may takc rime to indude a definition before going on. 
Then, to darify the defi.nirion, which might be too general to be easily un
dersrood, the author may presenr cx:planatory details, including one or more 
=mpllS. Exarnples help readers better understand what is meant and 
srrengthen suppon for the ideas they illustrate. 
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Textbook.s often conrain dcfinirions and cxamplcs. They introduce sru
dents tü new words and providc c::xamples of how those words are usc::d to 

make them clearer and more familiar. Of coursc::, definirions may be givcn 
withour examples, and examples are freguenrly used tü illustrate general 
statemenrs other than definitions. 

Exainples are often introduced by transirions !ike the following: 

for example 
for instance 
as an illustration 

to illusrrate 
such as 
to be speci.fic 
~ 

@ 
specifically 
including 

The following paragraph defines a word, explains it a bit, and then 
gives an example of it. After reading the paragraph, see if you can answer 
the guestions that follow. 

1 Acrophobia is an intense, unreasonable fear of high places. ~eople 
with acrophobia exhibit physical symptoms in response to being at 
great heighrs. 30ne sufferer from exrreme acrophobia, Sally Maxell, is 
unable to go above the third floor of any building withour feciing enor- · 
mous anxiet)'- 4Her acrophobia began one evening when she was work
ing alone in her office on the eighth floor of a large building. 5Suddenly 
she was struck with terror by the idea that she might jump or fall out 
the open window. 6She crouched behind a steel tiling cabinet, trem
bling, unable to move. 7When she finally gathered her belongings and 
left the building, she was sweating, her breathing was rapid., and her 
heart was pounding. 8Yet she had no rational explanation for her fears. 

What word is being defined? 

What is the:: definition? 

Which senrence explains more abour the word? 

In which senrence does the example begin? 

The word "acrophobia" is defined in the first senrence-"an intense, 
unreasonable fear of high places." The second senrence explains a bit more 
abour acrophobia. The story about Sally Maxell, which begins in the third 
senrence, provides an example of how acrophobia affecrs one sufferer; by 
including it, the author makes the new term more clear by hdping readers 
better visualize what it means. 
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)".:> Practicc 5 

The following three passages ineJude a delinition and one or morc examplcs. 
The passages may also includc scnrenccs that explain more about the tenn 
being defined. In the spaces provided, write the number of the delinition 
semence and the number of the senrence where each example begins. 

A. 1 A boycon is an organizcd refusal by a group of people to dea! with 
anather person or group ro achieve a specific goal. 2 An illustrarion is 
the famous bovcotr that began in 1955 when Mrs. Rosa Parks of Mont
gomery, Alab:llna, rcfused~ to obey a local ordinance requiring black 
people to sit ar the back of citY busses. 3Mrs. Parks was arrested, and 
that sparked off a boycotr of the Monrgomery bus system by blacks. 
~ The boycon \\'<l!. organizcd and !ed by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
"Rather. than continue to lose revenue needed to run the bus system, 
the ci~· tepc:aled the ordinance. 

Definirion ______ _ Example ------

B. 1Eideric imagel}' is the technical tenn for what most people know as 
photographic memory. 2A person with eidcric imageı:· can recall every 
derail of a memorY as clearly as if he or she were looking at a photo
graph. 3People ofttn wish they had this abili~·, but ir can lead to rrou
blc. ~For examplc. a law srudent with eidctic imageı:· was accused of 
cheating on an examination because his test paper conrained exactly the 
words in his textbook. s-ro prove his innocence, he srudied an unfamil
i:ır passage for fivc minutes and then wrore down more than four 
hundred words from it without making a misrakc. 

Definirion ------- Example _____ _ 

C. 1 A comman type of psvchological defense mechanism is rarionalizarion. 
2Rarionalizarion is a seemingiy reasonablc explanarion that distorrs the 
rruth in order to mainrain self-esreem .. 3lt cxplains a siruarian that 
threatens the ego in a lcss rruthfııl but more acceptablc: way. ~A person 
who cxcuscs himsc:lf for doing poorly on a test bc:cause he wasn't fc:c:ling 
well or the test was unfair is probably rarionalizing in order to rnake his 
grade more accer,rablc:. 50ne Ac:sop fablc: providcs a classical cxamplc: of 
rarionalizarion. In this fablc:, a fox wants some tempting grapcs that 
grow in a hard-to-rc:ach spor. 7When he can't rc:ach thc:m, he tells him
self that the grapcs must have bc:c:n sour anyway. 

Definirion Examplc I ------

Examplc: 2 ------
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>-Review Test 1 

Idemify the patterns used in each of the groups of senrences below by writ
ing in the spaces provided one of the lerters of the following: 

a. Time order 
b. Items in a list 
c. Comparison and/or comrast 
d. Cause and effecr 
e. Definition and example 

l. The construcrion of federally subsidized highways and the shorrage of 
housing in central cities !ed to the mü\'ement to the suburbs. 

2. While some birds meet only to mate, others stay together and share in 
the child-rearing. 

3. Propaganda is information o( any rype, whether rrue or false, that is 
designed deliberately to persuade an audience to adopt a particular 
point of view. Advertising is an obvious form of propaganda. 

4. A good srudy space is well lighted and well supplied with paper, pens, 
and srudy aids. In addition, it is quiet and free from distracrions such 
as television or srereo. 

5. To begin word processing, first rum on the computer. Next, inserr the 
master ediring diskette imo Drive A. Then puta blank, formarred dis
ketre into Drive B and ger ready to write. 

6. Today's telephones offer various convenient features. Computerized di
aling is one popular feature; another is automatic redialing of a tele
phone which is busy or unanswered. 

7. Television news srories resemble newspaper artides in being timely and 
appealing to a wide audience. However, television news coverage tends 
to be more superficial, emphasizing the visual aspecrs of a story rather 
than imporrant background issues. 

8. Many drivers take to the roads in July and August, when families tra
ditionally go on vacation. As a result, oil companies raise the price of 
gasoline during the summer months. 

9. Even before he meers the three witches, Macbeth has dreamed of be
coming king of Scotland. Then the witches predicr he will be king; 
finally, his wife convinces him to murder King Duncan and take over 
the country. 

10. In a mystery story, the term "red herring" refers to a false or misicad
ing due inserred into the story to deceive the reader. One famous red 
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herring is Sherlock Holmes' farewell nore ro Dr. Watson in "The Fina] 
Problem," which leads the rc:ader to bdic:vc Holmc:s has fallcn to his 
dc:ath. 

)o- Review Test 2 

Circle the lerter that correctly identifies the pattem of organization in each 
of the following passages. 

l. Successful garage sales are planned well in advance. Abour a month be
fore the sale, find out whether your municipaliry reguires you to ger a 
permit ro hold your sale. Then ask vour friends whether they wanr to 

panicipare. Gather the irems you wanr ro seli, and spruce them up 
whenever possiblc by washing or repairing thc:m. Decide how much to 
charge for each irem. Then prim and post notices of your sal e. Finally, 
arrange your merchandise on card or picnic rables and ger ready to co!-· 
lecr your well-camed profirs. 
a. time order b. comparisonlconrrasr c. cause and effecr 

2. Midd.Je-aged adults are renırning ro school in inercasing nurnbers. Some 
of them wanr to keep up with new developmems in their ficlds or im
prove their skills in order to do their jobs better. Others renırn to school 
because they hope to eguip themselves ro win promorions or raises. 
Also, dissarisfaction with their current jobs or imeresr in new fields, such 
as telecommunicarion and computer programming, motivates some 
adults to rerum to the classroom. Finally, others want ro srudy subjecrs 
they di d not have time for earlier, such as foreign languages, history, or 
lirerarure. These dasses help them spend their time in more producrive 
and in teresring ways and deepen their understanding of themselves and 
their world. 
a. time order b. definition and example c. cause and effect 

3. Is your chil d gifted? If xour child does things better, guicker, and earlier 
than other children, you ma~r have a gifted child: The"rerm "gifted" was 
once applied only to children with IQ scores of about 130 (100 is an 
average score). Today, the term has been expanded to include a variety 
of special ralents, such as unusual abiliry in art, music, or dance. Gifted 
children tend to have a varierv of interests, and because their attenrion 
spans are long, they enjoy pu~suing their interesrs independently. Their 
memories are unusually good, and they are surprisingly imaginative. 
Conrrary to popular belief, gifted children usually have many friends and 
are often narural leaders. One young man who spends hours cach week 
pracricing the piano is also an avid baseball player and class officer ar his 
school. 
a. list of items b. cause and effecr c. definirion and example 
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4. Throughout history, pcoplc middlc-agcd and oldcr have gottcn marricd, 
jusr as they do wday. In the pasr, however, the most common reason 
for losing a spouse and thus being available: to remarry was death. To
day, life spans are longer, and both membcrs of a newly formed couple 
may well have bcen divorced. Bccausc families werc larger in the past, 
the remarried couple was like!y ro have morc children than they do to
day. Asa result, couples living rogether without children were rare. To
day, most couples can look forward ro twenty years rogether after the 
last child has grown up and left home. 
a. comparisonfcontrast b. list of items c. definirion and ex-
ample 

5. The psychological process by which children Jearn their sex roles con
rains three main elements. One_is conditioning through rewards and 
punishments. For example, boys who play with model airplanes and 
girls who play with dolls will usually be encouraged by their parents. 
On the other hand, boys who prefer dolls and girls who prefer airplanes 
will often be criticized or even punished. Another element is imitation. 
Young children will usuaily imitate adults who they think are !ike them
selves. This means that boys will usually imitai:e their fathers and girls 
their mothers. The third and perhaps the most imporrant element is self
definition. Children quickly learn that all people are either male or fe
mak and deline themsc:lves as belonging to one sex rather than the 
other. Thev then use this self-delinirion to choose their furure interesrs 
and to dev~lop their personalities and social rolc:s. 
a. time order b. list of items c. delinition and example 
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Fifty years ago iıext " . Now, we're poised to take off into ;~,:~~~ 
S d .. Ar b". Ai .. ı·•·:.•.c: ' ·ı,·ıt.:: . 21 t . W ' J d . fML: · au ı a ·ıan .. rın;~s ;,,llle s century. e ve p ace a ;,,::,_: 
passengers and ·· 'rmassive ord er for new aircraft, fitted ~.!!:< 
d ome in a. .,out. to o~r own' luxurious specificatioif~i;~: i 
To day, we . :;•_;.whıch wıll mak e o ur fleet probably the.t·36 
100 aircraft · . 't/:)ndst modern and sophisticated in :i·it~J'l; 

. . wt•·ı·t:..o· .. orld l.:li!ti 
and out.ofthe ..• ~u ... u.l\"·tj~B'ı2ıfi~~~t1~~~ , L''" !ı~ w · ,i.i';ı 
other airline,nttb1"in ~""'"''." ··": : · Ahlan Wasahlan. W eleome aboard:.ft~'i 

·. ~-~· ,:~;~:'} 

3 There are two trends in education 
upon which you ran capitalize in seli
ıng your ideas. The first of these is the 
iınp:tus toward making the school 
medıa center a learning resources or 
ırıstructıonal materials center. The 
senınci is the great interest in ac
f'ountabilitv which is forcing educa
tors to state measurable iııstruriional 
objcctives capalılc of yieldirıg concrete 
cvaluaııve data alıout the tearhing
lcarrıırıg process. 

-4-

T
HERE CAN BE NO MIS

taking where we are
in the wacky, e.rotic and 
ultimately tragic uni
verse of Pina Bausch, 

the uncrowned empress of 
modern dance theater. In just 
20 years, Bausch has emerged 
as the world's most influential, 
and most controversial, chore
ographer. She has mounted a 
victorious challenge to the ab
stract minimalism that pre
vailed in modern dance in the 
1960s and 1970s. She has helped 
displace the center of her art 
from New York to Europe. 
When her Wuppertal Tanzthe
ater goes on tour, it sells out in 
Brooklyn and Milan, in Osaka 
and Paris. Her fans have in
cluded Mikhail Baryshnikov 
and the Iate Rudolf Nureyev. 
Federico Fellini was · so im-
pressed by Bausch that the fırst time he saw 
her dance, he offered her a movie role. 

. " 

/~']_- GAME -6 
To play this card game, I use as many 

se ts of hancimade playing cards as neces
sary for my students with either a ques
tion or an answer written on each card. 
For instance, of the 52 cards in a pack, 
26 will have questions written on them 
and the corresponding answers will be 
written on the other 26 cards. Questions 
requiring "Yes" or "No'; answers as well 
as Wh- questions are included (i.e., Do 
you read regularly? Can you speak eight 
languages? When do you get up in the 
nıorning? Why were you absent yester
day?). Answers to the questions are usu
ally in the short form (i.e., Yes, I do. No, 
I can't. At 6 AM. Because I was ilL). The 
q uestions are al so graded to the level of 
the students playing the game. I never 
use questions requiring special content, 
lest_ itl~o~li~e a _kno_wledge competition. 

-5-
What were the reasons for the set

backs in 1973? 
One of the causes was the intelli

gence mistake about the probability of 
war, for which I take full responsibility. 
But the cause for most of the setbacks 

war. The second huge mistake was the 
assumption that the air force would be 
able to overcome the air-defense sys
tem of the Egyptians and Syrians. The 
third mistake was the system of de
fense for the Suez Canal. The canal it
self was about 100 miles long, defended 
at 14 points by just 504 soleliers who 
were supported by 24 tanks. This was 
part of the arrogance. 
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There are three important advantages, as I see it, in this approach to 
describing and evaluating teaeber talk. Firstly, the categories of verbal 
behaviour are rooted tirmly in the reality of the classroom and on what 
typically goes on there. Secondly, the criteria for assessing commu
nicative use of classroom language in each of these categories are 
likewise based on what it takes to be communicative in the cantext of 
the classroom itself, rather than in some outside context. The model of 
communicative teaeber talk emerging from such an approach should 
thus reflect the primary function of teaeber talk, which is to support and 
enhance learning. Providing a model of the way language is used for 
communication in the real world may be an important part of that 
function, but it is not the only way in which teaeber talk supports 
language learning: it is a means to an end rather than an end in itself. 
Thirdly, a model of communicative language teaching which recognizes 
the importance of the pedagogical function of teaeber talk within the 
classroom context, and what it means to be communicative within that 
context, is likely to be a more realistic and attainable model for teachers 
to aspire to than one which insists on the replication of features of 
genuine communication as the only measure of genuine communicative 
teaching. 

There are a number of general observations which can be made about 
the nature of interpersonal interaction in Example 1 which marks it off 
as naturallv-occurrino discourse. For example, speakers interrupt each 

-· b 

other and speak at the same time. There are longish pauses, back-
channelling. and the use of contentless utterances such as 'yeah', and 
'Mm' which indicate that contact is being maintained, and serve to oil 
the wheels of the conversation; utterances are incomplete or are 
completed by the other speaker; and the conversation drifts along 
without any marked direction. By contrast, the language of some 
coursebooks represents a 'can do' society, in which interaction is 
generally smooth and problem-free, the speakers co-operate with each 
other politely. the conversation is neat, tidy, and predictable, utterances 
are almost as complete as sentences, no-one interrupts anyone else or 
speaks at the same time as anyone else, and the questions and answers 
are sequenced rather in the manner of a quiz show or court-room 
interrogation. 

\Vhen I was at primary school, I was given a shilling every day for my 
lunch. Sametimes I cheated and instead of buying lunch at school, I 
bought sweets in a nearby shop. One day my mather came to the school 
to see my teacher. The teaeber asked my mather why I did not buy lunch 
eyery day. When my mather heard this, she realised immediately what 'I 
had been doing. She asked me what I had done with the money. \:Vhen I 
told her that I had been buying sweets, she became very angry and warned 
me not to do it again. 



APPENDIXF 

MASTERY TEST ON" PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION" 

PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 1 

ldentify the pattern used in each item below by writing in the letter of 
one of the following; 

a. Time order 
b. ltems in a list 
c. Comparison and/or contrast 
d. Cause and effect 
c. Dcfinition and examplc 

Each pattem is used twice. 

___ 1. Alcoholism can result from emotional, spiritual, or physical 
rroblems. 

___ 2. To open, tear off the plastic tip. Then, before trying to spray, 
rotate the nozzle until the ıwo dots are in line with each other. 

_____ 3. There are many types of jobs for w hi ch there is expected to 
be a big demand over the next five to ten years. Among them 
are teacher's aides, accountants, restaurant cooks, and nurses. 

___ 4. Transitions are words and phrases that show relationships 
between ideas. For instance, time transitions, such as before, 
soon, and now, show time relationships. 

___ S. Friendships with my old high-school buddies are often dif
ferent from those with my newer friends. I can share many 
memories with my old friends, but my newer pals are more 
likely to share my current interests. 

___ 6. Consumers can choose among several sources to borrow 
ınoney. Banks, credit unions, finance companies, and insur
ance companies all Jend money. 

___ 7. Pam decided to save money by washing her dark dothes with 
her white ones. As a result, her underwear and gym socks are 
now an ugly grayish pink. 

___ 8. A group of English musicians began playing together in their 
teens, during the i 950's. They eventually made up a group 
called Johnny and the Moondogs. By the 60's, the group was 
known as the Beatles. · 

____ 9. One method used by psychologists is observation. Observation 
involves watching others and recording what happens. For 
instance, child psychologists often observe children through 
one-way mirrors. 

____ ı (J. Like butter, all margarines (except for the low-calorie ver
sions) are 99 percent fat and contain about 100 calories per ıa
blespoon. Margarine, however. contains less saturated fat than 
does butter. 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 2 

Arrange the groups of scrambled sentences into logical paragraphs by 
numbering the sentcnces in an order that makes sense. Then circle the letter 
of the main patıern of organization used. 

Group 1 

When the inıerview is over, thank the interviewer for his or 
her time. 

____ When going for a job interview, it's imponant to be on time 
and dressed as you might if you worked where you're being 
interviewed. 

____ When speaking to the interviewer, keep eye contact and speak 
cl early, without slouching or fidgeting. 

a. time order c. cause and effect 
b. comparison d. definition and example 

Group 2 

____ Boys who mature early have an advantage over those who 
mature Iate. 

____ In contrast, Iate ma turers are underdeveloped physically and 
thus feel inadequate. 

____ Early maturers become heroes in spons and Icaders in various 
other activities. 

a. time order c. contrast 
b. items in a list d. definition and example 

Group 3 

-'---For instance, if you believe that a panicular group is pushy, 
you will automatically judge someone who belongs to that 
group to be pushy-withouı waiting to see what that person is 
really like. 

____ Stereotyping is holding a set of beliefs about the personal 
nature of a group of people. 

___ lı can thus greatly interfere with our making accurate judg
menıs about others. 

a. time order c. cause and effect 
b. comparison d. definition and example 

Group 4 

___ By the ninılı grade, one child in six will have tried marijuana 
and one in three will have experimented with alcohol. 

---A much worse effect of the stresses faced by youth is the fact 
that the suicide rate for youths under fifteen has tripled since 
1960. 

____ Stresses of the children of the 80's cause various diffıcult 

problems for the children. 

a. time order c. cause and effect 
b. contrast d. defınition and example 

Group 5 

___ Finally, many feel that being strongly motivated and quitting 
cold turkey is the best way to conquer the habit. 

___ Another method is acupuncture, in which a tiny needle is 
placed in a smoker's earlobe to remove the craving for a 
cigarette. 

___ Many ways have been suggested for quitting smoking, includ
ing hypnosis and chewing a gum flavored with nicotine. 

a. ıiıııc ordcr c. comparison 
b. ııcıııs in a list d. cause and effecı 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 3 

For each passage, write the senterıce number of the main idea in the 
space provided. Therı circle the Jetter of the chief pattem of organization of 
the passage. 

ı. ı If you'd lik e a raise or promotion, there are a few step&- )'Ott- czm·P:rire: 
2Begin by outlining your on-the-job accomplishments. 3That is, write 
an "achievement meıno" listing the duties of your job and how you 
have performed them. 4 lnclude any special ways that your work has 
contributed to the company. 5This list will help both you and your boss 
evaluate your work. 6Next, type up the memo neatly and give it to your 
boss. 7Then ask to hold a private meeting with him or her. 8Explain 
at the meeting your desire to advance and why your record shows you 
deserve it. 

Serılence with the main idea_· __ _ 
Passage's pattem of organization: 

a. time order 
b. comparison and/or centrast 
c. definition and example 

2. ı Americans spend so me $2.5 million each year to repair termite. ~c., 
to their homes. 2However, much of that money could be saved if a 
few anti-termite precautions were observed. 3Firewood, a favorite snack 
of ıermites, should be stored on a metal platform well away from the 
house. 4 Fences, playhouses and other wooden structures that touch the 
so il should be pre-treated with a protective coating. 5 And tree stumps 
near the home should be removed. 

Serılence with the main idea_· __ _ 
Passage's pattem of organization: 

a. time order 
b. list of iteıııs 
c. comparison and/or canırast 

3. ı When I turned thirty !ası week, I couldn't help thinking ab out how I 
had changed over the last ten years. 2When I was twenty, I acted as if 
ı was confıdent, but I was really fılled with huge doubts. 3Now I really 
am sornewhat confıdent, so I don't feeı the need to impress others so 
much. 4At twenty ı had girJs· on my mind day and night. ~Now that I'm 
married, I don't have to put all that energy into hustling up dates. 6I'm 

4. 

also emotionaıly calmer now. 7Ten years ago I wasted a lot of energy 
being angry at people. 81 realize now that I'm more Iikely to accept 
people the way they are. 9At least I don't blame them any morefor my 
own problems. 

Sentence with the main idea: ___ _ 
Passage's pattern of organization: 
a. comparison and/or contrast 
b. cause and effecı 
c. defınition and exarrıple 

ıAıtruism is an unselfısh interest in the welfare of others. 2 An altruistic 
person will help others even when he or she expects no benefıts in return. 
3An example is one of the passengers on a plane that crashed into the 
Potamac River one cold January day in 1982. 4Most of the passengers 
died under the ice, buı six passengers escaped into the icy waters. 5Every 
time a life preserver was ]owered by a helicopter, one man passed it on 
to one. of the other fıve. 6When the helicopter had lifted out all five, it 
returned to pick up that last survivor. 7But he had disappeared under the 
ice. ı 

Sentence with the main idea· ___ _ 
Passage's pattern of organization: 
a. list of itenıs 
b. cause and cffect 
c. defınition and example 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 4 

For each passage, write the sentence number of the main idea in the 
space provided. Then circle the Jetter of the chief pattem of organization of 
the passage. 

ı. 1 People of ten feel that domestic ca ts and their larger relati~. thejmrgte· 
cats, are very different. 2ln reality, however, they have many traits in 
conıınon. 3Both have eyes suiıed for night vision, and both prefer to 
slccp by day and ınove about at night. 4 Also, just as pet cats use their 
ıails to keep their balance and to signal eınotions, so do Iions and other 
large cats. 5ln addition, both kinds of cats can leap great distances. 6Pet 
cats are often found on top of bookcases or refrigerators. 7Similarly, 
the puma, the chaınpion jumper of the cal family, has been known to 
jump twenty feet up and forty feet ahead. 8Finally, little cats are not the 
only ones that purr; the cheetah, puma, and snow leopard all purr when 
content. 

Sentence with the main idea_· __ _ 
Passage's pattern of organization: 

a. list of items. 
b. comparison and/or contrast 
c. cause and effect 

2. 1The gap in attitudes between the older and younger generations is well·· 
known. 2But why does the gap exist? 3ls it, as some believe, because 
people become more conservative as they age? 40r is it simply that 
today's younger gencration has adopted attitudes that differ from those 
of their elders? 50ne rescareher found that people's ideas do change 
sornewhat as they grow older, but they don't change much. 6Attitudes 
forrned in the Iate teens and early twenties are pretty stable. 7Thus the 
gencration gap seems to resul ı from each generation's entering adulthood 
with different attitudes. 

Scntence with the main idea_· __ _ 
Passage's pattem of organization: 
a. time order 
b. list of items 
c. cause and effect 

3. ı A primary group is one that is made up of a smail number of people who 
relate intimately with each other over a long period. 2The members of 
such a group know each other personally and behave inforrnally together. 
JExamples of the primary group are families and smail circles of friends. 
4 Such groups are important units within the larger social structure. 5 lıı 
facı, in soıne traditional sınall-scale societies, the social structure is bascd 
almosı toıally on primary groups. 

Sentence with the main idea: __ _ 
Passage's paıtern of organization: 

a. time order 
b. cause and effect 
c. definition and example 

4. tGary began stealing Jiquor from his parents when he was fourteen, 
and by age seventeen he came to school drunk regularly. 2In his early 
twenties, he realized he was completely dependent on alcohol. 3Gary's 
moment of truth came at age twenty-five, when he narrowly escaped 
death in a drunk-driving accident. 4He soon committed himself to the 
local alcohol-recovery center. 5A!ter an intensive four-week treatment 
and a ninety-day follow-up program, Gary was free of alcohol for the 
fırst time in over ten years. 6He then returned to college and received 
a degree. 7Now he works as a counselor in the same treatment center 
that gave him his second chance. 8Gary's story should inspire many of 
his own patients. 

Sentence with the main idea· ___ _ 
Passage's pattern of organization: 

a. time order 
b. list of itcıııs 
c. compaıisorı arıd/or contrast 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 1 

Circk tlıc lcncr that corrcctly idemilic.:s tlıc primary partern of organiza
tion in cacl ı of tlıc f(ıllowing passage~. 

1. Wlıy do pcoplc: daydrcam? One causc.: of daydreaming is rourine or bor
ıng jobs tl1at are rolerablc onl:· wlıcn workcrs imagine themsdvcs doing 
soıncrhing else. Deprivation also .lcads to daydreaming. During World 
\Var Il, conscientious objectors who volunteered to go on semistarvacion 
diets for six months focused rheir daydreams on food. Some even hung 
enticing picrures of foods on their walls to give themsdvcs somcthing 
to daydream about. Another reason peoplc daydream is to discharge 
hosrilc feelings. For example, if an angry srudent imagincs dropping his 
insrructor our of a classroom window, it might hdp him to laugh at and 
dismiss his anno:rance with her. Some peoplc also daydream as a way to 
plan for the furure, so that by the time they face the situations they 
imagiııc, they will know whar to sa!' and how to acr. 
a. rime ordcr b. comrast c. cause and cffecr 

2. Wc have progressed steadily toward ourer space ever since the firsr su
pcrsonic jet flighrs of the Iate l950s. The pilots who broke the sound 
barrier in the X-l and X-15 planes often flew into the highcst reachcs of 
our atmosphere and almost achieved weightlessness. Following these 
flighrs, sarellires began to be put inro orbit, firsr by the Soviet Union 
and theıı by the United Stares. The next step was a series of ma.nned 
flighrs in ciny space capsulcs launchcd imo orbit by massive booster 
rockcts. From the first Mcrcııry flights to the Apollo flights that cven
rually landcd oıı tht moon, this stagc ınarked humankind's efforts to 
rcach nur ncarest neighbor-our ınoon. During the l970s, the Pioneer 
and Viking programs sent unmanncd probes to the planers in our solar 
s:'stcın and evcn bevond. One interstellar probe has been flung out of 
our solar system imo the space bctwcen the stars and should, theorcri
cally, go on cxploring forevcr. 
a. time ordcr b. companson c. cause and effect 

3. Habinıation is the psychological tern1 for a common human behavior 
partcrn: the morc wc are exposed to a stimulus, the lcss aware wc bc
come of it and, tl1erefore, the less we respond ro it. In other words, 
oncc wc get used w something, wc no Jonger notice it or tr)' to do 
anything about it. During the war in Viemam, reports and picrurcs 
from the combat z.oııe appeared every night on tdevision. Viewers soon 
bccan1e so accustomed to these stories on the network news programs 
that sccncs of violcnce and escalaring body counts no longer horrified 
them. Oncc the Viemam War had entered our living rooms, it bcca.me 
just another tdevision program-and just as ea.sy to rum off. 
a. list of iteıns b. comrast c. definition and cxamplc 

4. .A. dil'orcing co u pk expcricnccs sn·cral k.inds of separations_ One ıs a 
combination of lcgal and economic scparation. At this stagc tht couplc 
ınııst dccidc ho\\' to dividr their monc1· and other asscts. Changes in the 
wa1· famil~· mc:mbers, fricnds and acquaintances n:spond to the coupk 
as their dil'orce bccomcs known ma.ke up anothcr, public aspcct of the 
dii'Orcc. In the ıncanwhilc, the divorcing couple is also serararing emo
tionally. Sometiınes this cmotional disrancing begins long before the !e
ga! divorcc, bur oftcn cven aftcr a man and woman realize their marriagc 
is over, the~· stili long for cach other. 
a. list of irems b. comparison c. delinition and examplc 

5. :\lcohol and marijuana have a great deal in common. People use them 
to rcla..x, ro bccoınc lcss inhibircd, and ro achieve a plcasant, euphoric 
fcding. AJso, tl1c1' inspirc.: similar abuse parrcrns: hcavy drinkers com
prise abour 9 percent of oıır popularion; heavy marijuana users, lO per
cent. Howevc:r, alcohol and marijuana have been viewcd very differentl~· 
in the United Srarcs. Perhaps bccause ir has been around for thousands 
of years, alcohol is much morc widd~· accepted. The artempt to outla\1' 
its use through l'rohibirion lasred only fourrcen years before being rc
pealed in 1933. On the other h and, fe\\' peoplc protested in 1937 when 
the Marijuana Ta..x Acr madc marijuana use illegal, and even roday, onlv 
a minorirv of citizcns favor its dc:criminalizarion. 
a. time ordcr lı. coınparison/contrast c. causc and cffcct 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 2 

Arrangc rlıc groups of scranıblcd scnrcnccs bclo\\' inro logicıl p;ıragraplıs 
bv numbering rlıcm in an ordcr rlıaı nıakcs scnsc. Thcn circk rhc lerter of 
rlıc prııııarv parıcrn of organization uscd. 

Group 1 

Also, high ruirions affccr rhc amounr of rime: many srudcnrs can 
put inro rhcir srudıcs. 

For one ılıing, ir undoubrcdlv prcvcıırs same: srudc:nrs from ar
rc:nding collc:gc in the firsr placc:. 

Finally, those who do manage to ger loans know that they musr 
begin rhcir careers with large debrs. 

The high cosr of college roday causes problcms in more ways than 
one. 

Because loans and scholarships are dif!iculr ro ger, many srudenrs 
simply have to pur in numcrous hours ar work in order ro afford 
school. 
a. Comrası c. Cause and c:ffc:cr 
b. Comparison d. Definirion and exan1plc: 

Group 2 

In cirhcr casc:, rhev are parr of the socicry 's culrure. 

Arrifacrs are those objccrs made and uscd by a socicry. 

Aıııcricans, for exaınpk, use an enorrnous variety of arrifacrs, from 
papcr clips ro spaceships. 

They may have ariginared with the sociery or have been borrowed 
from others. 

On the: other hand, in technologically advanced societics, rhere are 
numerous anifacrs. 

In those socicries whosc: rcchnologies are relarively undcvclopcd, 
thcrc are fcw arrifacrs-a fcw tools, cooking urensils, and so on. 
a. Time: ordcr c. Causc and effecr 
b. Lisr of irems d. D dinition and examplc: 

Group 3 

Check the classified ads and rwo or three real esrare of!iccs for 
apanmenrs wirbin your pricc range and desired locale. 

When you're look.ing for an apanmenr, begin by making a list of 
promısıng opcnıngs. 

'v'.'hcn vou ha1·c chosen vour aparrmem, have a lawyer or other 
person ·knowkdgcablc abom kascs cxaminc your lcase bcfore you 

sıgn ır. 

As vou inspect each aparrmenr, make sun: that faucers, roilets, 
sro1;es, and clcctrical wiring and outlcts are flmcrioning ef!icic:mly 
and safcl1·. 

After vou have made a solid list, visit at lcast fivc of the most 
promising opcnings. 
a. Time ordcr c. Cause and effect 

Delinition and c:xamplc b. Comrası d. 

Group 4 

Last, c:vc:n the soaps in his bathroom are pink, white, or bluc:. 

In addirion, a huge American flag hangs !ike a picrure over the 
sofa in his living room. 

Firsr, along the: sidc:walk is a picket fencc: that's painrc:d red, white: 
and blue; the bl uc slars of the fence are sprinkled w ith white srars. 

One of m1· ncighbors has cxprcssed his patriorism by dccoraring 
his home in an unusual wav. 

Moreover, rlıc sob irsclf is brighr red, wirh littlc: bluc pillows ar 
c:ırhcr cnd. 
a. Time <mkr c. Comparison 
b. List of ırcıns d. Delinition and examplc 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 3 

hır caclı passagc, put the scııtcncc mınıher of the main idea in the space 
pr01·idn!. Tlıcıı circle the krrcr of rlıc answcr rhar accurarclv idcnrifıcs rlıc 
prııııan· pancrıı of organization of the passage. . 

1. 1 Wlıc:n you shop for sung:lasscs, vou should do morc than look for fiat
tcring franıes ar a bargain price. 2First, choosc sunglasscs that are clark 
enoug:h. 3 Dar k colors such as grccn and gray providc bcner protection 
for vour cves rhan lighr colors such as palc pink and lighr blue. 4 To 
derernıine whcther the glasses you !ike are: clark c:nough, try them on 
and look in a mirror. 5If you can see your c:yes through the lenses, they 
are roo lighr. 6You should also check for irregularities in the lcnses. 
7Hold up the sunglasses and look through them ar something with 
srraighr horiwnral and vcrrical lin es on it, such as a window pan e. 8 As 
:·o u move the ~dasses up and down, the linc:s should not waver. 9If they 
do, choose a differcnr pair of sunglasses. 

Senrence with the main idea: -------
Passage's panern of organization: 
a. list of ircms 
b. companson 
c. cause and dlCct 

2. 1 People wlıo are conrinually exposed ro roo much noisc can feci tircd all 
rlıe time ver he unablc ro skep soundly. 2Thcir bodies may be plagued 
lw digesrive spasms, increased hcarr rares, and constricted blood vessels. 
3 Snıdies conducred on aııimals show that noise pollution can cvcnrually 
resulr in Lhmage ro rhe ears, hcarr, and brain. 4 Thus for hurnans, noisc: 
pollurion ınay be one of the rcasons not only for hearing loss bm also 
for high blood prc:ssure, ulcc:rs, and emorional disorders. 

Senrence wirh the main idea:-------
Passagc's panem of organization: 
a. time order 
b. comrast 
c. cause and effecr 

3. 1Jackalopes are animals said ro be crosses berween jack rabbits and an
relopes. 2 Acrually, they are the fictitious creations of sroryrellers as well 
as ta.xidermists, who add deer anders to stuffed rabbits. 3 Tales of such 
animals are plcmiful. 4 For instance, Mrican folk talcs fcanıre harcs that 
wear false homs in order ro join gatherings of homed animals, and 
homed hares were picrured in a book published in Europe in 1662. 5In 
American humorous tales, jackalopcs are sometimcs deseribed as fierce 
giants. 6For example, the Ncbİ-askan jackalopc: is known as the warrior 
rabbit, and Wyoming jackalopes are rumared to be as large as trecs . 

.Smrcnct wirlı rlıc main idea:-------
Passagc·s pancrn of organization: 
a. lısr of ircms 
b. causc: and cffccı 
c. delinition and cxamplc 

4. 1Cities in dcvelopiııg coumries are noticeably d.ifferenr from those in 
wcaltlıier nations. 2Visitors ofren comment on the number of younger 
ptople in the: kss dcveloped countries. 3 Almosr half of all city rc:sidems 
in these counrrics are children and young people as coınpared ro Jess 
than one guarter of tlıc population of citics in dcvcloped countries. 
4Aiso, rnan1· unsk.iUed ll'orkers found jobs in European and Norrh 
/vncrican citics ll'lıerı rlıc ccorıoınies there became industrialized. 5In 
conrrası, one guarter of the work forcc is uncınployed in a typical ciry 
in a devdoping counrry. 6 Alrhough homcless peoplc are found in Eu
rope and Norrlı Anıerica, ınanv more peoplc: l.ive on the: street and in 
in1provised shacks in the less-developed nations. 7ln Mexico City, for 
instance, morc than four million sguaners live in improvised shclters. 

Scmence with the main idea:-------
Passage's panem of organization: 
a. time ord cr 
b. comrast 

causc and dlrct 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 4 

For caclı passagc, pur the scmcııcc number of rlıc main idea in rhc 
space providcd. Tiıcn circle the lerter of rlıc answcr rhar accurarch· idcnrilics 
rlıc primarv partcrn of organization of rhc passagc. · 

1. 1 Mass Jı:•srcria is a rypc of group bchavior thar involvcs a widcJ:· hcld 
and conragious anxicry, usuallv as a rcsulr of a falsc bclicf. 2Thc mcdicval 
wirclı hunrs wcrc a casc of mass hvsrcria; rhcv wcrc bascd on the bclicf 
rhar wirchcs wcrc the causc of th~ man:· problcms in Iate medicval so
cicry, including narural disastcrs and illnc:ss. 3Thosc accusc:d of being 
wirchcs (mainly old women) wc:rc rorrurcd unril thcv confesscd or they 
dicd. •ır thcv confcsscd, rhcv wcrc hurncd ro dcarh. 5Thc\' wcrc also 
forecd undcr. rornırc ro nam~ accompliccs, so the lisr of wi~chcs grcw, 
fccding the h:•sreria. 6 As man:· as 500,000 pcoplc w ere bum cd ro dcath 
by the clcrgy hcrwcen the lifrecnrh and scvcnrcc:nrh ccnnıries. 

Scıırcncc wirh the main idea: -------
Passagc's parterıı of organization: 
a. rime order 
b. comparison 
c. delinition and examplt 

2. 1\Vhile managemc:nr stylcs vary, thcrc are cerrain factors that sc:paratc 
the good adminisrraror from rlıc poor one:. 2 A good manager amiciparcs 
problems and prepares for thc:m, bur a poor manager is oftc:n taken by 
surprisc:. 3Thc: effcctivc: administrator recognizc:s rc:peatcd problems and 
makes changes to climinatc them; the lc:ss c:ffectivc boss deals with one: 
erisis ar a time, never seeing the conncctions bctwecn thc:m. 4 ln addi
tion, a good boss delegates work ro othcrs, whilc the: poor one prc:fcrs 
to rakc on one: c:xtra task aftcr another rather than train employces ro do 
the work righr. 5Thc c:ffecrivc: administrator is also flexible enough ro 
adapr ro changing siruarions. 6 ln conrrast, the: poor one often clings ro 
the old rules whcthcr or not they apply. 

Scnrencc with the main idea: -------
Passagc's partcrn of organization: 
a. comrast 
b. cause and effc:a 
c. delinition and examplc 

3. 1 Advertising's main goal is, of course, ro seli producrs, bur advertising 
also has other effc:as. 2By inercasing the demand for producrs, advertis
ing encourages c:conomic growth .. 3lt hc:lps to mainrain competition 
among businesscs, and therc: is some evidence that this competition 
lcads ro lower priccs for consı.imcr goods. 4A casc: can cven be madc for 
advertising as a source of information. 5New producrs are often intro
duecd in ads, which frcqucntly demonsrrare how the producrs are uscd 
and providc inlornıarion on spccial features and prices. 6 This informa
tion is intcndcd ro seli prodııcr~. bur ir can also rcsulr in bcrter-informcd 
consumc:rs. 

Scnrcncc: with the: main idea:------
Passagc's pattcrıı of organization: 
~- comparison 
b. causc and cftccr 
c. delinition and cxampk 

4. 1 In )anuary of 1954. Erııcsr and Marv Hemin~·ay lcft Nairobi on a 
\'acarion trip on \\'hiclı tlıcv flcw over grazing clephanrs, hippos bathing 
in the lakes, and h u ge tlocks of li:cding tlamingos. 2As they wcrc circling 
a specracular warcrfall, a flock of ibis tlew in front of the plaııc. 3Whcn 
rlıc pilot dived ro a\·oid rlıc birds, he srruck an abandoncd rclcgraph 
wirc thaı crosscd the gorgc. •ın the crash that followed, Ernesr spraincd 
his shouldcr; Mary \\'as onl:· slightly injured. 5Luck.ily, a boar came 
down the river rlıc nexr morning, and its crew rcscucd tlıcm. 6By that 
cvening, they wcrc on board a smail plane bound for Enrebbe. 7The 
plan e lifred from rlıc plowcd field that served as a runway, the n crashed 
and bursr inro llamcs. 8Ernesr cscapc:d b:· brealeing through a window 
with his head and injured shouldcr, and Mary gor out through another 
window. 9 Twicc in m·o davs rhcv had crashed and comc out alivc, bur 
Ernesr had injurcd his lıcad, his backbonc, and a k.idncy, and his lowcr 
ımcsrinc had collapscd. 10Aftcr this, cven wriring a lerter was difficulr 
for him. 

Scnrcnce with the main idea:------
Passagc's partcrıı of organization: 
a. rime order 
b. lisr of ircms 
c. conrrasr 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 5 

for cach passagc, put the scntcnce number of the main ide~ in the 
space providcd. Thcn ci re le the lcrı:cr of the answer that accur~tclv idcmifies 
the primarv patrcrn of organization of the passagc. . 

1. ı Advcrtiscrs have lcarncd that imagcs that provcd successful in the 
United Starcs have not alwavs bcen as successful when uscd in other 
counrries. 2"Body b\· Fislıcr,'; for example, was a perfcctly good slogan 
in Amcrica, but in Flemish it was translatcd into "Corpse bv Fisher." 
3Whitc, which suggests ckanliness and purity in the U.S., has~ emirely 
diffcrcnr mcaning in Japan, where ir is the color ofmouming. -."Ycllow 
Aoors," to Americam, are dingy floors, bur in China yellaw is a color 
ıısed in rcligious scrı:ings. 5"Put a Tiger in Your Tank" was an effeaive 
slogan for an oil companv advcrtising in the U.S.; however, in Tlıailand 
ir \\'JS nor succcssful because Thais do nor think of the riger as a symbol 
of power. 

Senrencc with the main idea: ______ _ 
Passagc's pattern of organization: 
a. contrast 
b. cause and dfect 
c. dcfinirion and examplc 

2. ıclıildren master language in prcdictablc stagcs. 2Ar about six months, 
habies start to babblc, which means they repeat sirnpk sounds, such as 
''ma-ma-me-mc." 3 About three or four months latcr, they can repcat 
sounds that orhcrs make. 4 During this stagc, parems and babies ofren 
babbit altcrnatcly almosr as if they are carrying on little convcrsations. 
5 These inrcrchanges are rich in cmorional meaning, although the sounds 
themsclves are meaninglcss. 6 At the ncxt srage, toddlcrs kam the mean
ings of many words, but they are not yer abk to talk thcmsclvcs. 7 A 
toddlcr might understand a scmcnce such as "Bring mc your sock" but 
be unablc to say any of the words. 8Evcntually, the child bcgins to talk. 
in singlc words and then in two-word senrcnccs. 

Senrencc: with the main idea: -------
Passage's parı:em of organization: 
a. time ordcr 
b. companson 
c. cause and cffca 

3. 1Thc: ciance of death, wlıich was per.formcd in the fourreenth century in 
responsc to the Black Death, had several intercsting charaacristics. 
2First, it oftcn took place in a graveyard, an appropıiate place for a 
plague wlıich killcd one-fifrlı ro one-half of the population of Europe, 
Africa, and Asia. 3 In addition, to show that the plague struck rich and 
poor alike, the daneers dressed to reprcsem pcoplc from all walks of life. 

4 l'crlıap~ the most sigııiticaıır aspcct of rlıi~ dancc, howcvcr, was the part 
\\'hen one dane cr kil dowıı during the pcrformaııce as if he or shc \\'ere 
dcad. 5Mcmhcrs of the opposire sex thcn kisscd the "victim," who rose 
up as if returned to life.:. 6Unt(ırrunatcly, this kissing oftt:n brought not 
lik bur de;ıth. because it hclpcd to sprcad the plaguc. 

Scmcnce with the main idea:-------
Passagc's parı:erıı of organization: 
a. causc and c!Tcct 
b. list of ircm~ 
c. comrast 

-1. ı Plams can be surprisiıı!:'l" dcsrn.ıcrivc. 2Root svstenıs. caıı push bricks 
apan, lift concrete, and c\·eıırualh· topplc buildings. 0 l'lams that find 
niclıcs on the surface> of buildıngs are also desrructive. 4 Bccause the~· 
must cxtracr ncctlcd ııurrienrs. they graduall~· dissolvc the surfaccs on 
which the\' grow. 5 Roofing tilcs, plastcr. and cvcn glass cannot resİst the 
plaııts. 6 lm·ading plams can rc:lativel~· guickly turn an abaııdoned factory 
sire imo a field and tlıcn inro woodland. 'Espccialh' in tropical areas, 
dense vcgctarion conıplctcl\' overwhclms abandoned cırics; consc
guently, the~· are lost for ccnruries. 

Scnrcnce with the main idea: ______ _ 
Passagc's parı:erıı ot" orgaııizarıoıı · 
a. time order 
b. conıparı~~ıı ı 

ı·:11ı-..:f" :1nd ('t'h·n 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 1 

Circk the kttcr that correctly idemifies the primary pattan of organi
z:ıtion in each of the following passages. 

ı. Excrcise builds more than a healıhy body. Recenı studies indicare that 
physical excrcise causes the production of cerıain hormones that e neour
age self-esteenı. feelings of achievement, and reduced levels of stress. 
The greater the level of activity. the higher the level of psychological 
well-being that results. In short, the study confırnıs what fıtness buffs 
have been saying all along: e.xercise nıakes them feel better. 

a list of items b. comparison c. cause and effect 

' Physically and psychically women are by far the superior of men. The 
old chestnut about women being more emotional than men has been for
ever destroyed by the facts of two great wars. Women under blockade, 
heavy bombardmenı, concentration camp confinement, and similar rig
ors withstand them vastly more successfully than men. The psychiatric 
casualties of civilian populations under such conditions are mostly mas
culine, and there are far more men in our mental hospitals than there 
are women. The steady hand at the helm is the hand that has had the 
practice at rocking the craJie. 

a. time order b. comrast c. definition and example 

3. A Pyrrhic victory is a victory won at such a great cost that it amounts 
vinually to a defeaı. The name comes from Pyrrhus, a Greek mercenary 
general who invaded ltaly and attacked the Romans in 281 B.C. Pyrrhus 
defeated the Roman arnıy sent against him, but his own amıy suffered 
terrible losses. "One more such victory and I anı ruined," he exclaimed. 
The Battle of Borodino in 18 12 was another dassic instance of a Pyrrhic 
victory. Napoleon 's invading French army defeated a defending Russian 
army near Moscow and occupied the city. But .the French suffered so 
greatly from the batıle and the winter that followed that the invasion 
turned into a disaster that cost Napoleon his throne. 

a. defınition and example b. cause and effect c. comparison 

4. One summa evening, Papa scuffled up the front steps carrying several 
crumpled paper bags in his long anns. These contained treasure from 
the fanner's market. The smallest package, dripping with brine, held our 
favorite: boiled peanuts. Smiling, Papa surrendered the delicacy to us 
children on the front porch. Eagerly. I knelt before the soggy pack:ıge 
and quickly ıore it open. First, we squeezed open the sofıened shells with 
a satisfying wet pop, then emptied the damp contents into our waiting 
mouths, as if the peanuts w ere ra w oysters. 

a. list of items b. time order c. contrast 

5. The Mary Rose. an English warship built by King Henry VIII, sank in 
batıle in I 545. !ts wreck w as discovered in the I 970's and salvaged, 
revealing a treasury of arıifacts from Tudor England. The fınds ranged 
from the ship's cannons ıo tools used by her barber-surgeon. Those tools 
included a heirnet and mallet-used to knock patients out during surgery 
or dentat work. A nunıbı!r of English longbows were also found, in 
addition to quivers of arrows. Other, more personal items found included 
pı!Wtı!r bowls that belonged to officers and a delicately carved ivory 
com b. 

a. list of itenıs b. defınition and example c. cause and effect 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 2 

Arrange the groups of scraınbled senten.:es below into logical para
graphs by nunıb.::ring the senıı:n.:ı:s in an orderthat makes sı:nsı! Thı:n circk 
the ktter of thı: primary paııcrn of organization used. 

Group 1 

____ First of all, don't pick thı: most popular spot in town; it may bı: full 
of couples, and sı:rvice to a single diner ınay bı: rushı:d. 

---And finally, bring a book ıo read or a smail amounı of pap.::rwork 
if you sıill feel self-conscious about dining alonı:. 

--- Therı: arı: several tricks to helping yoursı:lf fı:el nıore coınforı:ı.bk 
when you are dining alonı: at a restaurant. 

--- Instead, try smail ethnic restaurants, where eating alone is a nıore 
common sight. 

---If in doubt, call ahı:ad to ask if a restaurant encourages solo dining. 

a. definition and example c. list of items 
b. cause and effect d. comparison 

Group 2 

____ During prolonged or severe labor, so mı: nı:wborns suffı:r from a 
spı:cific type of asphyxia. known as birth asphyxia. 

____ The word comes from a Greek word meaning stopping of the pulse. 

____ Arıother tragic insıance of asphyxia is thı: la ek of oxygı:n suffered 
when a curious child becomes trapped accidı:ntally insidı: a discarded 
ırunk or refrigeraıor. 

____ Asphyxia is the medical term for the lack of oxygı:n in the body, 
leading to brain danıagı:, or in prolonged cası:s, dc:aıh. 

____ Yet another example is the mild asphyxia sometimes sufferı:d by 
smokers as fumes containing tar and other gases replace thı: oxygen 
in their lungs. 

a. list of items c. contrast 
b. cause and effect d. defınition and ex.;ı.mple 

Group 3 

____ The other group of pupils. in conırast, responded best to seeing thı: 
lessons. eitha wriııen on the blackboard or printed on hand-out 
sheets. 

___ By the middk of the school year. one fourth-grade teacha w as ab le 
to identify two different types of learnı:rs in her class. 

____ The teacher notı:d that the visualleamers. unlike the listeners, oftı:n 
had difficulty following hı:r spokı:n dirı:ctions, even if she repeatı:d 
the m. 

___ Thı:se listı:ners had no trouble mı:morizing facts spoken by the 
teachı:r, and were often heard repeating the lessons out loud to 
themselves so that they might learn them beııer. 

____ One group seemed to le arn best by listening. 

a. comparison c. definition and example 
b. contrast d. list of items 

Group 4 

____ A part-time job provides a way to inıeract with others and escape 
the feeling of being trapped at home. 

___ But researchers at the University of Wisconsin are discovering that 
a part-time job away from home is good for new mothers for various 
re aso n s. 

___ last, a regular paycheck, in addition to be ing an economic necessity 
for many, can reaffınn one's worth. 

___ New mothers today often agonize about whether or not to work 
outside the home after the baby is bom. 

___ Working also occupies a lot of time that might be spent worrying 
about thı: baby or about one's parental abilities. 

a. cause and efkct c. conırast 

b. ddinition and c::cıınpk d. time orda 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION: Test 3 

For each passage, wriıe the senıence numba oi the main idea in the 
space provided. Then cirde the lwer of the chid" paııern of organization of 
ıhe passage. 

1. 'Soıııe of the diikrences b.:ıween baseball and iolltb;ıll are nıllst :ıppar.:nt 
at the professional kvel. :ın fooıball, the size of the tie!J and the kngıh 
oi the game never ch;ınge. 3The dimensions of nı;ıjor-kague b;ıllp;ırks. 
however, vary from sıadiunı to sıadiunı. •And baseball ganıes c:ın !ası 
irom nineıy minuıes to five hours. 5 Also, w h ik foo ı bali pl:ıyers ı e nd ı o 
be huge-ofıen 250 to 300 pounds or more-baseb;ıll pl:ıyers are abouı 
the same size as the typical adult mak. 6Finally. pro fooıb;ıll isa vioknı 
game wiıh many serious injuries. 7 Major-kague baseball. however is a 
non-canıacı sporı, and serious injuries are rare. 

Sen te nce w ith the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage 's pa tt em of organization: 

a. time order 
b. canırast 

c. cause and effecı 

1There are a number of reasons a local station mighı choose not ıo 

broadcası a network program. 'First, regional differences could make 
a network offering less desirable ıo a parıicular sıation. 3For example. 
soıne kinds of programıning might be ınore acceptable in the liberal 
Norıheast than in the ınore conservative South. •second, the show might 
be judged to be too controversial. 5For instance, in April 1983, a number 
of affıliaıes refused to air The Thom Birds because of the conıroversies 
that could be starıed by the porıra ya! of a priest's violation of his vow of 
cdibacy. 6Third, a station might choose to broadcast a sports program 
feaıuring a local professional or collegiate team in place of a network 
offering. 

Sen te nce w ith the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage"s paııern of organization: 

a. cause and dkcı 
b. comparison 
c. definition and example 

3. 'Often. a ıroublesome habit is a -chained"' behavior-that is. a beh;ıv
ior that is actı.ially a sequence of mini-behaviors, each of which forıns 
the trigger for the next. 'For example. sınaking ınay look !ike a rather 
eiemenıary response, but it acıually involves a long chain of responses. 
3The smoker ınust tirst buy a pack of cigareııes and store them sorne
where (purse. pocket, desk drawer). •Then she ınust withdraw the pack 
from where iı is kepı and, if it is unopened, remove the wrapper. 5Then 
she ınay ıap the cigarette. 60r, if the cigareııe is tilter-tipped. she has to 
look at it to see which end to put in her mouth. 7The behavior chain con
tinues unıil the cigareıte is almost consumed, at which point the smoker 
extinguishes it. 

Sentence w ith the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage's pattern of organization: 

a. time order 
b. canırast 

c. definiıion and example 

4. 1lf planeıs are such comman objects, why are we cerıain of only the nine 
in our own solar system? 2Three interrelaıed factors stand in the way of 
identifying planers that belong to other stars. 3The firsı is distance: the 
closest star to us is ıhousands of times farıher away than Pluto, and Pluto 
is hard enough ıo deıect. 'The second is that planets shine by reflected 
lighı and not by themselves. 5This makes them very dim compared with 
their parent stars, far too dim to be seen directly. 6The third difficulty is 
size. 7Planets are necessarily smail relative to stars, because if they were 
of similar size, they would have evolved into stars. 8The smail size of 
planets helps make them impossible to see at stellar distances. 

Sen te nce with the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage's patıern of orpnization: 

a. list of iıems 
b. time ordı:r 
c. comparison 
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PATTERNS OF ORGANlZATlON: Test 4 

For each passage, write the sentence number of the main idea "ın the 
space provided. Then circle the letıer of the chief panern of organization of 
the passage. 

ı. i[n the Bavarian, French, and ltalian Alps. once magnificenı forests are 
slowly being destroyed by the effects of air pollution. 'Trees dying from 
pollution lose their leaves or needles, allowing sunlight to reach the 
forest tloor. lDuring this process. grass prospers in the increased light 
and pushes out the native plants and moss which hdp to hold rainwater. 
"The soil thus loses absorbency and becomes hard, causing rain and snow 
ıo slide over the ground instead of sinking inıo iı. 5This in turn results 
in erosion of the soil. 0 After a heavy rain, the eroded !and finally falls 
aw:ıy in gianı rockslides and avalanches, destroying entire villages and 
causing life-threatening tloods. 

Sen te nce with the main idea:------
Passage's paııern of organization: 

a. cause and effect 
b. definition and example 
c. comparison 

2. tMost consumer producıs go through disıinct stages in their histories, 
each stage requiring a differenı style of managemenı. 'A new product 
must be developed and perfected, and ad campaigns must be devised 
to encourage customers to buy iı. 3Then. as a product "catches on," the 
emphasis shifts to building new plants to mass-produce the product fast 
enough to keep up wiıh demand. "As supply catches up to demand, the 
need for new invesıment in the product is reduced, and the product 
beconıes very profitable. 5Finally, the product becomes ouıdated and 
nıust be pulled from the shelves to make room for new products. 

Senıence w ith ı he main idea:-------
Passage's paııern of organization: 

a. list of irems 
b. time order 
c. comparison . 

3. 1Crows, magpies, _blue jays, and ravens-classitied as corvids, or mem
bers of the crow family-display the highest !eve! of intelligence in the 
bird world. 1 Capıive crows and magpies, for example, have been ıaughı ıo 
counı, read clocks, open and close rııatch boxes, and tie knots. 3Jackdaws 
have been known to reırieve smail brighı household trinkets they have 
stolen, and blue jays can relocate ıhousands of acoms they have hidden 
away in remote spots. •Possibly the most amazing example of ıhese birds' 
intelligence is the well-documenıed ability of hooded crows to pul! up 
fishing lines from untended iceholes and sıeal a fısherman's entire catch. 

Senıence w ith the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage's paııern of organization: 

a. !isı of iıems 
b. time order 
c. cause and effecı 

4. 1When the British colonized the New World in the seventeenth century. 
they broughı ıheir wives and families wiıh ıhem to establish communiıies. 
'Unlike them, Portuguese explorers who colonized Brazil in the 1500's 
anived alone and lived in groups that were exclusively male. 3 Wiıhouı 
any kind of family or communiıy sıructure, these men lived in a fronıier 
atmesphere that encouraged sexual exploitation of naıive Indian women 
and, later, African women who were brought in as slaves. "In comrası 
ıo those in the British colonies, white men and women of other races 
cohabited freely in Brazil. as did the generations that followed. 5 Bec:ıuse 
of this dillerence in the ways B razi! and the United States w ere colonized, 
racism became a dividing facıor in ı his counıry, whereas most of Br:ızili:ın 
society today is mixed and racial contlict is almost unknown there. 

Sentence w ith the main idea: ______ _ 
Passage's paııern of organization: 

a. comparison 
b. contrast 
·c;. defıniıion and example 
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APPENDIXG 

TESTING PACKAGE 

(The two texts, questionnaire, Recall Protocol Papers, Open-Ended questions, True
False test) 

TEXTA 

(COLLECTION OF DESCR!PT!ONS) 

You are go ing to read the text be!ow and carry out s ome task.s on the basis of it; 
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Imagine that you have come across this text in a newspaper or a magazine you like 

reading; and you are interested in the topic of it. 

Rearl the text at your own rate. 

Do not try to memorize it; but try to understand. 

Now read the text below. 

Several aspects of the loss of body water wil! be discussed. First, the Ioss of 

body water is frequently required by athletic coaches of wrestlers, boxers, judo 

contestants, karate contestants, and footba!! team members so that they will attain 

specified body weights. These specified weig..lıts are c.onsiderably below the athletes' 

usual weights. Second, the loss ofbody water sustained by a 150-pound individual each 

day is three pints of water. Third, loss of body \lLJater impairs cardio-vascular 

functioning, which limits work capacity. More specifically, a loss of three percent of 

body water impairs physical perfonnance and a loss of five percent results in heat 

e::ıclıaustion. Moreover, a loss of seven percent of body water causes hallucinations. 

Losses of ten percent or more of body water result in heat stroke, deep comma, and 

convulsions; if not treated, death v1ill result. 
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TEXT B 

(COMPAIUSON) 

Y !H! are go ing to read the text be!ow and carry out so me tasks on the has is of iL 

!magine that you have come across this text in a newspaper or a magazine you !ike 

reading, and you are interested in the topic of it. 

Read the text at your own rate. 

Do not try to memorize it; but try to understand. 

New read the text be!ow. 

The !oss of body water is :frequently required by at!:ıJetic coaches of wrestlers, 

boxers, judo contestants, !n:ırate contestants, and footba!l teanı members so that they wi!! 

attain specified body weights. These specified weights are considerab!y below the 

atJ:ıJetes' usua! ·weights. In contrast to action taken by coaches, The American Medical 

Assodation strong!y conderrm.s the lo ss of body water for at!:ıJetes. They condemn !o ss of 

body water due to the fact that the loss of body water impairs cardio-vascular 

fimctioning, w!:ıich lirrüts work capacity. More specifica!ly, a loss of three percent of 

body water impairs physical performance and a loss of five percent results in heat 

exhaustion. Moreover, a loss of seven percent of body water causes hallucinations. 

Losses of ten percent or more of body water results in heat stroke, deep coma, and 

convulsions; if not treated, death ''ıill results. 
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Name: 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

By circling the appropriate option; indicate how difficult you have found the text' s 

a)GRAMMAR 

1. very easy 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. very difficult 

b) VOCABULARY 

1. very easy 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. very difficult 

c) CONTENT 

1. very e.asy 
, .... 
3. 

4. 

5. very difficult 

d) PATTERN OF ORGANIZATION 

1. very easy 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. very difficult 
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Name: 

RECALLPROTOCOL 

On this page write rlown everything you ran rememher from the text. 

Whi!e w!"iting; use your own words or words from the text. 

Write in comp!ete sentences; do not just list iso!ated wordsor ideas. 

Try to show in your writing how ideas from the text are re!ated to each other. 



Name: 

OPEN-ENDED TEST 

Writedownon the spa!:e below 

a) the spedfk topic or the main idea of the passage 

h) the ma i or supporting detai!s of it 

.. 
ı.. 

ı. 
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Name: 

TRUE-FALSE TEST 

Decide whether the following statements are true or fa!se according to the text. In 

front of each statement write !!:!!Lif you think it !s trııe or false if yoıı think it is 

false. 

~ 1. Athletio coaches frequently require oertain athletes to lose body weight. 

_ 2. The atlıJetes lose weight to attairı a specifio body weig.,lıt. 

_ 3. Body weight is a general concem in all kinds of sports. 

_ 4. The speoific body weight the athletes try to attain is considerably below their usual 

weight. 

_ 5. The atlıJet es above their weight standard should lo se weight gradually. 

_ 6. Coaches should oonsider atlıJetes' age and gender when they require them to lose 

weight. 

_ 7. Loss ofbody water can limit the athletes' work capacity 

_ 8. It isimportant that athletes have the optimal body size for mwimum performance. 

_ 9. The athletes who lose body water risk certain heath problems. 

_ 1 O. Athletes often use questionable and dangerous methods of weight lo ss. 

_ll. For success in sports doing more exercise is more effeotive than losing weight . 

.,.._ 12. Loss ofbody water may result in hallucinations. 

_ 13. Medical treatment may be necessary when the loss ofbody water is above a 

certain limit. 

_ 14. Loss of body water may oause the athlete' s failure in sports. 

_ 15. There are certain weight standards in some sports. 
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